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ABSTRACT

The major purposes of this historical investigation

were: (1) to gain a wider perspective of the place

vocabulary development instruction occupied in the

recommended reading texts from 1900 to 1985; (2) to

describe the word meaning recommendations written for

educators from 1900 to 1985; and (3) to compare, recom

mendations on developing word meanings from 1900 to 1985

and determine if there have been changes in these

recommendations. A subarea of investigation in this

study was to examine classroom vocabulary development

practices from 1900 to 1985 and to compare these practices

to recommended practices.

A classification system for vocabulary development

methods was developed for this study with three context

methods and twenty-seven direct methods. Ninety-four

reading methodology textbooks published from 1900 to 1985

were examined and analyzed to determine recommended

vocabulary development practices. Also reading scholars'

opinions, observational studies, and teacher surveys were

employed to gather information about actual classroom

vocabulary development practices.

The analysis revealed that vocabulary development

recommendations in the reading methodology texts from

1900 to 1985 occupied approximately 5 percent of the
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pages. Suggestions for systematic vocabulary development

are described in only fourteen of the ninety-four reading

methodology texts.

The total number of vocabulary development methods

recommended from l~OO to 1985 has increased threefold

with the textbooks recommending a wider variety of

methods in more recent years. Many new methods were

introduced from 1900 to 1985 and the more recently

published textbooks describe the methods with greater

specificity than older textbooks did. The two most

recommended vocabulary development methods are direct

instruction and incidental learning.

The findings for the subarea of the study reveal

that observational research indicates that less than 3

percent of classroom time is devoted to vocabular.y

development. Surveys of teachers disagree with this

finding giving much higher percentages for word meaning

development. Teachers say they use a limited variety of

methods whereas the reading texts describe a wide variety

of both direct and context methods. Many reading

investigators believe that there is a lack of classroom

attention to systematic vocabulary development.
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Those who do not remember the past are condemned to
relive it.

--George Santayana
The Life of Reason (1905-06)

The dominant characteristics of our schools today
are the product of a long history, and those who hope to
alter those characteristics need to know their origins
and enduring functions in order to act effectively.

--Stephen Ternstrom
Educational Research: A

Structure for Inquiry



CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

Reading ability is an essential skill in our modern

and very complex society (Harris and Sipay, 1985;_

Hittleman, 1978; Spiro, 1980). Not only is it needed for

full participation in our democratic processes but also

for acquiring information, particularly in academic

settings (Adams, 1980). The recently published report,

Becoming a Nation of Readers, from the Commission on

Reading (1985) states:

Reading is a basic life skill. It is a
cornerston~ for a child's success i~ school and,
indeed, throughout life. Without the ability to
read well, opportunities for personal fulfillment
and job success inevitably will be lost. (p. 1)

The lack of reading ability has implications beyond

the individual. The upgrading of society is also

addressed by Becoming a Nation of Readers (1985):

Reading is important for the society as well as
the individual. Economics research has established
that schooling is an investment that forms human
capital--that is, knowledge, skill, and problem
solving ability that have enduring value. (p. 1)

Researchers agree that a knowledge of word meanings

is clo~ely related to reading ability (Harris and Sipay,

1985; Becker, 1980). Forgan and Mangrum (1981) believe

that, "Approximately 60 percent of comprehension is

accounted for by vocabulary. In other words, comprehension
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is 60 percent word meaning" (p. 124). Anderson and

Freebody (1981) find that the extent of knowledge of word

meanings possessed by individuals is.a very reliable

predictor of reading comprehension.

Factor analytic research by Davis (1942, 1968, 1972)

sought to identify the most important reading skills. His

consistent finding is that word knowledge is the most well

differentiated skill. Spearritt (1972) reanalyzed Davis's

data using another method of analysis and also finds

vocabulary knowledge to be the best identified of all

reading skills. Readability research, closely related to

factor analysis, has been performed to determine what

makes text difficult to read. Klare (1974-1975) reviewed

readability formulas and concludes that vocabulary

knowledge is the most important variable in arriving at

text complexity.

Given the importance of reading ability for learning,

vocabulary knowledge also assumes a position of prominence.

Reading investigators have urged educators to give

attention to word meanings as a part of regular classroom

instruction (Dale, O'Rourke, and Bamman, 1971; Durkin,

1983; Johnson and Pearson, 1984; Burns, Roe, and Ross,

1984).
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Statement of the Problem

Due to the establishment of the connection between

vocabulary knowledge and reading comprehension and the

recommendations of reading scholars it is expected that

classroom practices would emphasize teaching word

meanings. However, available studies on classroom

practices reveal just the opposite to be true. Durkin

(1978-1979) performed an observational study of fourth

grade classes which focused on the teaching of reading

comprehension. The reading classes were observed for

approximately 4,500 minutes. The data indicate that less

than three percent of the instructional time was devoted

to developing word meanings. In a related study of fourth

grade social studies classes less than two percent of the

instructional time was spent in preparation for reading

which includes the introduction of vocabulary. Durkin

thus concludes that essential instruction of word meanings

is not occurring.

The observational studies of Pooley (1946) and Roser

and Juel (1982) reach conclusions similar to Durkin's

study in that very small percentages of time are used for

vocabulary instruction in classrooms. Roser and Juel

(1982) observed 1,200 minutes of reading instruction in

elementary classrooms anc their results indicate that only

5 percent of the time was used to develop word
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meanings. Earlier Pooley (1946) conducted a language arts

observational study in Wisconsin elementary schools. Only

2.5 percent of the lessons consisted of vocabulary

development.

Secondary schools also fail to assign adequate

emphasis to vocabulary expansion (Bullock, Hesse, and

Slinger, 1982). Bullock et ale observed eighth grade

language arts and social studies classes for approximately

3,500 minutes. They conclude that less than 1 percent of

the instructional time was for teaching vocabulary.

A paradox is apparent then in that scholars and

practitioners are in direct contrast. Reading researchers

offer substantial evidence of the importance of vocabulary

knowledge and reading educators advocate vocabulary

instruction. In spite of the value placed upon vocabulary

by reading scholars, almost all of the observational

research suggests that classroom practice does not follow

these findings and recommendations.

The next logical point of inquiry then is to examine

the training that educators receive to prepare them for

teaching reading and, therefore, vocabulary development.

Preservice and inservice teachers may be trained through

college coursework, workshops, professional journals, and

other such means. In elementary and secondary reading

courses a common element for preparing teachers to provide
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instruction in vocabulary is through a textbook devoted to

the teaching of reading. Such textbooks have been in

existence since the late nineteenth century (Smith, 1965).

According to Smith, these reading methodology texts have

exerted influence on the teaching of reading and have been

recommended to teachers in courses of study in reading.

The courses of study in reading also appeared for the

first time at the end of the nineteenth century. They

were produced by school districts and state school

systems.

The discrepancy between the recommendations of

reading scholars and the practices of teachers in the

classroom raises questions about vocabulary development

instruction recommended in textbooks. What, essentially,

have educators been instructed to do in textbooks to

foster a knowledge of word meanings?

Purpose of the Study

This investigation seeks to provide a historical

perspective on vocabulary development recommendations made

in professional texts for elementary and secondary

teachers in the teaching of reading. Historical research

can yield a clear view of the present based on its past

(Manly, 1970). In making information on vocabulary
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suggestions and practices available, vocabulary

instruction, and therefore, reading comprehension may both

be improved.

This study is necessary as no single source exists

which gives this information. Providing a single

reference work which would supply the methods of

vocabulary development espoused by twentieth century

authors of reading texts would be a boon to those

interested in vocabulary instruction.

This historical disse~tation is dedicated to

examining the vocabulary development recommendations

present in reading texts for elementary and secondary

teachers from 1900 to 1985. During this period numerous

reading methodology texts have been published. Ninety

four of these were included in this study. The textbooks

were examined for vocabulary development recommendations.

Objectives to be Investigated

This study will involve the examination and analysis

of the vocabulary development recommendations for the

following primary objectives.

1. To gain a wider perspective of the place

vocabulary development instruction occupied in

the recommended reading texts from 1900 ~o 1985.

The results of the study will indicate the
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importance attached to the teaching of word

meanings by reading experts.

2. To describe the word meaning recommendations

written for educators from 1900 to 1985. This

study entails an exhaustive search of the

historical literature to identify these

recommendations and practices.

3. To compare recommendations on developing word

meanings from 1900 to 1985 and determine if

there have been changes in these recommendations.

Such a historical study would clearly delineate

these suggestions and an analysis would yield

information about the vocabulary development

techniques suggested for use. If the vocabulary

development recommendations underwent

transformation the analysis will attffiPt to locate

the possible causes for the modifications.

The three primary objectives described above are the

major objectives for this study. They will be addressed

by examining the reading methodology texts.

There is also a subarea of investigation in this

study. It is designated a secondary purpose, because it

is based upon incomplete information and, therefore,

cannot be fully investigated. It involves an examination

of classroom vocabulary development practices from 1900 to
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1985 and a comparison of these practices to recommended

practices. The findings of this investigation would be of

value to all educators concerned with improving reading

comprehension.

Research studies, available in the literature, will

be used to provide data about classroom practices. These

studies will be fully described in the methodology section

of this paper. Various researchers have used either

classroom observations or teacher surveys to yield

information about .classroom vocabulary development

practices. The descriptive information from a number of

the studies also contains quantitative statistics relating

to the amount of time used for vocabulary teaching.

However, the determination of classroom vocabulary

development practices is limited by the lack of 9vaila

bility of a sufficient number of research studies to give

a complete or totally accurate picture of actual teacher

practices.

Assumptions of the Study

The assumption has been made that the reading

methodology texts selected for analysis in the study were

and are among the most used during their respective time

periods. The titles examined are listed in Smith (1965)
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in American Reading Instruction, and A Dictionary of

Reading and Related Terms by Harris et al. (1981).

A further assumption is that preservice and inservice

teachers were exposed to the word meaning development

instructions contained in these texts. In the Statement

of the Problem section earlier in this chapter it was

noted that according to Smith (1965) reading methodology

texts have exerted influence on the teaching of reading

and have been recommended to teachers in courses of study

in reading.

Definition of Terms

Vocabulary development and word meaning instruction

are used in this paper as synonymous terms. They refer to

the acts of teaching and bUilding vocabulary. The act of

teaching is conventionally assumed to include both the

teaching of the task and the provision of practice in

performing the task in order to make sure that the

learning has been established. In this study word meaning

instruction has been limited to the teaching of word

meanings only, not the use of provisions for practice.

The focus of this investigation is on teaching meaning,

not on other aspects of teaching such as providing for

praccice, reinforcement, and review.
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Petty, Herold, and Stoll (1968) published The State

of Knowledge About the Teaching of Vocabulary which was

the result of a study initiated by the National Council

of Teachers of English in order to determine the status of

this aspect of the language arts curriculum. These

scholars acknowledge the confusion existing in respect to

the classification of vocabulary methods due to the

different interpretations of the terms "context,"

"incidental," and "direct." They write:

Is the teaching of the meanings of words in
context direct teaching or not? Or is direct
teaching limited to teaching meanings of
selected words removed from any context?
Should incidental teaching be regarded as the
antithesis of direct, or should a distinction
be made between indirect teaching and the lack
of systematic attention implied in the term
incidental? ... Is the teaching of meanings of
roots and affixes direct instruction, or is it
incidental to the actual learning of
vocabulary? (pp. 16-17)

Petty et al. (1968) attempted to reduce the confusion

that existed in the terminology of vocabulary instruction

and divided the instructional techniques into the two main

groups of direct and context methods. Their system of

classification has been adopted and extended for use in

this dissertation.

Direct Methods

Direct methods are those which use the direct

teaching of words and their meanings. There is a tendency
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for these words to be studied out of context.

Additionally, these methods focus on word study, promote

immediate feedback, and recommend regular testing of

vocabulary learning. Direct methods are subdivided by

Petty et al. (1968) into three categories: word list,

word parts, and variations. This study uses the word

list and word parts methods as defined by Petty et al.

However, the broad variations category is further divided

into each of the separate methods cited by Petty et al.

The variations cluster is more thoroughly defined below.

Variations, according to Petty et al. (1968) include:

Direct dictionary study; vocabulary notebooks;
systematic study of word origins; study of
synonyms, antonyms, and homonyms; and word and
language games, workbooks containing exercises
such as matching a word with its definition,
programmed teaching materials, and audiovisual
materials. (p. 18)

Since each of the ten variations ,listed above are

methods and of equal status to the categories of word list

and word parts cited by Petty et al. (1968), each

variation is used as a separate category in this study.

Each vocabulary development method comprises a distinct

category.

In addition to the twelve direct methods mentioned,

the reading methodology texts yielded fifteen other

methods or direce inseruceion noe iiseed in The Seaee or

Knowledge About the Teaching of Vocabulary. They are:
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classification, analogies, multiple meaning words,

testing, direct instruction, structured overview, advance

organizer, study guide, dramatization, compound words,

figurative language, scaling, visualization, semantic

feature analysis, and semantic mapping. All of these

twenty-seven direct methods are defined below. Some of

the categories had to be expanded to include the

recommendations from the textbooks without adding a host

of other categories.

These twenty-seven categories of direct methods

comprise groups. The total collection of direct methods

may be divided into two major groups. The first of these
.

are methods which introduce words and develop word

meanings. These methods are word list, word parts,

dictionary study, vocabulary notebooks, word origins,

synonyms, antonyms, homonyms, compounds, figurative

language, word and language games, workbooks, programmed

teaching materials, audiovisual media, multiple meaning

words, testing, dramatization, direct instruction, study

guide, and visualization.

The second group are direct methods used to further

refine word meanings. The methods which fall in the first

group will be defined first and then the seven methods

used to develop word meanings will be covered. The last

seven are classification, analogies, structured overviews,
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advance organizers, scaling, semantic mapping, and

semantic feature analysis.

Methods Which Introduce Words and Develop Word Meanings

Word list is the oldest direct method. It involves

the teacher giving the students a list of words to be

learned. The words may come from suggested word lists,

textbooks, or subject areas of study. The students are

instructed to locate the meanings of the words in

dictionaries. Usually, they are expected to write down

the word and its meaning and may also be asked to produce

orally or in writing sentences using the words. This

method is based on the belief that actively using these

words will lead to their becoming a permanent part of the

students' vocabularies, thereby increasing reading

comprehension (Petty et al., 1968).

Word parts can also be labeled structural analysis as

it is the study of Greek and Latin prefixes, suffixes,

roots and English base words and common affixes. It

involves the students analyzing words for their

recognizable parts and then trying to use the meanings of

these parts to derive the definitions of the words. This

method provides students with a tool to give clues to

meanings of new words by looking for known elements.

The word parts method requires analyzing and synthesizing
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processes during reading to determine meaning without

resorting to the use of a dictionary. Other aspects of

this category are word variants, word derivative study,

sesquipedalian (long) words, and morphemes (Petty et al.,

1968).

Direct dictionary study also includes the use of the

glossary, thesaurus, and encyclopedia in lessons designed

to teach the student to find the desired meaning of a word

(Johnson and Pearson, 1984). Other information may also

be obtained in the dictionary entry leading to increased

understanding of the word thus resulting in greater

retention (Dale et al., 1971).

Many dictionary exercises present unknown words in

context. An example of direct dictionary study would be

to have students look up italicized words in sentences

with directions to find the correct meaning for the

context (Johnson and Pearson, 1984).

Vocabulary notebooks are kept by students to record

unfamiliar words encountered in class or in their reading.

Students may be asked to supply definitions, illustrations,

and sentences using the words. Keeping a vocabulary

notebook is a collective method and includes picture

vocabulary notebooks~ making one's own dictionary, and

class vocabulary notebooks (Stauffer, 1969).
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Systematic study of word origins or etymology deals

with the histories of words. Many languages have

contribu~ed words to our language and the English language

is constantly changing. This category includes study of

the various origins for words entering our language such

as portmanteau words, acronyms, abbreviations, foreign

words, and coined new words. A lesson on word histories

could focus on words of specific origin, such as French or

Native American words, which are commonly found in the

English language (Johnson and Pearson, 1984).

Study of synonyms is the study of words or terms

which have similar, but not identical, meanings (Johnson

and Pearson, 1984). It promotes understanding the fine

variations in meanings among similar words which is

essential in comprehending text. Teaching synonyms can be

done through various means. One of them is to introduce

new synonymous terms coupled with already known words

(Johnson and Pearson, 1984). Another way is to introduce

synonymous words in identical sentences (Durkin, 1983).

Study of antonyms is the study of words or terms

opposite in meaning to given words. Classifying antonyms

leads to the concept of contrasting ideas. Whenever

possible new words should be taught with their antonyms to

provide a more complete definition. One example of

antonym study is to present a set of series of four words
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and have thp. students select the one word which generally

means the opposite of the other words (Dale et al., 1971).

Study of homonyms is the study of words with the same

pronunciation but different meanings, derivations, and

spellings and which are also called homophones. Included

in this method are homographs, words with the same spelling

but different pronunciations and meanings. Homonym study,

like synonym and antonym study, improves the students'

ability to discriminate among words (Dale et al., 1971).

Durkin (1983) feels that it is essential that homophones

and homographs can be taught in context taking care when

instructing to write the sentences. This allows students

to compare the visual forms of the homophones and

homographs.

Study of compound words is the study of word:; which

are made up of two root words. Some of the original

meaning of each root word is kept in the new compound

word. The study of compound words is viewed as a method

which bUilds independence in readers by having them search

for familiar words as part of large unfamiliar words.

Exercises commonly used to develop compound knowledge are

sentence completion, combining two lists of words to make

new compound words, and replacing a series of two

definitions with compound words.
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Figurative language concentrates on the large

assortment of figurative language which includes figures

of speech, idiomatic language, similes, metaphors,

synecdoches, personification, hyperbole, metonymy,

litotes, allegories, euphemisms, and pseudonyms. The

following definitions come from Dale et al. (1971).

Metonymy is, "The use of the name of one thing for that

of another which it suggests" (p. 234). An example is,

"The pen (literature) is mightier than the sword (physical

force)" (p. 234). "Synecdoche is a figure of speech in

which a part is used for the whole" (p. 236). An example

is "They saw a hundred sail on the horizon. (The sail is

a part of the whole ship.)" (p , 236). "Litotes is a

figure of speech that makes an assertion about something

by denying its opposite" (p. 237). An example is, "She is

no clinging vine" (p. 237).

Each figure of speech has a different purpose.

Similes and metaphors are commonly found in elementary

reading materials and instruction in figurative language

can alert students to their presence. Three common

exercises used in this method involve choosing pictures

which accurately portray the figure of speech, the

multiple choice type with a list of possible meanings for

each example, and underlining occurrences of a particular
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type of figurative language in poetry and explaining each

one (Dale et al., 1971).

Word and language games in this study is a method used

to develop vocabulary, to teach word meanings and not to

practice word meanings. These games when used for this

purpose introduce unfamiliar words to students. There are

a large variety of games which include crossword puzzles

and board gaines.

Workbooks is a classification used by Petty et ale

(1968) which promotes vocabulary development through

exercises and activities. Many of the reading texts

recommend workbooks and other such materials, as are

further described below, for vocabulary development

without specifically listing types of words. The

descriptions in the textbooks frequently are rather vague

also as to the specific type of exercises to be used for

increasing word knowledge.

The workbook classification is a kind of catch-all

method for these recommendations. The workbooks method

is actually a collection of different direct methods

discussed in this section. These exercises and activities

may be either teacher-made or commercial and include

vocabulary workbooks, basal reader vocabulary workbook

pages, other commercial materials, and basal reader

vocabulary suggestions.
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Some examples of the tasks involved in the exercises

are matching pictures to words and words to definitions,

sentence completion, finding synonyms and antonyms,

omitting the one word of three or four given which is not

related to the'others, and writing words which have

similar roots or affixes. Like word and language games,

the workbook method as described here is for the purpose

of increasing word knowledge.

Programmed teaching materials are frequently

described as self-teaching and offer self-checking as well

so that they are offering direct instruction in teaching

word meanings but the instruction is performed by the

materials and not the teacher. These materials may be

teacher-made or commercial (Dale et al., 1971). Usually,

the format includes the introduction· of new vocabulary

words with pronunciation gUide and definitions. Examples

of the new words being used in sentences follow. The

learner is asked to supply the correct new words in other

sentences and then is asked to self-check the answers.

Other forms of exercises are usually employed to further

develop the meaning of the new words.

Audiovisual materials or audiovisual media is the

vocabulary development method which uses audio and/or

visual media to teach word meanings. Audiovisual media

includes among others filmstrips, realia, charts, maps,
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photographs, pictures, posters, diagrams, exhibits,

models, recordings, movies, television, and computers.

Multiple meaning words or polysemous words is a

technique which focuses on the fact that many common words

in English have a variety of meanings. Multiple meaning

study is semantic study. This method endeavors to make

students aware of the variation of meanings a word may

have, the need to learn the most common meanings of

frequently used words, and the necessity to use the

context to identify the proper meaning of a polysemous

word. One type of exercise may ask students to define a

polysemous word used in a different way in each sentence

in a series of sentences. Another exercise uses a

nonsense word to substitute for the missing multiple

meaning word intended in a set of two or three sentences

(Johnson and Pearson, 1984).

Testing as teaching is described by Dale et al.

(1971) as follows:

A highly useful vocabulary technique because (1)
the student must pay close attention to complete
the exercise correctly, (Z) the answers to the
questions are clear-cut, (3) the student is
actively involved, (4) the student senses the
importance of the exercise, for his ability is
being measured, (S) the exercises are generally
brief, and (6) the teacher has a qUick measurement
of the students' progress. (po 20)

Testing exercises include (l) self-inventory

checklists in which the student checks or writes
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definitions for known and/or unknown words, (2) multiple

choice which asks the student to choose the correct

definition from the three or four given, (3) identification

where the student has to respond with either a definition

or synonym for given words, and matching type formats

which has the student matching the tested words in one

column to definitions presented in another column in a

different order. Dale et ale (1971) state, "Within these

four groups the teacher can use a variety of techniques

to test and teach vocabulary" (p. 20).

Dramatization is a method of teaching vocabulary

words which tends to be multisensory in nature involving

kinesthetic, visual and/or auditory senses. Acting out

word meanings links experiences with specific words

thereby clarifying their meanings. Other related

techniques included here are demonstrations, presenta

tions, and pantomimes of word meanings (Dufflemeyer and

Duffelmeyer, 1979).

Direct instruction of vocabulary is an additional

category for developing word meanings developed for this

study based on the findings in the reading methodology

textbooks. All of the methods in this first division are

direct methods implying direct instruction. However, an

examination of reading textbooks reveals that direct

instruction is recommended in two major ways. At times it
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is advised in connection with a specific area of study,

such as synonyms, figurative language, or word parts.

In the second way direct instruction is recommended

without mentioning a particular area of study. These are

the suggestions included in this method. Inherent in

this method of teaching vocabulary is a heavy emphasis

upon discussion of word meanings and a conscious attempt

to relate past experience to the meanings of the new

words. Preteaching is included in this category since the

latter is direct instruction occurring at a particular

time, before the reading task. Direct instruction may

take place before and/or after reading.

Direct instruction takes many forms. Whenever

explanations, definitions, associations, denotations and

connotations are mentioned in the texts they are

classified as direct instruction. Explanations,

definitions, associations, and denotations are viewed as

synonyms for direct instruction. Connotations is

mentioned so infrequently that it does not seem to merit

a separate classification as a method. The definitions

of each of these terms follow.

Ex lanations, definitions, associations, denotations, and
connotations are a orms 0 irect instruction.

Explanations are used to define vocabulary words with

examples of their use.
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Definitions provide meanings with examples.

Associations is a form of direct teaching in which

relationships between new vocabulary words and known

words are introduced to learners. This method is used to

tie new vocabulary words to words already in the students'

vocabularies. A conscious effort is made to link the new

word to the wealth of meanings and experience of known

words.

Denotations is the direct instruction method which

focuses on "the literal meaning of a word" (Johnson and

Pearson, 1984, p. 12).

Connotations is the instructional method in

opposition to denotations which instead emphasizes "the

circle of ideas and feelings that encompass a word"

(Johnson and Pearson, 1984, p. 12). An example of an

activity to develop denotative and connotative meanings is

to identify the word with the negative connotation in a

seric~ of paired words with the same denotative meaning.

An illustration of this exercise would be the" words

slender and skinny (Johnson and Pearson, 1984).

Study guides is suggested as a device teachers can

construct to increase reading comprehension of a content

text. The guides serve the function of structuring and

guiding the students through the text. The key vocabulary

words are identified and usually some type of exercise is
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provided to develop the meanings of the new words

(Tierney, Readence, and Dishner, 1980).

Visualization is a visual elaboration procedure that

asks students to make mental pictures when learning

unfamiliar words. Similar labels for this technique are

visualizing, imagery, and imaginative visualization

(Jones et al., 1984). Jones et al. define visualization:

Visualizing is a vocabulary learning strategy
which reduces reliance on visual aids and other
reference works. By visualizing the text while
reading, the student becomes better able to
identify and use clues to determine the meaning
of unfamiliar words. The student then records
his/her perception graphically or in written
form. While not as precise as a given graphic
representation or a dictionary definition,
visualizing should provide a general idea of
the unfamiliar word meaning or concept. Stu
dents can later verify the accuracy of their
definitions by consulting reliable sources.
(p. 2)

Methods Wh~ch Further Refine Word Meanings

Classification, also labeled categorization, is a

method which attempts to increase the meaning of words by

having students use their semantic knowledge of these

words to systematically arrange them in groups which

satisfy preset criteria (Johnson and Pearson, 1984).

Sample criteria may be examples of a class such as fruits

or types of transportation.

Analogies are described by Johnson and Pearson (1984)

as:
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Problem-solving activities requ~r~ng that the
learner create mental sentences summarizing
comparisons between four words that are usually
drawn from the same part of speech .... Very
precise reasoning is required as the learner
solves the analogy. (p. 14)

Analogy completion activities are similar to sentence

completion and the cloze procedure as they are also

dependent upon the relationships between words. The

analogy method is usually used after words are known to

further develop and define the full meaning of words.

There are a variety of ways of structuring analogy

exercises such as using a series of four related but

incomplete word lists, four related words lists with

missing titles, the traditional analogy pattern and

variations of this pattern which may be one or two

incomplete sentences with one or two missing analogical

terms (Johnson and Pearson, 1984). A specific example is

bee: honey:: cow:

There are many categories of analogies. Turner

(1973), Ignoffo (1980), and Johnson and Pearson (1984)

have identified the following kinds of relationships:

purpose; cause/effect; part/whole; part/part; action to

object; object to action; synonym, antonym; place; degree;

characteristic; sequential; grammatical; numerical;

familial; object/composition; and association.

Structured overviews are graphic organizers used to

introduce new vocabulary words to students prior to and
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after reading the text. The overviews seek to draw upon

the students' knowledge to make a diagram relating the new

words to known words and experience (Herber, 1978). A

structured overview provides a systematic means of examin-

ing new vocabulary words in a chapter by placing them in a

schematic "picture" and relating them to each other. It

is a technique which draws upon the students' prior

knowledge to bring meaning to new key words (Tierney,

Readence, and Dishner, 1980).

Advance organizers are aids to reading comprehension

which when used as a vocabulary method contain information

about key terms used in the text. As defined by Ausubel

(1968), advance organizers are:

Preparatory paragraphs which ... enhance the
discriminability of the new learning material
from previously learned related ideas .... To
be maximally effective they (advance organizers)
must be formulated in terms of language, con
cepts, propositions already familiar to the
learner, and use appropriate illustrations and
analogies. (p. 214)

In addition, Ausubel states that advance organizers

should be written at a higher level of abstraction and

inclusiveness. When advance organizers are recommended as

a vocabulary method it means that teachers are advised to

develop paragraphs for students to read before they

encounter the text. These paragraphs would define key

terms in the text using illustrations and compare these

words to known anal ogous ideas.
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Scaling or ranking is a method of teaching word

meanings which requires students to place a category of

words on a continuum according to the degree of intensity

they possess. Other terms for scaling and ranking are

word lines, degrees of meaning, shades of meaning, and

degree analysis. It is a method which associates familiar

words with unfamiliar words, thereby giving the latter

meaning. Inherent in the process of scaling is that it

organizes, according to the degree of intensity, vocabulary

knowledge (Jones et al., 1984).

Teachers may use word lines to show the
relationships among words, just as they use
numbers. Arrange related words on a graduated
line that emphasizes their relationships--for
young children, use pictures and words to match
or ask them to locate or produce appropriate
pictures. Ask upper-grade students to arrange
a specified list of words on a word line them
selves. Word lines can concretely show
antonym, synonym, and degree analogies, as in
this example: enormous; large; medium; small;
tiny. (Burns, Roe, and Ross, 1984, p. 156)

Semantic mapping involves the participation of the

students in the graphic construction of a semantic map

that requires categorizing words and clarifying the

relationships between words (Johnson and Pearson, 1984).

Their directions for semantic mapping are to do the

following:



1) Choose a word from a reading selection that
represents the main subject of a story, chapter,
or book students will be required to read (sci
ence, mathematics, etc.). 2) Write the chosen
word on the chalkboard or on a large sheet of
chart paper. 3) Assign groups of students the
task of jotting down on paper, in categories,
as many words as they can that are related to
the theme word you have seiected. 4) Next,
students share words from their lists while you
write them on the chalkboard or chart in broad
categories. You may wish to add additional
words to categories that arise--especially those
words you know will be critical to understanding
the reading selection. 5) Next, you might want
to have students identify and name the categories
of words that appear on the map. (pp. 37-38)

Johnson and Pearson (1984) note the importance of

discussion as the various categories are being developed

on the map and at completion.

Semantic feature analysis or semantic features list

is defined by Johnson and Pearson (1984) as follows:

Semantic feature analysis, like semantic mapping,
draws on a reader's prior knowledge (and the ways
it is organized) and stresses the relationship of
concepts within categories. Semantic feature
analysis differs from semantic mapping in one
major way; instead of exploring how words are
alike, students explore how related words differ
from one another .... Semantic feature analysis
involves the following steps: 1) Select a cate
gory (shelters), 2) List, in a column, some words
within the category (tent, hut), 3) List, in a
row, some features shared by some of the words
(small, exquisite), 4) Put pluses or minuses be
side each word beneath each feature, 5) Add
additional words, 6) Add additional features,
7) Complete the expanded matrix with pluses and
minuses, 8) Discover and discuss the uniqueness
of each word, 9) Repeat the process with another
category. (p. 42)

28
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Context Methods

Context methods according to Petty et ale (1968)

consist of context clues, incidental learning and other

related methods and techniques. This study uses the

separate classifications of context clues and incidental

learning. The third category listed above, related

methods and techniques, refers to:

Discussion by the teacher and students of
connotation and denotation, idioms, multiple
meanings, and word origins as the opportunity
arises in the context of classroom activities.
(pp , 18-19)

This statement by Petty et ale suggests that context

methods are unplanned in contrast to direct methods of

teaching vocabulary which entail preplanning for

instruction and selection of the new vocabulary words to

be taught.

The explanation above related of methods and techniques

reveals this to be a collection of informal methods using

discussion which teaches the meanings of new words as they

occur in class, probably usually through reading. To be

able to use this grouping in this study it was renamed the

wide reading method.

All three of the context methods are further defined

below. Context methods are similar in that they are often

recommended in conjunction with natural language

activities.
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The inherent essence of the context methods rails

against division into categories. Even though an attempt

has been made to clearly delineate each category, there

tends to be very fine lines between these categories.

This is especially the case in defining incidental learn

ing and wide reading. The need for these three categories

is based upon the recommendation in the reading methodology

sources used in this study.

The definition for context clues is adopted from

Petty et al. (1968). However, the definitions for

incidental learning and wide reading are different from

the ones they used. Their definition of incidental

learning was wide reading and their variations are as

given above. These two classifications did not exemplify

what the references, the reading texts, were saying. The

authors of textbooks consistently were recommending both

wide reading and incidental learning. Therefore, these

two classifications are defined anew below in accordance

with the findings from the textbooks.

Context clues is the only context method which calls

for the use of direct instruction to teach the clues that

are present and how they are to be used in inferring word

meaning. The emphasis of this method, however, is on

applying the knowledge of the clues to arrive at the

meaning of unknown words (Petty et al., 1968).
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~ncidental learning is recommended by reading experts

who believe that students' vocabularies will expand

through exposure to direct and vicarious experiences such

as partaking in field trips and experiments and language

arts activities such as creative writing and contributing

to story or experience charts (Burns, Roe and Ross, 1984).

Wide reading is the method which is supported by the

belief that substantial word learning can take place in

students' vocabularies through reading from many sources

both inside and outside of the classroom. As unfamiliar

words occur in the students' reading, discussion may take

place on their meanings. Specifically, these discussions

may center on the connotations and denotations, figures of

speech, multiple meanings, and/or etymologies. Therefore,

this method is composed of wide reading plus unplanned,

informal word meaning discussions (Harris and Sipay,

1975).

Limitations of the Study

This dissertation is devoted to the exploration of

vocabulary recommendations made by reading experts in

textbooks written to teach educators how to teach reading.

The reading textbooks selected for this investigation were

published from 1899 to 1984. This study is an examination

of vocabulary recommendations from 1900 to 1985. The two

textbooks published in 1899 were, according to Smith
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(1965), very important in the first decade of the

twentieth century and were frequently recommended in

courses of study for teachers. Thus, they were included

because of their obvious influence in this century.

There are five main limitations in this study. The

first limitation of this investigation is that the reading

methodology texts chosen for this study are not the only

texts published during this century. There have been many

others, particularly since 1950.

All conclusions based on information from the

reference texts are, therefore, text specific. Observa

tions made about vocabulary suggestions during various

periods of the twentieth century are specific only for the

textbooks examined.

A second limitation is the focus of this study on

developing the meanings of words; other types of recom

mendations were not included. Omitted were suggestions

for practicing word meanings once the words had been

taught to the students. All recommendations to increase

word recognition and sight vocabulary as well as other

suggestions for increasing reading comprehension and all

other related areas were excluded. The third limitation

of this study is that the vocabulary recommendations

selecced are from reading mechodology textbooks formulated

for teachers of grades kindergarten through twelve.
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Since this dissertation study is restricted to the

teaching of vocabulary to English speaking students in

classrooms in the United States this is the fourth limita

tion. Excluded is advice for teaching word meanings to

non-native speakers of English and suggestions for

teaching vocabulary in a foreign language.

A fifth limitation is on the types of data that were

used in this dissertation to describe vocabulary practices.

Sources on vocabulary practices not included in this study

are accounts by teachers of their own classroom practices,

limited observations of only one or several classrooms,

and vocabulary development suggestions from basal reader

teachers' editions.

Teachers' account of classroom practices are omitted

due to their lack of objectivity. Limited observations

are not included because generally they have been per

formed by untrained observers without a systematic method

of recording what they saw. Vocabulary development

suggestions from basal reader teachers' editions were not

used because of the difficulty encountered in locating

these references. Many of the publishers of the basal

readers mentioned in Smith's (1965) American Reading

Instruction have ceased operations or did not respond to

requests for assistance. The only teachers' editions that

could be located are those published within the last
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twenty years. Since this would be a very limited

representation, this type of reference was eliminated from

this study. These five limitations, as described above,

are incorporated into this study in order to sharpen its

focus to yield more specific information.

Summary

This historical study examines the recommendations

that have been made to teach word meanings in reading

methodology texts from 1900 to 1985. The three primary

purposes for undertaking this work are:

1. To clarify the recommended status of word meaning

instruction in the twentieth century.

2. To provide a descriptive analysis of word meaning

instructional suggestions for this period.

3. To compare vocabulary development recommendations

from 1900 to 1985.

One secondary purpose of this study is to examine

classroom vocabulary dev~lopment practices in this time

period and to compare them to recommended practices.

The above purposes were developed within the context

of recognition of the importance of reading ability for

learning and the close tie between reading ability and

vocabulary. Several studies seem ~o indica~e tha~

vocabulary teaching receives little attention in the
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school curriculum. As a first step to understanding this

conflict between vocabulary and reading research and

practice, recommendations for teaching vocabulary from

ninety-four twentieth century reading methodology texts

were examined.

The remainder of this dissertation is organized

according to the following structure: Chapter II contains

a review of the related literature; Chapter III includes

the methodology of the study; Chapter IV is comprised of

.an analysis of the results; and Chapter V contains the

summary and implications.



CHAPTER II

REVIEW OF THE RELATED LITERATURE

The general purpose of this study is to provide

information about vocabulary recommendations made to

teachers from 1900 to 1985. This investigation gives a

longitudinal view of these suggestions and provides

guidelines for future word meaning recommendations. The

literature related to this study is organized according

to the following topics: the correlation between vocabu

lary knowledge and reading comprehension; vocabulary

development status and recommendations; and existing

historical information about vocabulary recommendations

made from 1900 to 1985.

The Correlation Between Vocabulary Knowledge
and Reading Comprehension

There have been literally hundreds of studies

performed which pertain to vocabulary. A knowledge of

word meanings is seen as central to understanding oral

and written communication. This study was undertaken

because of the close relationship between vocabulary and

reading comprehension.

Many scholars in the field of reading and vocabulary

attest to the value of vocabulary instruction for the

purpose of increasing reading comprehension. The strong
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relationship between vocabulary knowledge and reading

comprehension is described by Forgan and Mangrum (1981).

They believe that vocabulary knowledge is more than half

of the reading task. According to Anderson and Freebody

(1981), "An assessment of the number of meanings a reader

knows enables a remarkably accurate prediction of this

individual's ability to comprehend discourse" (p. 77).

White, Pickens and Calkins (1986) assert that "the rela-

tionship between vocabulary and reading comprehension is

both well established and theoretically important" (p. 1).

Pearson (1984) is in total agreement and states:

A reader's knowledge about a topic, particularly
key vocabulary included in text about to be read
is a better predictor of comprehension of that
text than is any measure of reading ability or
achievement. (p. 15)

Research devoted to the relationship between

vocabulary and reading comprehension has come from two

major sources. The first and older source is that of the

factor analytic studies and related research which was

embarked upon to identify individual reading skills. This

work has been documented by Carnine, Kameenui and Coyle

(1984). The second source consists of the experimental

studies which have taught specific vocabulary words to

determine how the knowledge of these words affects text

comprehension.
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Factor Analytic Studies and Related Research

Factor Analytic Studies

Mezynski (1983) reviewed the factor analytic studies

of reading comehension and found that vocabulary knowledge

is responsible for a sizable proportion of variance (.41

to .93). Davis (1942) was one of the first researchers to

participate in factor analytic studies. Davis's work in

the development of the Cooperative Reading Comprehension

Tests had led him to make a survey of the literaure to

identify the most important reading skills. Starting with

several hundred skills Davis organized these into nine

groupings of testable skills. He then administered tests

to college students using these skills. The test results

were factor analyzed and led to the revealing of the nine

skills Davis had originally identified.

Of these nine skills six are especially significant

and two of these factors are primarily responsible for

reading ability. These two primary subskills of reading

are vocabulary knowledge and the ability to use reasoning

in reading. Davis found the factor of word knowledge was

highly correlated (.80) to the reading comprehension

tests.

Davis reanalyzed his original work in 1968 using

"uniqueness analysis" and in 1972 with factor analysis.
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He found five different reading subskills in 1968 and four

unique skills in 1972 with the "recalling of word meanings"

the IOOst well differentiated skill both in 1968 and 1972.

Spearritt (1972) continued the search for distinct reading

skills by reanalyzing the data compiled by Davis.

Spearritt used "maximum likelihood" factor analysis and

arrived at four unique skills which again included "recall-

ing of word meanings." These studies yielded differing

subskills; however, vocabulary was the only consistent

subskill of reading comprehension in these studies.

Thorndike (1973) also performed a factor analysis of

Davis's original research findings using a different
.

procedure and found that the reading skills delineated by

Davis were not justified. Thorndike's analysis indicates

that tfiere is no distinction between word meaning and the

other reading skills.

The results of each of three factor analytic studies

(Davis, 1968; Davis, 1972; Spearritt, 1972) support the

'strong correlation between remembering word meanings and

reading comprehension. However, Thorndike (~973) as a

result of his analysis did not find evidence to support

the correlation between vocabulary and reading comprehen-

sion. The methods of factor analysis differed among the

first groups of researchers and Thorndike (1973).
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Substrata-Factor Theory of Reading

Another field of research that is related to factor

analysis is the substrata-factor theory of reading

(Singer, 1964; Holmes and Singer, 1966; and Singer and

Donlan, 1985). Holmes and Singer (1964) began their

research with lists of variables which scholars had posited

as important to reading. They designed and carried out

the substrata-factor model on a student population to de-

termine the importance of each variable to reading.

Holmes and Singer (1964) describe their procedure:

To this end, each of nine matrices, generated
from the intercorrelations of the 56 variables
for a total sample as well as for samples of boys,
girls, fast readers, slow readers, powerful
readers, nonpowerful readers, verbally bright
students, and verbally dull students in high
school, was analyzed in such a way as to build
up, on a problematical basis, 18 nomothetic
hierarchies of subabilities which could "best"
account for success in reading speed and power
for each group. (p. 131)

From the tests used in the original nine matrices,

the substrata-factor analysis led to the identification of

eight substrata-factors. The identification of the eight

substrata-factors in turn resulted in the conclusion that

"vocabulary is the single best predictor of reading com-

prehension at all grade levels" (Singer, 1980, p. 52).

The substrata-factor theory of reading developed by Holmes

and Singer (1966) indicates that a mental structure

develops as the individual learns to read. There are at
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least three hierarchical levels to the structure and the

levels are organized to work together. They are further

described by Singer (1964):

Each level contains information stored in cell
assemblies, which has been acquired from instruc
tion and learning in such broadly defined areas
as word recognition, word meaning, and reasoning
in-context. As a result of maturation, instruction,
and practice in reading, these cell assemblies
are organized into substrata-factors or neurologi
cal subsystems which may be categorized as inter
related input ... mediational ... and output ..•
systems. (p. 41)

These systems can be called upon to increase speed

and/or comprehension in reading. Therefore, the presence

of pertinent vocabulary knowledge enables the subsystem to

locate this information and provide it to the reader.

Readability Formulas

Readability formulas comprise a third field closely

related to factor analysis. The purpose of the formula is

to estimate the difficulty of text by identifying the

elements that contribute to its intricacy. The same

process was used by Davis (1942, 1968, 1972), Spearritt

(1972), and Thorndike (1973) in factor analysis to deter

mine the subskills of reading. Klare (1974-1975) reviewed

re~dability formulas and arrived at the conclusion that

semantic or vocabulary knowledge plays the leading role in

comprehending text. Dawkins (1975) states:
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Vocabulary is the main concern of traditional
readability formulas, and it is demonstrably a
major factor in difficulty. (p. 30)

Three kinds of analytical research have been

presented that provide evidence of the importance of

vocabulary knowledge to reading comprehension. Davis

performed several different types of analyses and finds

vocabulary knowledge highly correlated with reading and

the only subskill of reading consistently identified in

each analysis. Holmes and Singer used substrata-factor

analysis and conclude that vocabulary knowledge is the

major contributor to reading comrpehension. The third

source, readability formulas, recognizes the role played

by vocabulary in reading.

Prior Knowledge

Another very recent field of investigation lends

added weight to the importance of possessing a knowledge

of word meanings. That field is prior knowledge. Good

and Brophy (1986) define ?rior knowledge as being when:

Learners can use their existing knowledge to
establish a context ... into which the new infor
mation can be assimilated. (p. 249)

The significance of this area to vocabulary is that

vocabulary has been recently classified as a part of prior

knowledge. Anderson and Armbruster (1984) believe that

"the degree of the match between the text and the reader's
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knowledge appears to have strong effects on the

cOffiprehensibility of the text" (p. 213). Research on the

effect of background knowledge on reading comprehension

has been performed by Pearson, Hansen, and Gordon (1979),

Taylor (1979), Stevens (1980), and Marr and Gormley

(1982).

The first of these four studies involves the

influence of prior knowledge on the reading comprehension

ability to recall information from text. In a study on

the importance of prior knowledge good third grade readers

and good and poor fifth grade readers were asked to read

and orally recall the content of two third grade passages

(Taylor, 1979). One of the passages dealt with the

familiar topic of bird nest bUilding and the other with

the unfamiliar topic of bee dancing. Both the good and

the poor fifth grade readers outperformed the good third

grade readers on the familiar topic. However, on the

unfamiliar topic all readers performed less well. The

good fifth and third grade readers were able to recall

more idea units than the poor fifth grade readers. This

research suggests that developing prior knowledge can

increase the reading comprehension of poor readers.

The last three studies of prior knowledge (Marr and

Gormley, 1982; Pearson et al., 1970; Stevens, 1980) all

deal with more than one type of reading comprehension.
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They found that somewhat above average second graders who

had strong and weak knowledge bases about spiders

performed differently on wh- type questions after reading

a passage about spiders. After reading the text the

students were asked twelve questions orally about the

text; six of the questions were explicit and six were

implicit. Those students with greater prior knowledge

about spiders did measurably better in answering literal

and inferential questions about the text.

Stevens (1980) endeavored to verify the results

obtained by Pearson et al. (1979) with more than one

hundred ninth graders. Topics of high knowledge and low

knowledge were identified for each subject and passages

from the McCall-Crabbs Standard Test Lessons in Reading

were administered. The students were asked to answer the

question following each passage. The results indicate

that prior knowledge increases reading comprehension.

In another study on the factor of prior knowledge and

the ability to remember text Marr and Gormley (1982)

conducted a study with good, average and poor fourth

grade readers. Initially, familiar and unfamiliar topics

were identified for the students. Each student answered

explicit prereading questions based on six passages, three

dealing with a familiar topic and three with an unfamiliar

topic. After reading the passages the students recalled
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the content of the passages. From the results obtained,

Marr and Gormley conclude that prior knowledge and compre

hension ability are both found to predict recall and

literal comprehension achievement.

The research of Pearson et al. (1979), Taylor (1979),

Stevens (1980), and Marr and Gormley (1982) investigated

the relationship of prior knowledge to reading comprehen-

sion. All of these studies lend weight to the importance

of prior knowledge to text comprehensibility. Since

vocabulary knowledge is a part of prior knowledge these

research findings appear to support the practice of

developing word meanings. Stevens (1980) states that

reading can be improved by increasing topic knowledge

before reading.

Vocabulary Instruction and
Reading Comprehension Studies

There is a second major source of studies attesting

to the connection between vocabulary knowledge and reading

comprehension. These investigations are designed to

clarify the link between vocabulary knowledge and reading

comprehension. Several studies are available which

indicate that teaching vocabulary improves reading compre-

hension {Draper and Moeller, 1971; Barrett and Graves,
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1981; Vaughan, Castle, Gilbert and Love, 1982; Roser and

Juel, 1982; Beck, Perfetti and McKeown, 1982; and Stahl,

1983).

Four of the studies were performed with elementary

school students. Draper and Moeller (1971) taught 1,800

new words to 24,000 fourth and sixth graders in a year

long radio program presented three times weekly in St.

Louis. The researchers planned the project around the

premise that school success is determined by verbal

ability. To build verbal ability they sought to increase

vocabulary which they regard as the primary element of

verbal ability. The pre- and post-testing on the Iowa

Test of Basic Skills show growth in reading comprehension

which is attributed to the vocabulary instruction.

Another study. which supports these findings was that

performed by Roser and Juel (1982) in which first to fifth

grade students were taught basal reader words. The method

used to teach the words was one which included direct

teaching, forming relationships between the new words and

the text, and in-depth treatment. There was a significant

increase in comprehension for low reading groups. Pre

and post-testing results led to the conclusion that the

greatest growth in comprehension was experienced by the

low ability students in grades three to five.
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In a related study Hiebert (1983) found in his study

of time factors that there is a positive correlation

between teacher-directed activities and students' reading

achievement. Hiebert proposes that the amount of time

allocated to the different reading skills affects reading

comprehension.

To investigate the relationship between a knowledge

of word meanings and reading comprehension, Beck et ale

(1982) designed a long-term study for the elementary

level. In their experiment fourth graders were taught

more than one hundred words from the basal reading program

over a period of five months. They were compared to a

control group on various reading and word knowledge tasks.

The experimental group students demonstrated gains in all

tasks, including reading comprehension. The investigators

feel that their results provide evidence that vocabulary

instruction can lead to improvement in comprehension.

Stahl (1983) used two vocabulary training methods

with twenty-eight average fifth grade readers and tested

the students on a series of reading comprehension and

vocabulary measures. The students were taught ten words

each week for two weeks using a "definitional approach,

which has been defined earlier as the direct instruction

method, during the first week and a combined definitional

contextual approach the second week. The latter method,
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a mixed method, provides direct instruction of the

definition but also presents the word in a series of

different sentence contexts so that the full meaning of

the word is revealed. The third week was a control

period with no instruction. The results indicate that

preteaching the vocabulary words has a significant effect

on both reading comprehension and vocabulary.

Two of the studies performed to probe the influence

of teaching vocabulary on reading comprehension involved

secondary students. Vaughan et ale (1982) conducted an

experiment in which science vocabulary words were pre

taught co che three classes of seventh graders in a

suburban school district. The students were exposed to

three different conditions which were taught by three

different teachers. The conditions were experience-based

vocabulary instruction, direct instruction using

encounters with real and vicarious experience, definition

based vocabulary instruction, direct instruction of the

definitions, and no instruction. The researchers

conclude that preteaching vocabulary can increase

readers' comprehension.

Another study finding a positive relationship between

vocabulary knowledge and reading comprehension involved

working only with secondary students receiving remedial

reading instruction. Barrett and Graves (1981) devised a
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vocabulary teaching program for 115 students from eight

remedial reading classes in a suburban Minneapolis junior

high school. The students were taught 180 science and

social studies words through direct instruction, context,

structural analysis, and chunking, also known as

categorization. The program was one semester in length

and the students made a one year gain on the Stanford

Diagnostic Reading Test on both the reading comprehension

and vocabulary subtests.

Not all studies provide a positive correlation

between vocabulary knowledge and reading comprehension

(Freebody and Anderson, 1981; Pany and Jenkins, 1977).

Pany and Jenkins performed an experiment teaching vocabu

lary to six learning disabled elementary students using

three instructional conditions. The three instructional

conditions are listed in increasing degrees of intensity.

The first condition was using the context without direct

instruction, the second was supplying definitions to pre

selected words, and the third condition was direct

instruction with. practice using flash cards. Vocabulary

and story recall tests were administered. The results

indicate that the more intensive the vocabulary instruc

tion the greater the word acquisition. However, there

were no significant effects from the treatments on the

factual recail test.
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Freebody and Anderson (1981) tested more than one

hundred sixth graders on a series of reading passages.

The three passages varied in reading difficulty. The

first passage was easy with words of high frequency. The

second passage was of medium difficulty and every sixth

word was replaced with a low frequency synonym. The

third passage was rated as difficult with a low frequency

synonym substituted for every third word. After reading

each passage the students were given three reading

comprehension tasks. These were free recall of the

passage, a sentence recognition test, and a request to

write a two to three sentence summary of the story. From

the results the researchers conclude:

It has been shown that a surprisingly high
proportion of unfamiliar words is needed before
a reliable effect on product measures of compre
hension is evident. (p. 30)

In summary of this section on vocabulary and reading

comprehension the link between the two has been estab-

lished through two main sources. The factor analytic

studies (Davis, 1942; Davis, 1968; Davis, 1972;

Spearritt, 1972) led to the recognition that vocabulary

is a very important subskill of reading comprehension.

However, Thorndike's work (1973) resulted in his

disagreement with this analysis. Two other areas

related to factor analysis are the substrata-factor

theory of comprehension (Holmes and Singer, 1966; Singer,
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1964) and readability formulas (Klare, 1974-1975;

Dawkins, 1975). Studies in the field of prior knowledge

indicate that subjects who possess more prior knowledge

achieve better in reading comprehension (Anderson and

Armbruster, 1984; Pearson et al., 1979; Taylor, 1979;

Stevens, 1980; Marr and Gormley, 1982).

The second type of studies centered on classroom

research which shows that vocabulary instruction

increases reading comprehension (Draper and Moeller,

1971; Barrett and Graves, 1981; Vaughan et al., 1982;

Roser and Juel, 1982; Beck et al., 1982). Stahl's (1983)

study reveal the same relationship after only two weeks of

instruction. However, studies by Freebody and Anderson

(1981) and Pany and Jenkins (1977) suggest that vocabulary

knowledge does not playas great a role in reading com

prehension as other studies have concluded.

Vocabulary Development Status and Recommendations

Determining the status of vocabulary development

instruction in this country's schools from 1900 to 1985

is dependent upon three types of information. The first

is a sampling of scholars' opinions. The second is

surveys of educational practitioners as to what they do

for classroom vocabulary development. During 1900 to
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1985 surveys have occasionally been conducted on a large

scale basis to poll teachers on various aspects of

vocabulary instruction.

The third type of information is available in the

form of observational studies. These studies have

infrequently been performed to gather information about

comprehension instruction and have included vocabulary

instruction as a component of comprehension training.

The observations have involved school systems, districts,

or school complexes and been conducted by trained

observers. Both surveys and observational studies are

limited in number.

To present the accumulated data from all three areas

in as meaningful a manner as possible, all of the infor

mation is grouped in three categories: systematic

instruction in schools, classroom practices, and

different treatments for students of different abilities.

Systematic Instruction in Schools

Scholars' Opinions

Many specialists in the field of education and

reading have commented upon the lack of systematic vocabu

lary instruction in our schools. In particular, they

focus on the grades beyond primary and conclude that

present vocabulary instruction receives little classroom
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attention and lacks rigor and systematic development

(Dale, 1969; Dale and Milligan, 1970; O'Rourke, 1974;

Graves, 1984; and Becker, 1980).

A lack of vocabulary development gUidelines is noted

by Dale (1969):

We do not have a basic system for teaching
vocabulary development. There is no systematic
program which indicates when certain words-
their roots, prefixes, and suffixes--are to be
mastered. (p. 212)

A further comment on this matter is made by Dale and

Milligan (1970):

Many articles dealing with vocabulary development
suggest not only the importance of this activity
but also various techniques or approaches that
can be used. However, most articles fail to ela
borate upon what is probably the most crucial
aspect of vocabulary development--continued,
systematic attention of all classroom teachers.
(p. 4)

O'Rourke (1974) similarly laments the lack of "a

workable, systematized approach to vocabulary development"

(p. 16). He assessed vocabulary instruction designed by

curriculum planners and found it haphazard, limited in

scope, and lacking any structure.

Becker (1980) deduces from his extensive research

that schools are negligent in not providing systematic

vocabulary instruction. He reports that the Direct

Instruction Model used in Project Follow Through increased

the word knowledge of young students. Project Follow

Through originated as a federally funded educational
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effort providing assistance to the economically

disadvantaged in the first four years of school. The

students who entered the program were pretested and

posttested on the Wide Range Achievement Test, the

Metropolitan Achievement Test, and the Slosson Intelli

gence Test. All results were analyzed to determine the

gain in percentile rankings.

From the positive results of this testing compared

to test results for students who had not received such

instruction Becker concludes that though it is possible

to teach word meanings schools fail to provide systematic

instruction in this subject. He feels that most time is

given to language development in the lower grades. He

further believes that with the exception of teaching

technical words schools leave the job of teaching

vocabulary to parents. However, students from homes that

do not furnish adequate language and vocabulary training

are not able to make up for their deficiencies by the

third grade.

Becker tested former Direct Instruction students in

fifth and sixth grades on total reading and total math

using the Metropolitan Achievement Test. He found that

the students did not show consistent decreases in per

formance in all of the subtests. The students maintained

achievement in decoding, spelling, and math concepts but
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decreased in the other subtests lowering the total reading

and math scores. Becker hypothesizes from these results

that training in word meanings, along with other skills,

ceases to be emphasized in school after third grade.

Not all reading specialists are calling for an

immediate plan to implement systematic vocabulary

instruction in the schools. Anderson and Freebody

(1981) acknowledge that people who possess limited vocab

ularies probably have poor reading comprehension. They

believe that improved methods of assessing the extent of

vocabulary knowledge should first be designed.

In summary, many scholars have been very critical of

the vocabulary development efforts of the schools (Dale,

1969; Dale and Milligan, 1970; O'Rourke, 1974; and

Becker, 1980). These efforts are criticized for their

lack of s~matic development. In place of the haphazard

attempts to increase students' word meaning knowledge

these educators would substitute complete, planned, and

continuous vocabulary development programs. However,

some reading specialists (Anderson and Freebody, 1981)

do not concur with this opinion urging more knowledge

about vocabulary before implementing such development

programs.
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Systematic Instruction in Basal Materials

Another aspect of vocabulary instruction needs

consideration. That is the basal reading program. Since

most students in elementary schools are taught to read

using basal readers (Durkin, 1983), researchers recently

have been devoting increased attention to these texts.

Stotsky (1976) examined six basal series for the presence

or absence of systematic vocabulary development of pre

fixed words. She concludes that there is no systematic

development of prefixes in any of the basal sereis

examined.

After an extensive analysis of commercial reading

materials Beck (1984) offers her findings on how word

meanings are taught. She bases her observations on

thirteen basal programs. Beck determined that the newer

basal readers at about the third grade, and definitely

by the fourth grade, become anthologies. The stories in

the collections have different authors and a correspond

ing lack of control over vocabulary.

Beck analyzed how the key or target words are taught

in the basal materials. The suggestions for development

of vocabulary she finds insufficient in providing appro

priate instructional techniques and contacts with the new

words. In conclusion Beck states:
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It is likely that a new word has not had enough
exposure for its meaning to be readily accessed
even a short time after the instruction. Indeed,
it is our assertion that it takes an extended
series of fairly intense exposures before one
"owns" a word, that is, before it can be quickly
accessed and applied in appropriate contexts.
(p. 12)

Durkin (1984) conducted an observational study of

sixteen first, third and fourth grade teachers. They

were observed during their reading periods to determine

how closely they followed the basal reader manual in

teaching. The total observational time was 1,920

minutes. All of the manuals contain provisions for pre

reading instruction, list the new words to be taught for

each selection, and provide sentences so that the words

can be introduced in context.

In this study only three of the sixteen teachers used

context to introduce the words. Ten of the teachers just

listed the new words on the board and the remaining three

teachers did nothing with new vocabulary. Durkin

concludes that the basal teachers' manuals lack attention

to new vocabulary.

In summary, systematic vocabulary instruction is not

a standard feature of basal materials. Analysis of the

basal reading programs that teachers use to teach reading

shows that the materials do not provide for systematic

development of prefixes nor for adequate instruction of

new vocabulary. There is a paucity of strategies
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described for teaching new vocabulary and insufficient

means of presenting the words to students so that they

can permanently acquire them. Recent observational

research indicates that teachers do not teach the mean

ings of new words.

Classroom Practices for Vocabulary Development

Moving from an overall view of systematic vocabulary

instruction in schools and basal materials to actual

classroom practices is a move from the general to the

specific. There are some observations and surveys

available to provide evidence of classroom practices.

The results of several observational studies (Durkin,

1978-1979; Roser and Juel, 1981; Bullock, Hesse, and

Slinger, 1982; and Durkin, 1984) indicate that limited

and infrequent attention is given to vocabulary develop

ment in the elementary and secondary classroom.

Observational Studies of Vocabulary Development

During 1978-1979 Durkin completed a landmark

observational study. The purpose of her study was to

determine whether elementary schools provide reading

comprehension instruction. The observation time in

twenty-four fourth grade classrooms in central Illinois

equaled 4,469 minutes during reading and 2,775 minutes

during social studies.
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Durkin's findings from her main study showed that

very little time was being spent on word meaning

development. Of the 4,469 minutes observed in the fourth

grade classrooms a total of 364 minutes were spent on

preparation for reading, some of which was spent on

teaching new vocabulary and included 117 minutes of the

time working with word meanings. Only forty-eight

minutes of the 2,775 minutes of social studies was spent

in preparation for reading which included some time for

.vocabulary development.

A substudy of the investigation involved the

observation of twelve classrooms in grades three to six.

Reading and social studies classes were observed for

2,174 minutes and 975 minutes respectively. Durkin

selected these elementary grades as being more likely to

exhibit comprehension instruction than grades one and

two.

The substudy's results of the twelve third to sixth

grade classrooms present a similar picture. For example,

only 8.73 minutes were spent in preparation for reading

and 2.35 minutes in developing word meanings out of a

total of 2,174 minutes. In this substudy the investiga

tors looked for such instructional activities as

preparation for reading including pronouncing and

explaining terms, providing a preview of the chapter and
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asking motivational and gUiding questions. None of these

activities was observed during the social studies period.

As a result of these findings, Durkin (1978-1979)

concludes that these teachers fail to teach the meanings

of new words as well as fail to provide prereading

comprehension assistance.

Durkin's (1984) follow-up observational study of

teacher use of the basal reader manual is in agreement

with her earlier findings. This study was described in

the systematic instruction in basal materials section

preceding this section. Besides nothing the deficiencies

of the basal reader manual, she found that the teachers

do not make available to their students instruction in

the meanings of new words present in the basal readers.

Carol Hodges (1980) disagrees with Durkin's

definition of comprehension instruction believing it to

be too narrow in scope. She reanalyzed Durkin's data

using her own broader definition of comprehension teach

ing. Hodges (1980) claims that 1,653 minutes were devoted

to comprehension out of the 7,244 minutes available.

Another study at the elementary level was performed

by Roser and Juel (1982). They observed twelve

classrooms from grades one to five over a three month

period. The investigators viewed forty reading lessons

for a total of 1,200 minutes. They report the following

results:
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The total time spent on instruction in word
meaning was 65 minutes. The mean was 1.67
minutes per lesson, with a range from a to 12
minutes. But more important, the mode was
zero. Further, we asked these same teachers
to keep a daily journal of their attention to
vocabulary instruction throughout the day in
content area subjects. Attention to word
meaning instruction seemed minimal or missing.
(po 111)

Bullock et ale (1982) conducted an investigation of

the kind and frequency of reading and vocabulary

instruction in secondary schools. They observed thirteen

eighth grade teachers in one school district for a total

of 3,546.5 minutes as they taught language arts and

social studies. Their findings indicate very little time

devoted to vocabulary and reading instruction. Only 0.8

percent of the time spent actively reading, or 27.3

minutes, is used.for preteaching vocabulary or preteach-

ing any other reading skills.

Mason and Osborn (1982) in their observational study

in elementary schools found results which were not in

agreement with the low percentages of time spent on word

meaning instruction in other studies (Durkin, 1978-1979;

Roser and Juel, 1982; Bullock et al., 1982; Durkin,

1984). They observed a total of twenty third and fourth

grade teachers during three one hour reading periods for

each teacher.

Mason and Osborn conclude that the students spend

much more time working on word meanings when they are
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working independently. These teacher-directed lessons

included mainly preparation for work, presentation of new

work, reviewing, and checking individual work. Third and

fourth grade students working directly with a teacher

spent 14.4 and 24.9 percent respectively of their reading

period working on word meanings. Working on word

meanings is a broad category and refers to the methods

described under direct methods of teaching vocabulary in

Chapter I. When they were working independently, the

third graders spent 19.9 percent and the fourth graders

7.1 percent of their time on word meanings.

A few earlier studies on the frequency and type of

vocabulary instruction in elementary and secondary schools

are available. One of these, an observational study, was

conducted by the State Department of Public Instruction

in Wisconsin (Pooley, 1946). Over 600 classroom observa

tions were made in 193 elementary and ninety-three high

schools in rural and urban areas during English

instruction. The purpose of the study was to determine

the status of language arts instruction in the state.

The summary of the observations leads to the following

conclusion about vocabulary instruction. Only 2.5

percent of all of the English lessons taught were for the

purpose of teaching word meanings.
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In the rural schools only six lessons were devoted

to word study. The lessons tended to be quite formal

with words removed from context. The students were

instructed to locate their definitions in dictionaries

or were asked to complete written exercises in dictionary

notebooks.

The urban schools had ten word study lessons but

these were very different in that they stressed a much

more natural approach to word study. New words were

studied as they occurred in the content areas. The

words were listed, activities took place to illuminate

their meanings, and then the words were used in

sentences. The recommendation as a result of these

findings is that much more word study should be employed

in middle and upper grade classrooms. It is further

recommended that the majority of the vocabulary instruc

tion should be natural and focused on the meanings of

words in context.

Another early elementary and secondary observational

study (Wheeler, 1949) reported on an evaluation of reading

instruction in grades one to twelve in a county in

Alabama. More than 800 students were involved. The

evaluation used standardized and informal testing,

observations, and discussions with teachers, supervisors,

and principals. The Iowa Silent Reading Tests were given
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to students in grades four to twelve. The results

indicate reading retardation at every grade level. The

average lag in word meaning knowledge was 1.62 grades~

The observations performed in grades four to eight pro

vide few instances of word meaning instruction.

Occasionally, explanations for difficult and unfamiliar

terms was observed.

Surveys of Practitioners on Vocabulary Development

Besides observational studies, surveys are also used

to acquire information about vocabulary teaching methods.

One of the first of these was conducted by the National

Education Association in 1935. It involved 1,527

successful teachers from grades one to six. The teachers

had been selected by their supervisors as being the most

efficient teachers in schools which were identified as

doing extremely well at teaching reading. These success

ful teachers were asked to rank sixteen reading abilities

according to the amount of time devoted to developing

these skills. When developing vocabulary they report

that the most frequently used method is teaching the

students to use the context." Teaching context use is

determined to be emphasized by more than 80 percent of

the teachers at every grade level. The NEA offered this
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information to other teachers as a guide showing what

successful te~chers believe is a skillof major importance.

The teachers also report being eclectic in their use

of vocabulary methods. Other popular methods they use

across grade levels are wide reading, synonym study,

classification, testing, and for remedial students,

direct instruction as needed.

Several years later another survey to obtain

information about word meaning instructional methods was

performed. Addy (1941) sent a questionnaire on vocabu

lary development practices to principals, supervisors,

and teachers of grades four, five and six throughout

the country. Two aspects of her investigation covered

the methods by which the teachers selected and presented

new words. There were 250 questionnaires returned.

The teachers responded that the most effective

sources of words for development was first, from content

area readings and second, from literature. The compila

tion of responses indicate that the teachers use a wide

variety of methods for teaching vocabulary. Of the

methods listed on the questionnaire, 75 percent or more

of the teachers used each method. These methods included

both direct and context methods. The direct methods

were: direct instruction, dictionary use, word origins,

synonym study, antonym study, word parts, imaginative
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visualization, compound word study, and workbooks and

other activities. The context method involved studying

the sentence and the clues surrounding the new word to

get the meaning.

According to the supervisors and teachers, the most

effective of all of the teaching methods is using the

context. However, the most popular method is dictionary

use where the student is responsible for getting the

definition of the new word from the dictionary. Word

origin study is used the least frequently. It is seen as

not very effective by the teachers. The study of

antonyms and the study of synonyms are both ranked as

being of average effectiveness.

A recent and comprehensive vocabulary survey by

Johnson, Levin, and Pittelman (1984) involved 228

teachers of grades one through five across the country.

The purpose of the study was to determine various aspects

of the prepreading and postreading vocabulary instruction

offered by elementary school teachers. The survey asked

questions about the vocabulary instruction occurring

within the basal reading program as well as in the

content areas.

When presented with five popular pre-reading

activities, 76 percent of the grade one and two teachers

report that "introducing new vocabulary" is usually done.
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The grade three to five teachers had an even higher

percentage, 85 percent, on this survey question. "Intro

ducing new words" prior to reading a basal selection is

the top ranked pre-reading activity by both groups of

teachers.

The grade one and two teachers are most likely to use

"list new words," "have students complete workbook page,"

and "applying word identification skills" (p. 12) as

prereading and postreading vocabulary activities.

Applying word identification skills is synonymous with

applying word attack skills and does not comprise word

meaning instruction as defined in the limitations section

of Chapter I. The grade three to five teachers use

different activities before and after reading. Prior to

reading, the top ranked vocabulary activities are "discuss

in context of content material," "list new words," and

"have students complete workbook page" (p. 12). The

three top ranked vocabulary activities after reading are

"discuss in context of content material," "have students

complete workbook page," and "apply word identification

skills" (p , 14).

In the survey about 40 to 50 percent of all of the

teachers say that they usually teach content area vocab

ulary. The top ranked methods are using the context,

listing, and defining the new words. Johnson et al. were
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disappointed to find that 52 percent of the teachers do

not provide time on a regular basis for the study of

word meanings.

Overall, Johnson et al. conclude:

There is too much emphasis placed on listing
words on the chalkboard and then using either
word attack skills or context to deal with
them. There is too little emphasis on meaning
based instructional activities, particularly
those that relate new vocabulary to prior
knowledge and experience. Furthermore, comple
tion of workbook pages continues to be a major
instructional activity at the expense of
discussion and classification. In other words,
we are teaching words, but we may not be teach
ing them in the most effective ways. (p. 21)

A recent vocabulary survey at the secondary level

(Darnell, 1983) was conducted to determine vocabulary

methods used and frequency of vocabulary instruction.

Secondary school teachers in the midwest were polled on

their attitudes towards ten vocabulary methods. In this

study, 73 percent, or 267 teachers, responded to the

survey. The results indicate that the teachers place

most confidence in direct and vicarious experience, next

in wide reading, and then in use of context.

Only about 40 percent of the teachers report using

direct and vicarious experience and context use once per

week. The other 60 percent of the teachers use these

methods once in a two week period or less. Methods which

the teachers use least often are the word list, practice,

and wide reading.
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A summary from observational and survey studies of

classroom practices for word meaning development yields

an inescapable conclusion. The findings of the observa

tions and the surveys are not in agreement. Most

classroom observations indicate a very small percentage

of time is devoted to vocabulary instruction (Durkin,

1978-1979; Roser and Juel, 1981; Bullock et al., 1982;

Durkin, 1984; Pooley, 1946; Wheeler, 1949). Observational

researchers conclude that word meaning instruction is

not a high priority activity in either elementary or

secondary classrooms. Information on the vocabulary

development methods observed is sparse and seems to

center on preteaching new words before reading.

The surveys completed by teachers mdicate much higher

percentages of teachers employing word meaning instruction

(Addy, 1941; Johnson et al., 1984; Darnell, 1983). From

40 to 75 percent of the elementary and secondary teachers

report introducing new vocabulary regularly. Regularly,

according to these studies, seems to indicate either as

the need arises or once per one or two week period. The

methods teachers use most often are direct instruction,

wide reading, providing direct and vicarious experience,

listing, completion of workbook pages, using the context,

and applying word identification skills. Johnson et al.

criticize these last four most frequently used methods
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as being effective for teaching word recognition but not

word meanings.

The findings of the observations and surveys differ

also on the amount of attention given to content area

vocabulary. Observations indicate slight attention being

given to content area vocabulary and teachers report in

surveys that half of them provide instruction in this

area. The fact that the information obtained from obser-

vations and surveys does not agree comes as no surprise

to Rosenshine (1978), a noted educational researcher. He

has found that "teacher reports are never significantly

correlated with systematic observer data on the same

behavior" (p , 167).

Different Treatments for Students
of Different Abilities

Vocabulary status studies have included several which

have focused on students of differing abilities. These

studies are important due to Hiebert's (1983) findings

that there is a positive correlation between teacher-

directed activities and students' reading achievement.

Allington (1983) and Mason and Osborn (1982) imply that

low ability readers receive less vocabulary instruction

from teachers.

Allington (1983) concludes that the instruction given

poor readers is essentially different from that given
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good readers. The instruction for poor readers tends to

focus on word identification while good students receive

instruction geared toward meaning. As clarified in the

limitations section of the first chapter, vocabulary

instruction does not include teaching word recognition

skills such as phonic analysis and sight word recognition.

It is instead fully devoted to teaching word meanings.

Johnson et ale (1984) surveyed teachers to

investigate pre-reading vocabulary instruction for high,

middle, and low ability students of grades one through

five. They included questions on the amount of time

devoted to these activities. The respondents were

questioned on differentiating instruction between ability

groups. The teachers report that all groups at each

grade level, except the top ability readers in grades one

and two, are most likely to participate in "introducing

new vocabulary" as the top ranked pre-reading activity.

Another survey question provided the respondents five

choices for pre-teaching vocabulary. the response

favored as the most important reason for pre-teaching

word meanings was, "So students are able to comprehend

entire selection" (p. 11).

Mason and Osborn (1982) in another elementary survey

also focused on students of different abilities and the

vocabulary methods that teachers used with the students.
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They surveyed more than 90 percent of the teachers from

grades two to five in a midwestern city with twenty-five

elementary schools.

The teachers were asked to state which vocabulary

activities they emphasized in their grade that semester

for their high, middle, or low reading achievement

groups. At grades two, three and four more than 70

percent of the teachers stated that among other activities

they focus on using context clues and word meaning

instruction. At grade five instruction of both of these

areas for the high and the low reading groups declines.

Sixty-five percent of the teachers say that they

emphasize context clues and word meaning for their high

reading groups. The low reading groups had 60 percent of

the teachers stressing use of context clues and 50 percent

stressing word meanings.

Darnell (1983) surveyed secondary teachers to

determine the quantity of assistance given to low ability

readers. The teachers report giving more frequent assist

ance to below average readers than to average and above

average readers.

The surveys cited present mixed results on the amount

of instruction given to learners of varying abilities

(Johnson et al., 1984; Mason and Osborn, 1982; Darnell,
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1983). The data do suggest that instruction is probably

different for low ability students.

In summarizing this section on vocabulary development

status and recommendations, one finds this conclusion

inevitable. Vocabulary instruction is not systematically

nor frequently taught in schools today. That vocabulary

instruction is neither systematic nor frequently employed

seems to be true for elementary as well as for secondary

schools, although the evidence is limited for the latter.

A minimum amount of evidence suggests that vocabulary

development was not an important part of the curriculum

earlier this century either. Opinions of scholars and

observational studies support the lack of attention given

to vocabulary development. However, surveys of teachers

indicate that teachers believe they spend more time in

word meaning instruction than has been noted in,observa-

tional studies.

Existing Historical Information About
Vocabulary Recommendations from 1900 to 1985

There is no 'one source that presents a full

longitudinal view of vocabulary development recommenda-

tions made from 1900 to 1985. Instead, it is necessary

to examine the individual texts that were written to

teach reading. One reference, revised several times,

which lists historical vocabulary endeavors is the
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Bibliography of Vocabulary Studies. The most recent

revision (Dale, Razik, and Petty, 1973), similar in styJ.e

to earlier editions, is only a listing of vocabulary

studies. It is not an annotated bibliography.

Therefore, to prepare a source which would present

the vocabulary development recommendations of reading

scholars, it is necessary to review individually a repre

sentative sample of reading methodology texts from this

time period. The system used to develop this source of

information will be discussed in the next section on

methodology.



CHAPTER III

METHODOLOGY OF THE STUDY

This chapter begins with an overview of the study and

a description of the research methodology. Descriptions

of the selection procedure of the historical records,

data presentation, data analysis, limitations, and sum

mary are given. Each section of the design procedure is

fully described.

Overview of the Study

This study examines and analyzes vocabulary

development recommendations found in reading methodology

texts printed for use in the twentieth century from 1900

to 1985. The three main purposes of the study are to

clarify the recommended status of word meaning instruc

tion, to describe the instructional suggestions, and to

compare the recommendations through the period of study.

One subpurpose of the study is to describe from limited

evidence vocabulary teaching practices observed in

classrooms from 1900 to 1985 and to compare these prac

tices to the recommendations found in reading methodology

texts for vocabulary development.
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Description of the Research Methodology

The selection procedure for obtaining the titles and

authors of the reading methodology texts is described in

the section, Reading Textbooks Selected for this Study.

Upon development of this list, a copy of each of the

textbooks was obtained.

Each textbook was examined to obtain the following

information: title; author; year'of publication; total

number of pages; number of pages devoted to direct

methods of teaching vocabulary; number of pages devoted

to context methods of teaching vocabulary; number of pages

.which contain recommendations of direct plus context

methodology; number of pages which deal generally with

vocabulary development without any methodology; total

number of pages devoted to vocabulary; and any recommen

dations for regular and/or systematic vocabulary

instruction.

In addition to the types of information listed in the

previous paragraph, the specific direct and context

methods suggested" in the texts were also obtained from

each reference. The direct methods found were cate

gorized into the twenty-seven.vocabulary development

techniques described in Chapter I. They are word list,

word parts, direct dictionary study, vocabulary note

books, word origins, synonyms, antonyms, homonyms, word
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and language games, workbooks, programmed teaching

materials, audiovisual media, classification, analogies,

multiple meaning words, testing, direct instruction,

structured overview, advance organizer, study gUide,

dramatization, compounds, figurative language, scaling,

visualization, semantic feature analysis, and semantic

mapping. The context methods were classified into the

three methods described in Chapter I: context; inciden

tal learning; and wide reading.

The individual entries in each type of information

for each textbook have been collected and presented in a

series of tables which are described later in this

chapter in the section, Data Presentation. The nineteen

tables containing this information appear in Chapter IV.

The specific methodology for analyzing this data will be

explained later in this chapter in the section labeled

Data Analysis.

A Description of the Data Collecting Procedure

The procedure upon obtaining a listed reference was

to first note the author, total number of pages in the

book, and year of publication. A book number was

assigned chronologically according to the date of

publication.
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The second step in the procedure was to examine the

table of contents, if present, specifically for listings

on reading comprehension, language development, and

vocabulary instruction. A general examination of the

table of contents was then employed to locate any topics

or coverage related to vocabulary development. All page

numbers resulting from these actions were noted.

The next step was to examine the index, if present in

the text, using a list of topics. Anytime one of the

topics app~ared in the index the page numbers were also

noted. The list of topics included all of the vocabulary

development methods defined in Chapter I. It also

included the terms vocabulary, words, word meaning in

struction, language development, reading comprehension,

and word recognition.

When an index appeared inadequate, in that few of the

above topics were present in the index, then a page by

page scanning of the entire text was performed. A page

by page scanning of the entire text was also the proce

dure followed when no index was present.

Then the page numbers for each text were located and

the text was analyzed to determine which methods were

being recommended. Complete notes on all vocabulary

methodology set forth in each text were recorded. Add

tionally, when general suggestions for vocabulary
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development were present they were also recounted in the

notes. All text page numbers were entered in the notes

for each book and the total number of pages devoted to

the description of each method was stated next to its

description.

After all of the references had undergone this very

precise treatment the recommendations made in each

reference were summarized and entered into a computer

word-processing file. The summarization step required

classifying all of the recommended methods in the notes

for each text. First, the methods were classified as to

direct or context methodology or general vocabulary

development. Second, the direct and context methodology

had to be analyzed to accurately pinpoint the exact

method being recommended. Because of the variability of

terminology among texts, classification of the specific

method was a lengthy and intensive process.

This procedure was a usable means of acquiring the

needed information without scanning each text from cover

to cover. Most texts, especially in the two most recent

eras, have extensive tables of contents and indexes.

However, as noted above in this section, texts with

limited or no tables of contents and indexes had to be

scanned page by page.
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Selection Procedure of the Historical Records

Since the first professional reading methodology

texts appeared at about the start of the twentieth

century, this historical study begins at 1900 and

continues to the present day. The foundations of this

study are derived from American Reading Instruction, a

famous literary work, authored by Nila Banton Smith

(1965) and published by the International Reading Asso

ciation. This work is extensively researched and

presents a history of the teaching of reading in America

from the earliest colonial days to 1965.

Smith analyzed her findings and found that the

teaching of reading naturally fell into a series of

eras. She formulated these eras based upon either move

ments within the field of reading, large scale influences

in education or because of events outside of the field of

education which affected reading. Each era is typified

by a unifying theme and named accordingly. Robinson

(1977) added another era to Smith's five twentieth

century reading eras. The era Robinson described began

in 1965 and continued to 1977. In all, using both

Smith's and Robinson's descriptions there are a total of

six eras for this century.

In developing this study, this author made two

modifications to the Smith/Robinson eras. The first was
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to begin this study at the year 1900 which means leaving

off the first twenty years of Smith's era which began in

1880 and ended in 1910. This change makes little differ

ence to the study since the professional reading

methodology texts cited .by Smith for this period will

still be analyzed. The reason for doing this is to focus

upon vocabulary recommendations in the 1900s. The second

modification was to continue the last era to the present.

The reason is to allow for the inclusion of current text

books in this investigation.

The concept of eras developed by these reading

scholars is used as a tool in this study for two reasons.

First, it gives the study a system of organizing informa

tion sequentially. Second, it allows for a comparison of

developments in reading and in the teaching of vocabulary.

The six eras labeled by Smith and Robinson are:

1900 - 1910 "Reading as a Cultural Asset"

1910 - 1925 "Scientific Movement"

1925 - 1935 "Intensive Research and Application"

1935 - 1950 "Period of International Conflict"

1950 - 1965 "Expanding Knowledge and Technological

Evolution"

1965 - 1985 Unlabeled by Robinson but characterized

as a period initially of hope and

abundance and then uncertainty and
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poverty. For the purpose of

clarification, during the 1960s money was

abundant and many dollars were spent on

education. In the 1970s inflation and a

series of recessions occurred coupled

with other factors which led to severely

curtailed school budgets and an emphasis

on accountability. This will be referred

to as the era of "Hope and Abundance and

Uncertainty and Poverty."

Each of these eras will be fully described and

explained in terms of its label, prevailing influences,

and reading methods used. Basal readers were used widely

in each of these eras to teach reading.

Of very great interest at this point is the fact that

each era was also quite concerned with reading comprehen

sion according to Smith (1965) and Robinson (1977). The

evidence presented in Chapter I established the strong

link between reading comprehension and vocabulary.

Reading as a Cultural Asset - 1900 to 1910

In the era of reading being affirmed as a cultural

asset good quality literature was valued. Two other

factors influenced reading at this time. The first was

an emphasis upon using literary and historical literature
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to develop children's character. The second was the

establishment of courses of study in reading with

specific purposes for reading. These purposes were to

develop a lifelong value of literature, to encourage

"expressive reading," and to get the meaning from the

text.

The reading methods is use were the phonetic,

combined alphabetic and phonetic, combined phonetic and

word, sentence, story, and literary analysis. The

phonetic method taught reading by teaching the sounds of

letters and letter clusters. The combined alphabetic and

phonetic method used a modified alphabet, respelled

words, and omitted silent letters from words.

Both the sentence and story methods were analytic in

nature. The story method started with a story related by

the teacher and memorized by the students. The

individual words and phrases of the story were then

analyzed and phonetics were used in sounding out unknown

words. The sentence method used sentences and the same

analytic process as the story method.

The literary analysis method was developed for use

by upper grade students. This method was mainly used

before reading a selection and consisted of separating

and explaining the terminology, figurative language, and
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unusual appearing words. After reading, the students

were asked to paraphrase all or parts of the text and

possibly memorize it.

Scientific Movement - 1910 to 1925

The Scientific Movement era heralded the introduction

of scientific methods into education. Some scales and

tests were developed that measured reading, handwriting,

and educational effectiveness. Reading instruction

received much attention due to the fact that the soldiers

called to fight in World War II were found to have a high

rate of illiteracy. Other influences of the time were

the prevalence of silent over oral reading, a tremendous

increase in research in reading, individualized

instruction, experience charts, and the development of

remedial reading techniques. The main reading purpose of

this era was to prepare the students for life's daily

needs by developing skill in silent reading.

The two main methods used to teach silent reading

were having the students read sentences which required an

action response and synthetic phonics in which the

students memorized the sounds of the letters and then

pronounced words by sounding them out letter by letter and

blending them into words.
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Intensive Research and Application - 1925 to 1935

This era is designated a period of intensive research

and application due to the fact that in this era efforts

focused on applying the results of research performed in

the two previous time periods. Also new research was

pursued during these years and application was made of

these findings.

A much broader view of reading with emphasis upon a

variety of reading objectives characterized the Intensive

Research and Application period. Two schools of thought

developed to meet this need. One school focused on

planned sequential skill development while the other

advocated that students should prepare their own reading

materials and read whatever other materials they chose.

The latter was named the activity program.

In addition to the multiplicity of reading objectives

and the activity program, other major influences were

experience charts, individualized instruction, and inten

sive research in reading and application. The main

purposes for reading were to provide experience and

opportunity to think in preparation for intelligent adult

participation, to stimulate and nurture a lifelong

interest in reading, and to develop all of the skills

necessary to various types of reading.
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Many approaches to teaching reading were used in this

era. Having students read chart stories and rhymes

written by the children, dramatizing stories, reading and

responding accordingly to directions, and reading

prepared sentences and charts were common methods.

Analytic phonics was used in this era.

Period of International Conflict - 1935 to 1950

The Period of International Conflict was a time of

international strife and tension which began with

Hitler's actions which led to World War II. The dropping

of two atomic bombs on Japan ended the war but problems

remained nationally as well as internationally. The in

stability present throughout this period meant less money

was devoted to educational research and few new reading

series were published.

Other influences in this era were a new concern with

reading to develop societal values and an increased

emphasis given to reading ability as important to sus

taining American democracy. Due to the very high

illiteracy rate of soldiers in World War II several

actions followed. One was a return to systematic

reading instruction and the second was the labeling of

audiovisual entertainment media as anti-reading. This
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period was characterized by very broad aims for reading

including reading for practical purposes, literary

appreciation, and enrichment.

Reading methods stressed reading readiness, and word

recognition techniques such as context clues, structural

analysis, phonics, and auditory and visual discrimina-

tion. Teachers' Guides for the basals recommended

development of all language skills and the use of

experience charts to supplement the basal text.

It was during this era that attention started to be

given to the different processes involved in obtaining

meaning. Smith (1965) notes that, "Durrell's analysis of

comprehension skills included 'simple comprehension,'

'higher mental processes,' and 'critical thinking'" (p.

292). Also developmental reading for secondary schools

was initiated during this period.

Expanding Knowledge and Technological Evolution 
1950 to 1965

Two of the major influences of this era are given in

the title. A world of expanding knowledge meant a world

of change. Technological evolution required skilled

workers who were competent in reading. Reading was

recognized in this period as the very foundation of

education. The necessity to better educate the nation's
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students in order to constructively deal with a high

unemployment rate led to the expenditure of millions of

federal dollars on education.

One other continuing influence was the concern for

maintaining democracy. Among the various objectives for

reading were an emphasis on content area reading

instruction, developmental reading at the secondary

school level, integration of reading into the language

arts, and a continuing acknowledgment of the importance

of literature.

Many reading methods encouraged first developing

language skill and reading readiness. Phonetic training

continued to be a part of many reading programs. Newly

introduced in this period were linguistic readers which

favored the memorization of word patterns rather than

the sound of letters as in phonics.

Other word recognition techniques introduced in

earlier eras such as context clues and structural

analysis were expanded and refined at this time. Com

prehension, higher thinking skills, and vocabulary

expansion received increased emphasis at the elementary

and secondary schools. Developmental reading instruction

for all secondary students was encouraged.
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Hope and Abundance and Then Uncertainty and Poverty 
1965 to 1985

Robinson believes that from about 1965 to 1970 was a

period filled with a high note of optimism generally and

resultant generous funding for education. The first five

years of this era was followed by sharply reduced funding

caused by inflation and recession. The schools were

forced into cutting budgets. Other influences at this

time were the closing of suburban schools due to lower

birthrates, with an accompanying reduction in teaching

jobs, and a national effort to eliminate illiteracy.

This era was exemplified overall by an emphasis upon the

process of education and particularly upon the process of

reading. The reading process was intensively studied.

There were two underlying characteristics in reading

from 1965 to 1985. The first was literacy for all and

the second, great emphasis upon increasing reading

comprehension (Orasanu, 1986). Both characteristics were

seen as necessary to prepare students to cope with

society's daily needs. Having every student succeed was

exemplified by offering assistance to minority groups,

providing additional school personnel and instituting the

concept of accountability by contracting out educational

services.
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During this era there were a great variety of reading

methods being used. Almost every type of method mentioned

since 1900 was being practiced. Eclectic methods

combined several methods. Areas of emphases included

phonics, context clues, content area reading, critical

reading, and study skills. The advent of psycholinguis

tics towards the end of the sixties emphasized the

syntactic, semantic, and graphophonic knowledge of the

learner. This led to the further study of the nature of

reading by the psycholinguists in an effort to increase

the reading achievement of children.

Reading Textbooks Selected for This Study

The reading methodology texts to be analyzed for this

study come from two different sources. All of the

textbooks Smith found to be the most popular among

teachers in each of the first five eras comprise one

source. Smith's collection is supplemented with a second

source, additional reading methodology texts listed in

the bibliography of The Dictionary of Reading and Related

Terms.

The examination of each of the texts as described in

the earlier section of this chapter, A Description of the

Data Collecting Procedure, led to the discovery that

eight of these books are not dedicated to reading
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methodology. Some of these references deal with status

studies of reading in the United States and elsewhere.

Some focused on expositions on reading theory. Still

others are treatises on children's literature. The

titles and authors of these eight books are included on

the tables in Chapter IV but blank spaces have been used

to indicate a lack of information. They are not included

in calculations of ranges and means. These eight texts

are:

How to Teach Silent Reading to Beginners by E.

Watkins

Children's Reading by L. M. Terman and M. Lima

Reading and Word Meanings by E. W. Dolch

Teaching of Reading and Writing by W. S. Gray

Silent Speech and Silent Reading by A. W. Edfelt

Theoretical Models and Processes of Reading by R.

Ruddell and H. Singer

Reading: Problems and Practices by J. F. Reid

Roads to Reading by R. C. Staiger

Of the remaining references two are articles

appearing in educational encyclopedias which report on

research in vocabulary and present vocabulary recommenda-

tions. They were included Ln the study three

reasons. First, because they appear in the bibliography

of The Dictionary of Reading and Related Terms. Second,
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they offer advice from reading experts. And third, they

can be used as a check of recommendations given in the

reading texts. The information they contain appears on

the tables in Chapter IV. However, since they do not

meet the criteria of being reading methodology texts they

are not included in calculations of ranges and means.

The two encyclopedia references are:

"Reading Instruction: Research," Encyclopedia of

Education by H. M. Robinson

"Reading," Encyclopedia of Educational Research by

J. Chall and S. Stahl

Three vocabulary methodology texts were added to tqe

list of references derived from the two sources described

in the preceding paragraph. These three texts are not

listed in Smith's book or in the bibliography of The

Dictionary of Reading and Related Terms. They were

included on the list of references for two purposes.

First, they are mentioned by the reading methodology

texts as preeminent vocabulary methodology texts, essen

tially classics in the field. Second, they appear on the

list so as to compare the information vocabulary texts

recommend versus that advised by reading texts. The

vocabulary texts are:

Vocabulary Development in the Classroom by L. C.

Deighton
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Techniques of Teaching Vocabulary by E. Dale, J.

O'Rourke, and H. A. Bamman

Teaching Reading Vocabulary by D. D. Johnson and

P. D. Pearson

The total bibliography is extensive and cites standard

references as well as more recent publications. With the

exception of the three nonconforming types of references

listed above only reading methodology texts for regular

elemen~aEY and secondary classrooms were chosen. Texts

written for teaching the disabled and remedial readers

were not included.

All of the professional texts for the sixth era are

derived from the bibliography of The Dictionary of Reading

and Related Terms. In all there are ninety-four refer

ences used in this study. The names and authors of these

textbooks are listed below:

1900 - 1910 Reading: How to Teach It by S. L. Arnold

Special Method in the Reading of Complete

English Classics by C. A. McMurry

Reading in the Public Schools by T. H.

Briggs

The Psychology and Pedagogy or Reading by

J;' U"O'H
~. j,"'~-J
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1925 - 1935

94

Silent Reading, with Special Reference to

Speed by J. A. O'Brien

Silent Reading: A Handbook for Teachers

by C. E. and E. G. Germane

How to Teach Silent Reading to Beginners by

E. Watkins

Silent and Oral Reading by C. R. Stone

The Teaching of Reading by H. G. Wheat

Teaching Children to Read by P. Klapper

The Reading Process by W. A. Smith

The Materials of Reading by W. F. Uhl

How to Teach Reading by M. E. Pennell and

A. M. Cusack

Essential Principles of Teaching Reading

and Literature by S. S. Leonard

Reading Objectives by C. J. Anderson and

I. Davidson

Children's Reading by L. M. Terman and M.

Lima

Reading and Study by G. A. Yoakam

Reading and Word Meanings by E. W. Dolch

The Improvement of Reading and New Methods

by A. I. Gates

Teaching the Child to Read by S. W.

Patterson
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Applied Psychology of Reading by F. D.

Brooks

Reading Activities in the Primary Grades by

G. E. Storm and N. B. Smith

Reading, Its Psychology and Pedagogy by

J. A. O'Brien

Foundations of Reading Instruction by E. A.

Betts

How to Increase Reading Ability by A. J.

Harris

Learning the Three R's by G. Hildreth

Teaching the Child to Read by G. and E.

Bond

Improvement of Basic Reading Abilities by

D. Durrell

Problems in Reading by E. W. Dolch

Better Primary Reading by C. Stone

The Improvement of Reading by L. Cole

Developmental Reading in the High School by

G. and E. Bond

Problems in the Improvement of Reading by

R. Strang, C. McCullough, and A. Traxler

Learning to Read Through Experience by D.

M. Lee and R. V. Allen
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GUiding Children's Reading Through

Experiences by R. Gans

The Improvement of Reading by A. I. Gates

Reading and the Educative Process by P.

Witty and D. Kopel

Reading Readiness by L. Harrison

Reading in Child Development by W. H.

Burton

Effective Teaching of Reading by A. J.

Harris

Teaching Reading by G. Hildreth

Learning to Read by H. L. Carter and

D. J. McGinnis

Fundamentals of Basic Reading Instruction

by M. A. Dawson and H. A. Bamman

The Teaching of Reading by J. J. DeBoer

and M. Dallman

Teaching Children to Read by L. Gray and

D. Reese

Principles and Practices of Teaching

Reading by A. W. Heilman

Guiding Growth in Reading by M. McKim

Teaching Elementary Reading by M. A.

Tinker and C. McCullough

Children Learn to Read by D. H. Russell

96
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Reading Instruction for Today's Children

by N. B. Smith

Toward Better Reading by G. D. Spache

Children, Books and Reading by the Inter

national Reading Association

Reading Instruction in the Secondary School

by H. A. Bamman, U. Hogan, and C. E.

Greene

Teaching Reading in High School by R.

Karlin

Making Better Readers by R. Strang and

D. K. Bracken

Reading in Secondary Schools by the

International Reading Association

The Psychology of Teaching Reading by

I. H. Anderson and W. F. Dearborn

Silent Speech and Silent Reading by A. W.

Edfelt

On Their Own in Reading by W. S. Gray

Reading in General Education by W. S. Gray

Teaching of Reading and Writing by W. S.

Gray

Foundations for Reading by M. Monroe and

B. Rogers
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Bases for Effective Reading by M. A. Tinker

Individualizing Your Reading Program by J.

Veatch

Teaching Them to Read by D. Durkin

How to Increase Reading Ability by A. J.

Harris and E. R. Sipay

Teaching Reading in Today's Elementary

Schools by P. C. Burns, B. D. Roe, and

E. P. Ross

Teaching Elementary Reading by M. A. Tinker

and C. M. McCullough

Reading Instruction: Diagnostic Teaching

in the Classroom by L. H. Harris and

C. B. Smith

Reading in the Elementary School by G. D.

and E. B. Spache

Teaching Reading in Content Areas by H.

Herber

Teaching Reading in Secondary Language

Experiences in Communication by R. V.

Allen

Reading Strategies for Secondary School

Teachers by L. E. Burmeister

Strategies for Reading in the Elementary

School by C. L. Bush and M. H. Huebner
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Improving the Teaching of Reading by E. V.

Dechant

Reading Improvement in the Secondary School

by E. V. Dechant

"Reading" - Encyclopedia of Educational

Research by J. Chall and S. Stahl

Teaching Reading in High School: Improving

Reading in Content Areas by R. Karlin

Reading by P. McKee

The Reading Process by M. V. Zintz

Objective-Based Reading by W. Otto and R. D.

Chester

Reading: Problems and Practices by J. F.

Reid

Psychology of Reading: Foundations of

Instruction by M. C. Robeck and J. A.

Wilson

"Reading Instruction: Research" - Encyclo

pedia of Education by H. M. Robinson

Theoretical Models and Processes of Reading

by R. Ruddell and H. Singer

Comprehensive High School Reading Methods

by D. L. Shepherd

Roads to Reading by R. C. Staiger
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Directing Reading Maturity as a Cognitive

Process by R. G. Stauffer

Teaching Reading as a Thinking Process by

R. G. Stauffer

Diagnostic Teaching of Reading by R. Strang

Diagnostic and Remedial Reading for

Classroom and Clinic by R. M. Wilson

Data Presentation

The section, Description of the Research

Methodology, at the beginning of this chapter lists the

categories of information collected from each of the

ninety-four references. This information falls into two

main divisions. The first division is the generally

quantitative information and the second is the specific

information about the direct and/or context methods

recommended in each textbook.

All of the information in the first division for

each textbook was entered in a computer database. The

database was then used to construct Tables 1 to 13 which

appear in Chapter IV.

A separate computer database was used to record the

second division of information, the direct and/or context

methods recommended by each text. These methods were

described in Chapter I and listed also in the Description
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of the Research Methodology section. This information

was entered into a second set of tables, Tables 14 to 20,

to indicate which methods were recommended by each of the

texts.

Data Analysis

The analysis of the data in Chapter IV is organized

according to the three major and one minor objectives of

this study.

Objective One

Objective one is to determine the recommended status

of word meaning instruction from 1900 to 1985. To

satisfy this objective it was necessary to obtain the

vocabulary suggestions from all of the reading methodol

ogy textbooks. Tables 1 to 13 in Chapter IV provide

information which indicate the position of vocabulary

development in the school curriculum.

Objective Two

Objective two is to describe the instructional

suggestions given to teachers in the reading methodology

texts this century. Data presented in Tables 14 to 20

show which methods have been advised as well as specific

recommendations for frequency of word meaning instruction.
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Objective Three

The last main objective of this study is to compare

word meaning recommendations made from 1900 to 1985 for

changes in the advice given to teachers. Tables 1 to 20

in Chapter IV make this possible as they provide the

information which allows comparisons to be made. Specific

methods are compared in Chapter IV to see if they reveal

increasing refinement or no substantive change from 1900

to 1985.

Subpurpose

This objective is concerned with vocabulary

development practices in the 1900s and comparing them to

recommended practices from 1900 to 1985. This subpurpose

has already been addressed in the review of literature in

Chapter II. In reality, this information can only hint

at the actual state of vocabulary development in American

classrooms.

Limitations of the Research Methodology

The reading methodology textbooks, as stated earlier,

do not include these written for students with reading

disabilities. Also excluded are texts devoted to the

clinical approach to remediating students with low

reading achievement. This study focuses on textbooks
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written to teach reading to all students in elementary

and secondary classrooms. The reference sources are

limited to these texts in order to determine the advice

given classroom teachers.

Because of the importance of vocabulary to reading,

it is to be expected that methodology texts written m meet

the needs of low achieving readers devote much greater

attention to vocabulary development than do methodology

texts written to teach all students. It was deemed

necessary to establish priorities in this subject area.

Therefore, it seemed essential and appropriate to first

determine the vocabulary recommendations for reading

educators in regular classrooms. This study is seen as

setting the stage for further explorations of historical

vocabulary recommendations.

The information collected from the textbooks is

limited to specifically that which has been described.

It does not include pages dealing only with vocabulary

testing, graded vocabulary lists, or word recognition.

Summary

This chapter provides an overview of the study's

three main objectives and one subpurpose. In order to

answer the purposes of the study two main types of

information were sought from each reference. The first
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main type of information acquired was generally

quantitative in nature. The second main type of

information obtained focused on the particular context

and direct methods of vocabulary development recommended

in each text. A specific procedure for obtaining both

types of information is detailed in a description of the

research methodology.

The selection procedure of the historical records

describes the concept of the Smith/Robinson reading eras

for the years 1900 to 1985. Each era is described in

terms of its predominant influence, reading purposes,

and reading methods. The textbooks for each era are

listed as well as the sources for this bibliography.

The data presentation and data analysis sections

explain how the two types of information are used in

developing the twenty tables which appear in Chapter IV.

Limitations of the research methodology are stated.



CHAPTER IV

PRESENTATION AND ANALYSIS OF DATA

In this chapter the results of the data collection

are used to answer the dissertation objectives presented

in Chapter I. The kinds of data collected were described

in Chapter III. The two major types of data are the

quantitative and qualitative.

The importance of the quantitative data is that it

permits this study to focus on the percentage of pages in

each text devoted to (1) direct and context vocabulary

methodulogy and to (2) vocabulary development overall .
.

The qualitative data are devoted to determining which

specific direct and context methods are recommended in

each text.

Analysis of Historical Data for Objective One

A list of research objectives which provided the

structure for this investigation was presented in Chapter

I. The objectives are examined separately in.this

chapter. The information acquired from the references

is presented in this chapter in twenty tables. The

twenty tables contain all of the data collected for this

dissertation. Each table refers to a particular reading

era with the exception of Tables 13 and 20 which summarize
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information for all eras. The uniqueness of each era was

described in Chapter III. As each objective is restated

the appropriate tables representing the database will be

introduced. Information pertinent to responding to the

objective will be located and described.

1. Objective One - To gain a wider perspective of

the place vocabulary development instruction has

occupied in the recommended reading texts from

1900 to 1985.

Lists of References for Each Era

Tables 1 to 13 contain information which can lead to

a broader view of this area of instruction. The first six

tables list the reading methodology texts for each of the

six eras. All of the texts are arranged in chronological

order according to their date of publication.

References from the "Reading as a Cultural Asset" Era 
Table 1

Table 1 for the "Reading as a Cultural Asset" era,

1900 to 1910, has only four textbooks. They mark the

appearance of reading methodology texts for teachers.

The Psychology and Pedagogy of Reading, book number 4, by

Edmund Huey was considered by Smith (1965) to be the best

known of these texts and a standard reference in the

field.
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TABLE 1

REFERENCES FROM THE "READING AS A CULTURAL ASSET" ERA
1900-1910

Book Number

1

2

3

4

Title Author

Reading: How to Arnold, Sarah Louise
Teach It

Special Method in McMurry, Charles A.
the Reading of
Complete English
Classics

Reading in the Public Briggs, Thomas H.
Schools

The Psychology and Huey, E.
Pedagogy of
Reading

References from the "Scientific Movement" Era - Table 2

Table 2 for the "Scientific Movement" era contains

ten textbooks, 1910 to 1925. Book number 8 on Table 2,

How to Teach Silent Reading to Beginners, by Emma

Watkins contains no suggestions for teaching vocabulary.

The book is devoted to methods of word recognition for

first grade students who already have the words to be

taught in their oral vocabularies. The book is listed

because it was cited by Smith (1965) but it is not in-

voLved in any calculations of totals, ranges, or means.
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TABLE 2

REFERENCES FROM THE "SCIENTIFIC MOVEMENT" ERA
1910-1925

Book Number

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

Title

Teaching Children to
Read

Silent Reading, with
Special Reference
to Speed

Silent Reading: A
Handbook for
Teachers

How to Teach Silent
Reading to
Beginners

Silent and Oral
Reading

.
The Reading Process

Essential Principles
of Teaching
Reading and
Literature

The Teaching of
Reading

The Materials of
Reading

How to Teach Reading

Author

Klapper, P.

O'Brien, J. A.

Germane, C. E. &
Germane, E. G.

Watkins, Emma

Stone, Clarence

Smith, W. A.

Leonard, S. S.

Wheat, H. G.

Uhl, Willis F.

PerrneTl, Mary E.
& Cusack, Alice M.

An interesting note about this era is that four of"

the ten textbooks mention silent reading in their titles.

According to Smith (1965), the "Scientific Hovement;" era

did concentrate on silent reading which was a change from
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the previous era which had emphasized oral reading.

Silent reading was stressed in this era due to an

increased concern for improving reading comprehension.

References from the "Intensive Research and Application"
Era - Table 3

Nine texts are listed on Table 3 for the "Intensive

Research and Application" era, 1925 to 1935. Book

numbers 15 and 18 are named by Smith (1965) in this era

but neither book contains instructions on how to teach

reading or vocabulary. Neither book is included in the

calculations of the totals, ranges, or means on later

tables. Book number 15, Children's Reading by Lewis M.

Terman and Margaret Lima is generally a bibliography of

different types of books for children. Book number 18

by Edward W. Dolch, is entitled Reading and Word Meanings.

The book has two main purposes. First, it identifies

the words used by a set of readers along with their

meanings. The second purpose is to share students'

results from word meaning tests using the words from

the set of readers.
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TABLE 3

REFERENCES FROM TTHE "INTENSIVE RESEARCH
AND APPLICATION" ERA

1925-1935

Book Number

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

Title

Children's Reading

Applied Psychology of
Reading

Reading, Its Psychology
and Pedagogy

Reading and Word
Meanings

The Improvement of
Reading and New
Methods in Primary
Reading

Reading Objectives

Reading and Study

Teaching the Child to
Read

Reading Activities in
the Primary Grades

Author

Terman, L. M. &
Lima, M.

Brooks, F. D.

O'Brien, J. A.

Dolch, Edward W.

Gates, Arthur I.

Anderson, C. J. &
Davidson, I.

Yoakam, G. A.

Patterson, S. W.

Storm, G. E. &
Smith, N. B.

References from the "Period of International Conflict"
Era - Table 4

Table 4 lists sixteen texts for the next era, the

"Period of International Conflict" from years 1935 to

1950. Two textbooks in this era were dedicated to

reading in the secondary school. They are book numbers
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31 and 36, Developmental Reading in the High School by

Guy and Eva Bond and Problems in the Improvement of

Reading by Constance McCullough, Ruth Strang, and Arthur

Traxler (Smith, 1965).

Upon examination of the textbook titles several

themes or areas of interest emerge. These are early

reading, problems in reading, learning to read through

experience, the improvement of reading, and reading and

general education. This is in accordance with Smith's

findings (1965) that in this era, for the first time,

texts appeared which were devoted to particular aspects

of reading.

Early attention to reading is the topic of ~eading

Readiness, number 26, by Lucile Harrison and Better

Primary Reading, number 25, by Clarence Stone. Two

textbooks focusing on reading difficulties are number

36, Problems in the Improvement of Reading by Constance

McCullough, Ruth Strang, and Arthur Traxler and number

37, Problems in Reading by Edward W. Dolch. The language

experience method of learning to read is explained in

book number 33, Learning to Read Through Experience, by

Dorris Lee and Roach Van Allen and number 32, Guiding

Children's Reading Through Experiences, by Rama Gans.

The following four textbooks all address the

advancement of reading ability. They are The Improvement
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of Reading, number 27, by Luella Cole, Improvement of

Basic Reading Abilities, number 29, by Donald Durrell,

How to Increase Reading Ability, number 34, by Albert J.

Harris, and The Improvement of Reading, number 39, by

Arthur Gates. A broader view of reading and education is

offered by number 28, Reading and the Educative Process

by Paul Witty and David Kopel and Reading in General

Education, number 30, by William S. Gray.

Also noteworthy in this era is the fact that many of

the authors' names listed on Table 4 are still well-known

in the field of reading today. Many of these individuals

pioneered new directions in reading and were successful

in bringing more attention and understanding to the

reading process. Their work continued in succeeding eras

and they wrote other textbooks which appear on Tables 5

and 6.
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TABLE 4

REFERENCES FROM THE "PERIOD OF INTERNATIONAL
CONFLICT" ERA

1935-1950

Book Number

24

25

26

27

28

29

30

31

32

33

34

35

36

37

38

39

Title

Learning the Three R's

Better Primary Reading
Reading Readiness

The Improvement of Reading

Reading and the Educative
Process

Improvement of Basic
Reading Abilities

Reading in General
Education

Developmental Reading
in the High School

Guiding Children's
Reading Through
Experiences

Learning to Read Through
Experience

How to Increase Reading
Ability

Foundations of Reading
Instruction

Problems in the Improve
ment of Reading

Problems in Reading

Teaching the Child to
Read

The Improvement of
Reading

Author

Hildreth, G.

Stone, C.

Harrison, L.

Cole, Luella
Witty, P. &

Kopel, D.
Durrell, D.

Gray, W. S.

Bond, G. &
Bond, E.

Gans, R.

Lee, Dorris M. &
Allen, R. V.

Harris, A. J.

Betts, E. A.

McCullough, C.,
Strang, R. &
Traxler, A.

Dolch, E. W.

Bond, G. &
Bond, E.

Gates, A. I.
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Knowled e and Technolo ic&

Table 5 has twenty-six textbooks listed for the

"Expanding Knowledge and Technological Evolution" era,

1950 to 1965. Two of the textbooks listed, number 50,

Silent Speech and Silent Reading by A. W. Edfeldt, and

number 44, Teaching of Reading and Writing by William S.

Gray, are listed as they appear in Smith's (1965) book

but neither text contains vocabulary instruction nor is

either concerned with how to teach reading. Silent

Speech and Silent Reading is a study on the presence of

silent speech during reading. Teaching of Reading and

Writing is a presentation of the results of an interna

tional survey of reading and writing practices. Though

these two texts are listed for this era, since they do

not contain any vocabulary recommendations they are

excluded in later tables when calculating totals,

averages, and ranges.

Number 49, Vocabulary Development in the Classroom

by Lee C. Deighton is also omitted when calculating

totals, averages, and ranges in later tables. As

explained in Chapter III, this vocabulary text was added

to the bibliography for the two sepcific purposes of

providing a means of comparison with reading texts and

because it is considered a classic in the field of

vocabulary development.
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According to Smith (1965), "This period was

unusually productive in bringing forth new professional

books on the teaching of reading" (p. 321). Most of

these texts were written for the elementary level but

four of the textbooks listed are for the secondary level.

They are number 46, Making Better Readers, by Ruth

Strang and Dorothy K. Bracken, number 54, Reading

Instruction in the Secondary School, by Henry Bamman,

Ursula Hogan, and Charles Greene, number 62, Teaching

Reading in High School, by Robert Karlin, and number 63,

Reading Instruction in Secondary Schools, written by

several reading scholars and published by the Interna

tional Reading Association.
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TABLE 5

REFERENCES FROM THE "EXPANDING KNOWLEDGE AND
TECHNOLOGICAL EVOLUTION" ERA

1950-1965

Book Number

40

41

42
43
44
45

46
47
48
49
50

51
52

53

54

55

56

57

5B
59

60
61

62
63
64
65

The Psychology of Teaching Reading

Learning to Read

Guiding Growth in Reading
Reading in Child Development
Teaching of Reading and Writing
Teaching Children to Read
Making Better Readers
Teaching Reading
Individualizing Your Reading Program
Vocabulary Development in the Classroom
Silent Speech and Silent Reading
On Their Own in Reading
Principles and Practices of Teaching

Reading
Children Learn to Read
Reading Instruction in the Secondary

School
Effective Teaching of Reading
Teaching Elementary Reading

Fundamentals of Basic Reading Instruction

Reading Instruction for Today's Children
Toward Better Reading
The Teaching of Reading
Children, Books and Reading

Teaching Reading in High School
Reading Instruction in Secondary Schools
Foundations for Reading
Bases for ~ffective Reading

Anderson, I. H. &
Dearborn, W. F.

Carter, H. L. H. &
McGinnis, D. J.

McKim, M.
Burton, W. H.
Gray, W. S.
Gray, L. &Reese, D.
Strang, R. &Bracken, D. K.
Hildreth, G.
Veatch, J.
Deighton, L. C.
Edfelt, A. W.
Gray, W. S.
Heilman, A. W.

Russell, D. H.
Bamman, H. A., Hogan, U. &

Greene, C. E.
Harris, A. J.
Tinker, H. A. &McCullough,

C.
Dawson, H. A. &Bamman,

H. A.

Smith, N. B.
Spache, G. D.
DeBoer, J. J. &Dallman, H.
International Reading

Associati on
Karlin, R.
Early, Margaret, Ed. IRA
Monroe, M. &Rogers, B.
Tinker, M. A.

References from the "Hope and Abundance and Then
Uncertainty and Poverty" Era - Table 6

Table 6 has twenty-nine textbooks listed for the

last period, "Hope and Abundance and Then Uncertainty and
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Poverty," from 1965 to the present. As mentioned in

Chapter III, seven of these references are not included

in the calculations of totals, ranges, and means on later

tables for various reasons. They are numbers 72, 76, 86,

73, 89, 74, and 94. Explanations follow as to why none

of these seven references were included in the mathemat

ical calculations on Tables 7, 13, and 19.

Three books appear on the list but are not included

as they are not acceptable as reading methodology texts.

The first book, number 72, is by Robert Ruddell and Harry

Singer Theoretical Models and Processes of Reading

describes various theoretical models and processes of

reading and is not a methodology text. The second book,

number 76, Reading: Problems and Practices by Jessie F.

Reid is not a methodology text but instead it gives

descriptions of British classroom practices. This

investigation is concerned with American reading

methodology texts and the recommendations they contain

for vocabulary development, "not books devoted to describ

ing British classroom reading practices. The third book,

number 86, by Ralph C. Staiger is Roads to Reading and

relates practical methods being used worldwide to promote

and develop the reading habit.

Two other references not included in the calculations

are taken from encyclopedias. They are numbers 73 and 89.
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TABLE 6

REFERENCES FROM THE "HOPE AND ABUNDANCE AND THEN
UNCERTAINTY AND POVERTY" ERA

1965-1985

Book Number

66
67

68
69
70

71
72

73

74

75

76
77
78

79

80

81
82
83

84

85
86
87
88

89

90
91
92

93
94

Ti t l e

Readin~
Directlng Reading Maturity as a Cognitive

Process
Teaching Reading as a Thinking Process
Diagnostic Teaching of Reading
Strategies for Reading in the Elementary

School
Improving the Teaching of Reading
Theoretical Models and Processes of

Reading
"Reading Instruction: Res earch''

(Encyclopedia of Education)
Techniques of Teaching Vocabulary

Teaching Reading in High School:
Improving Reading in Content Areas

Reading: Problems and Practices
Reading Improvement in the Secondary School
Reading Strategies for Secondary School

Teachers
Psychology of Reading: Foundations

of Instruction
Teaching Elementary Reading

Langua~e Experiences in Communication
Objectlve-Based Reading
Reading in the Elementary School

Diagnostic and Remedial Readin9 for
. Classroom and Clinic
Teaching Reading in Content Areas
Roads to Reading
How to Increase Reading Ability
Reading Instruction: Diagnostic

Teaching in the Classroom
IIReadin9" (Encyclopedia of Educational

Research)
Comprehensive High School Reading Methods
Teaching Them to Read
Teaching Reading in Today's Elementary

Schools
The Reading Process
Teaching Reading Vocabulary

Author

McKee, P.
Stauffer, R. G.

Stauffer, R. G.
Strang, R.
Bush, C. L. &Huebner,

M. H.
Dechant, E. V.
Ruddell, R. &Singer, H.

Robinson, H. M.

Dale, E., O'Rourke, J., &
Bamman, H.A.

Karlin, R.

Reid, J. F.
Dechant, E. V.
Burmeister, L. E.

Robeck, M. C. &Wilson,
J. A. R.

Tinker, M. A. &McCullough,
C. M.

Allen, R. V.
Otto, W. &Chester, R. D.
Spache, G. D. &Spache,

E. B.
Wilson, R. M.

Herber, H.
Staiger, R. C.
Harrls, A. J. &Sipay, E. R.
Harris, L. H. &Smith, C. B.

Chall, J. &Stahl, S.

Shepherd, D. L.
Durkin, D.
Burns, P. C., Roe, B. D.,

&Ross, E. P.
Zintz, M. V.
Johnson, D. D. &Pearson,

P. D.
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Number 73 is an article entitled "Reading Instruction:

Research" from the Encyclopedia of Education by Helen M.

Robinson. Number 89, is the article "Reading" from the

Encyclopedia of Educational Research by Jeanne Chall and

Steven Stahl. Both articles summarize the latest

research on vocabulary development, report on the find

ings, and in effect recommend specific practices. The

specific information collected for all reading texts was

also gathered for these two references and appears on

Tables 12, 13, and 19.

Two vocabulary texts listed but not included in the

calculations of totals, ranges, and averages on the same

three tables are number 74 and 94. As discussed in

Chapter III, these two texts are not listed in Smith's

book or in the bibliography of The Dictionary of Reading

and Related Terms. These two vocabulary development

texts appear on the list because of their importance in

the field of vocabulary methodology and in order to

compare their recommendations with those from the reading

methodology texts. The first is Techniques of Teaching

Vocabulary by Edgar Dale, Joseph O'Rourke, and Henry

Bamman. This vocabulary methodology text is considered

to be a classic in the field. The second, number 94, is

Teacbi~ ~ding Vocabulary by Dale Johnson and P. David

Pearson which is often referred to by contemporary

reading textbooks.
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This latest period is typified by multiple and

diverse directions as evidenced by the textbook titles.

Along with an increasing emphasis on both elementary and

secondary reading instruction, there are also several

other aspects of reading receiving attention. These

include employing diagnosis in reading instruction,

teaching reading using the language experience approach,

and improving reading in the content areas.

Three texts, numbers 69, 84, and 88 concentrate on a

diagnostic approach to teaching reading. Their titles

and authors are given in the same order as their book

numbers. They are Diagnostic Teaching of Reading by Ruth
.

. Strang, Diagnostic and Remedial Reading for Classroom and

Clinic by Robert Wilson, and Reading Instruction: Diag

nostic Teaching in the Classroom by Larry Harris and Carl

Smith. Using diagnosis in teaching reading stresses

teacher knowledge of the reading process and learning to

individualize reading instruction (Guszak, 1978).

One text specifically written during this era to

describe the lang~age experience approach to reading is

Language Experiences in Communication by Roach Van Allen,

number 81. It is an updated version of number 33,

Learning to Read Through Experience published in the

Period of International Conflict.
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Two texts, numbers 75 and 85, were written

specifically to describe how to teach reading in the

content areas. The. methodology in both books was

analyzed for vocabulary instruction recommendations.

These two textbooks are Teaching Reading in High School:

Improving Reading in Content Areas by Robert Karlin and

Teaching Reading in Content Areas by Harold Herber.

In summary, Tables 1 to 6 indicate the changing

emphases in the teaching of reading through the textbooks

published in each era. There is a noticeable change from

general titles early in the century teaching "about

reading" to specific foci in the last three eras. These

foci pinpointed problems in reading without merely advis

ing more reading as the cure.

In general, the number of texts increased in each

succeeding era. The titles of these texts came from the

two sources mentioned in Chapter III, American Reading

Instruction (Smith, 1965) and A Dictionary of Reading and

Related Terms (Harris et al., 1981). Tables 1 to 6

reveal that there has been a tendency for more reading

methodology texts to be identified in each era. When the

methodology texts which did not contain methods for

teaching reading, vocabulary texts, and encyclopedia

references cited in the discussion on each table are
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omitted Table 1 has four texts, Table 2 lists nine texts,

and Tables 3 to 6 have seven, sixteen, twenty-three, and

twenty-two textbooks respectively.

The authors listed appear to be representative of

the notable pioneers in the field of reading pedagogy.

Many authors appear on the list several times, probably

indicating the growth of information and knowledge in

reading methodology and the need to update reading

textbooks.

List of Percentage of Pages in Each Textbook
for Direct and Context Methodology and for

Total Vocabulary Development

The most important quantitative information

collected for this study appears as two separate sets of

percentages which describe the number of pages devoted to

word meaning instruction in the textbooks. These

percentages are to be found in columns 7 and 10 on

Tables 7 through 12. These two columns reveal the per-

centages of pages devoted to direct and context

methodology and the percentages of pages used for all

vocabulary development respectively. These tables

contain eleven different columns of information in all

acquired from the ninety-four references. An explanation

ror each column rollows:
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Column 1 - The first column of information is the

identifying book number used for each

reference throughout this study.

Column 2 - The second column is the date of publication

for each book.

Column 3 - This column lists the total number of pages

of each book and is related to the informa

tion contained in the next seven columns.

These seven columns are all concerned with

the quantification of the vocabulary

development recommendations in each text.

Column 4 - Column 4 lists the actual number of pages

used in each reference to describe direct

methodology.

Column 5 - This column lists the actual number of pages

used in each reference to describe context

methodology.

Column 6 - Column 6 is the total number of pages of

direct and context methodology and is arrived

at by combining the figures in columns 4 and

5.

Column 7 - This very important column contains the

percentage of pages devoted to direct and

context methods in each book. The figures in

column 7 are arithmetically calculated by
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dividing the figures in column 6 which

represent the total number of pages of direct

and context methodology by the total number

of pages in each text.

Column 8 - Column 8 lists the number of pages in each

reference which generally discuss vocabulary

development without specifically describing

either direct or context methodology.

Column 9 - This column contains the number of general

vocabulary methodology pages from column 8

added to the direct plus context methodology

pages from column 6 to yield the total number

of pages in each book devoted to vocabulary.

Column 10 - Column 10 is the most important of all of

the columns as it contains the percentage of

pages devoted to vocabulary development in

each reference. It is derived by dividing

the total number of pages devoted to vocabu

lary in column 9 by the total number of pages

in each text in column 3.

Column 11 - Column 11 lists any specific recommendations

in each reference for the frequency of word

meaning instruction.

Columns 4 through 11 provide fue most information

about the emphasis placed upon vocabulary in each
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textbook. As noted above, the degree of attention word

meaning instruction receives is most evident in the

seventh and tenth columns, the two most important

columns.

At the bottom of columns 3 through 10 is a numerical

range and mean for that column. The range shows the

lowest and highest figures for that column. The mean is

calculated for each column. As explained previously,

reading textbooks which do not describe reading method

ology, vocabulary textbooks, and encyclopedia articles .

are omitted in determining the totals, range and mean for

each column. Their appearance in Tables 7 through 12

will be noted in the following discussion of each table.

in the

Table 7 contains the quantitative information

gleaned from the four texts in the "Reading as a Cultural

Asset" era. Book number 1 is atypical for this era, as

it has much higher values in most columns. The ranges

and means for each column are all distorted by the influ

ence of book number 1.

Seventy-five percent of the books, numbers 1, 2, and

3, recommend direct methods and fifty percent of the

texts, numbers 1 and 4, describe context methods. The

ranges of number of pages of direct and context
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methodology are very similar. The range for direct

methodology is 0 to 20.5 and for context methodology 0 to

19.5. The average for context methods is greater,

however, at 7.6 pages compared to a mean of 6.25 pages

for direct methods.

In column 7 all textbooks dedicate a percentage of

their pages to vocabulary teaching, using from .75 to

10.94 pages with a mean of 3.56 percent. The percentage

of all pages used for recommending and describing vocabu

lary development is highest for book number 1 at

approximately 11 percent. The other three references are

much lower running from 1 percent to less than 1.5

percent.

The total number of pages devoted to vocabulary for

these four texts given in column 9 shows that the range

is from 2 to 33 pages with a mean of 14.25 pages. Book

number 4 has a total of 19.5 pages which is a large

number compared to book numbers 2 and 3 which have 2 and

2.5 pages respectively. Therefore, the percentages in

columns 7 and 10 for books 2, 3, and 4 appear misleading

as they are separated by only .71 points.

Column 10, the percentage of pages devoted to

vocabulary, has essentially the same values as those in

column 7 except for book number 1 which is .5 percent

larger than column 7. The range is now .75 to 11.46

percent with a mean of 3.69 percent.



TABLE 7

QUANTITATIVE DATA FROM "READING AS A CULT
1900-1910

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6 ) ( 7

PERCE!
PAGES OF OF Pi

PAGES OF PAGES OF DIRECT + FOR on
YEAR OF lDTAL NUMBER DIRECT CONTEXT CONTEXT CONTI

BOOK NUMBER PUBLICATION OF PAGES MElliODS ME1HODS MEIHODS MElliC

1 1899 288 20.50 11.00 31.50 10. (
2 1899 137 2.00 0.00 2.00 l.L
3 1908 332 2.50 0.00 2.50 O. ~

4 1908 469 0.00 19.50 19.50 1.(

Range 137-469 Range 0-20.5 Range 0-19.5 Range 2-31.5 Range.
Mean = 306.5 Mean = 6.25 Mean = 7.6 ~an = 13.88 MeAn"
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TABLE 7

1M "READING AS A CULTURAL ASSET" ERA REFERENCES
1900-1910

(6 ) (7) (8 ) (9) (10) (11)

PERCENTAGE TarAL
PAGES OF OF PAGES PAGES FOR i[JMBER OF PERCENTAGE
DIRECT + FOR DIRECT + ornER PAGES OF PAGES RECCMv1ENDATIONS
CONTEXT CONIEXT VOCABUlARY D~VarED TO DEVarED TO FOR FREQUENCY
MErnODS MErnODS DISCUSSION VCCABULARY VOCABUlARY OF INSTRUCTION

31.50 10.94 1.50 33.00 11.46 NONE
2.00 1.46 0.00 2.00 1.46 AS NEEDED
2.50 0.75 0.00 2.50 0.75 NONE

19.50 1.09 0.00 19.50 1.09 NONE

1.5 Range 2-31.5 Range .75-10.94 Range 0-1.5 Range 2-33 Range .75-11.46
6 Mean = 13.88 Mean = 3.56 Mean = .375 Mean = 14.25 Mean = 3.69
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Only book number 2 makes any recommendation as to

frequency of vocabulary instruction. It states that,

"Sometimes it pays to spend 5 to 10 minutes attacking the

different words and meanings of the lesson assigned

(McMurray, 1899, pp. 96-97).

Data on
ovement

ment in the

Table 8 analyzes ten references for the "Scientific

Movement" era. As seen in column 3, there is a tendency

for books to get longer as this era progressed. Text

number 11 published in 1922 has the largest number of

pages at 460.

Book number 8 is not used in the calculations, since

it is not a reading methodology text. On table 8 all of

the remaining nine references, 100 percent, recommend

direct methods of vocabulary development but only 66

percent of them recommend context methods. The mean of

the number of pages of direct methods is more than double

the mean of the number of pages of context methods.

In column 7 none of the textbooks uses more than 4

percent of their pages to describe specific direct and

context methods. Only two books, number 9 and 14, have

percentages in this column betwe~n 3 and 4 percent. No

texts devote between 2 and 3 percent of their pages for

methodology and five of the nine references devote between
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1 and 2 percent for this purpose. Books 6 and 10 have

the smallest percentage of pages used for vocabulary

development with values of less than one percent. All

nine texts show word meaning development occupying a

small percentage of pages.

Column 10 has all of the same percentages as column

7 with the exception of those for book number 10. Book

number 10 is the only reading methodology text in this

era which devotes space, six pages, in the text to a

general discussion on word meaning development. This one

text uses between 2 and 3 percent of its pages on vocabu

lary. The range for column 10 is .35 to 3.43 percent and

the mean is 1.89 percent.

Recommendations for frequency of instruction appear

in column 11 for only three of the references, 6, 11, and

12. Book number 6 recommends that the lower grades every

time unusual or culturally different words are to be

encountered they should be pretaught in a few minutes.

In the upper grades very little preteaching is deemed

necessary, and it is suggested that the maximum amount of

time allowed for this activity is five minutes.



TABLE 8

QUANTITATIVE DATA FROM "SCIENTIFIC MOVEt-1ENT"
1910-1925

(1) (2 ) (3) (4) (5) (6 ) ~7)

PERCENT.AI
PAGES OF OF PAGE:

PAGES OF PAGES OF DIRECT + FOR DlREC
YEAR OF TOTAL NUMBER DIRECI' OONI'EXT CONTEXT CONrE,'{T

BOOK NUMBER PUBLICATION OF PAGES MElliODS MEIHODS ME1l-IODS MElliODS

5 1914 213 1.00 1.25 2.25 1.06
6 1921 289 1.00 0.00 1.00 0.35
7 1922 383 1.00 6.00 7.00 1.83
8 1922 ,~( 142) ( 0.00) W.OO) ( 0.00) W.OO)
9 1922 306 10.50 0.00 10.50 3.43

10 1922 267 1.00 0.00 1.00 0.38
11 1922 460 4.00 3.00 7.00 1. 52
12 1923 346 3.00 1.50 4.50 1. 30
13 1924 386 4.75 2.00 6.75 1. 75
14 1924 298 2.00 7.50 9.50 3.19

Range 213-460 Range 1-10.5 Range 0-7.5 Range 1-10.5 Range .35-
Mean = 327.556 Mean = 5.5 Mean = 2.36 Mean = 3.139 Mean = 1.

*Numbers in parentheses indicate omitted sources which were not included in the calculations.
**Di.fferent recoomedations are made for different grade levels.

***Regular instruction for remedial students only using direct methods of vocabulary expansion.



TABLE 8

:CIENTIFIC MOVEMENT" ERA REFERENCES
1910-1925

(6) (7) (8 )

PERCENTAGE
PAGES OF OF PAGES PAGES FOR
DIRECT + FOR DIRECT + OiliER
CONTEXT CONTEXT VOCABUlARY
MElHODS MErnODS DISCUSSION

2.25 1.06 0.00
1.00 0.35 0.00
7.00 1.83 0.00

( 0.00) <0.00) <0.00)
10.50 3.43 0.00
1.00 0.38 6.00
7.00 1.52 0.00
4.50 1.30 0.00
6.75 1. 75 0.00
9.50 3.19 0.00

Range 1-10.5 Range .35-3.43 Range 0-6
Mean = 3.139 Mean = 1.65 Mean = .667

the calculations.

.bul.ary expansion.
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(9l (10) (11 )

TOTAL
tlUMBER OF PERCENTAGE

PAGES OF PAGES RECa-MENDATIONS
DEVOTED 1D DEVOTED 10 FOR FREQUENCY
VOCABULARY VOCABUlARY OF INSTRUCTION

2.25 1.06 NONE
1.00 0.35 DIFF. REC.-Iri·
7.00 1.83 NONE

( O.OOl (0.00) NONE
10.50 3.43 NONE
7.00 2.62 NONE
7.00 1.52 YES
4.50 1.30 DIR-REMED. ONLY-Irim
6.75 1.75 NONE
9.50 3.19 NONE

Range 1-10.5 Range .35-3.43
Mean = 6.167 Mean = 1.89
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Book number 11 contains one sentence regarding

vocabulary development. It suggests that there should be

a specific time set aside for word meaning instruction.

Reference number 12 recommends vocabulary instruction for

remedial s t.uderrt s only. Word study is to be used regu

larly for these students.

Table 9 has seven references for the period of

"Intensive Research and Application." Books 15 and 18

are not reading methodology text and consequently are not

used in the calculations for this table. This is the

first era in which all textbooks contain directions for

both direct and context methods. Column 4 shows that the

range of pages of direct methods is from .25 to 23 with a

mean of 10 pages. Column 5 has a range of pages of

context methods from 1 to 10 with a mean of 4.214, less

than half the mean for direct methodology. Four of the

seven texts, numbers 19, 20, 21, 22, devote more pages to

direct methodology than context methodology.

Column 7 reveals that in this era two references

have less than 1 percent of their pages used to discuss

vocabulary development. There is one text with between 1

and 2 percent of its pages used for this purpose and one

other textbook in the 2 to 3 percent range. The remaining
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three books devote more than 3 percent of their pages to

word meaning instruction. Reference number 20 is unusual

in that it has the highest percentage of pages in this

column with more than 8 percent. The range is .27 to

8.09 percent and a mean of 2.87.

Upon examination of the percentage of total pages

for vocabulary development in column 10, none of the

references exceeded 9 percent of their pages used for

this purpose. The mean is much lower at 3.72 percent.

The breakdown by percentages performed above for column

7 change somewhat for column 10. In this column only one

reference is now less than 1 percent and four books have

percentages greater than 3 percent.

Book numbers 21 and 22 are the only two texts with

recommendations as to frequency of vocabulary instruc

tion. According to ~umber 21, occasionally lessons should

be provided in which new words are noted, compared and

classified.

Reference 22 makes five recommendations as to

frequency of instruction. The first is that teachers

should provide for frequent conversational periods in

which new words are introduced. The second is that

teachers generally should provide for direct instruction

of vocabulary regularly. The third recommendation is

that intermediate grade teachers should have definitely
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arranged p~riods for vocabulary study. The last two

recommendations are somewhat more specific with the

fourth one recommending weekly periods for word meaning

study and the fifth stating that four ten-minute lessons

per week should be used for vocabulary bUilding.



TABLE 9

QUANTITATIVE DATA FROM "INTENSIVE RESEARCH AND AP
1925-1935

(1) (2 ) (3) (4) (5) (6)

PEl
PAGES OF OJ

PAGES OF PAGES OF DIRECT + FOR
YEAR OF TOrAL NUMBER DIRECT OONTEXT OONTEXT C<

BOOK NUMBER PUBLICATION OF PAGES METHODS ME'IHODS MEIHODS Ml

15 1925 *(363) ( 0.00) 0.00) ( 0.00)
16 1926 278 2.75 3.00 5.75
17 1926 308 .25 1.00 1.25
18 1927 . (129) ( 0.00) ( 0.00) ( 0.00)
19 1927/28 2 Vol. 676 18.50 8.00 26.50
20 1928 408 23.00 10.00 33.00
21 1928 502 5.25 2.00 7.25
22 1930 524 17.75 2.50 20.25
23 1930 376 2.50 3.00 5.50

Range 278-676 Range .25-23 Range 1-10 Range 1.25-33 Rang
Mean = 438.857 Mean = 10 Mean = 4.214 Mean = 14.214 Me

*Numbers in parentheses indicate omitted sources which were not included in the calculations.
**Occasional attention should be given to vocabulary development.

***Different recoomendations are made for different grade levels.
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TABLE 9

VE RESEARCH AND APPLICATION" ERA REFERENCES
1925-1935

(6) (7) (8) (9 ) (10) (11)

PERCENTAGE 1DTAL
PAGES OF OF PAGES PAGES FOR I\lJMBER OF PERCENTAGE
DIRECT + FOR DIRECT + 01HER PAGES OF PAGES REC()M\1ENJ)ATIONS
CONI'EXT CONl'EXT VOCABULARY DEVOTED TO DEVOTED TO FOR FREQUENCY
MErnODS MElHODS DISCUSSION VCCABUlARY VOCABULARY OF INSTRUCTION

( 0.00) ( 0.00) ( 0.00) ( 0.00) (0.00) NONE
5.75 2.07 10.50 16.25 5.85 NONE
1.25 0.41 0.00 1.25 0.41 NONE

( 0.00) ( 0.00) 0.00) ( 0.00) (0.00) NONE
26.50 3.92 2.00 28.50 4.22 NONE
33.00 8.09 0.00 33.00 8.09 NONE

7.25 1.44 0.00 7.25 1.44 OCCAS.**
20.25 3.87 0.00 20.25 3.87 DIFF. REC. -;h',*

5.50 0.27 2.50 8.00 2.13 NONE

10 Range 1.25-33 Range .27-8.09 Range 0-10.5 Range 1.25-33 Range .41-8.09
214 M2an = 14.214 Mean = 2.87 Mean = 2.143 M2an = 16.357 Mean = 3.72

in the calculations.
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Table 10 lists sixteen references for the "Period, of

International Conflict." All but two of the books

recommend direct methods and all but one book recommends

context methods for vocabulary expansion. Column 4 has

a range of 0 to 59 and a mean of 10.172 pages of direct

methodology. Column 5 has a range of 0 to 30.5 and an

average of 10.5 pages of context methodology.

The values on column 7 indicate an increase in

percentage of pages for direct and context methods over

previous eras. The range is from .55 to 37.79 with a

mean of 7.12. In this era there are two books with less

than 1 percent of pages used for methodology, three books

with between 1 and 2 percent, one book with between 2 and

3 percent, and six books with between 3 and 10 percent of

pages devoted to methodology. There are 75 percent, or

twelve books, which use less than 10 percent of their

text for word meaning development.

This era has four references as seen in column 7

that use more than 10 percent of their pages for

methodology. Book number 32 'is unique in that

approximately 38 percent of its pages are for vocabulary

development.



TABLE 10

QUANTITATIVE DATA FROM "PERIOD OF INTERNATIONAL CO~

1935-1950

(1) (2) (3 ) (4) (5 ) (6) ( 7

PERCEJ
PAGES OF OF Pi

PAGES OF PAGES OF DIRECT + FOR OIl
YEAR OF TOTAL NUMBER DIRECT CONIEXT CONTEXT CONTI

BOOK NUMBER PUBUCATION OF PAGES MErnODS METI-lODS METI-lODS MEllil

24 1936 824 6.50 4.00 10.50 1.:
25 1936 536 2.75 1. 75 4.50 0.:
26 1936 166 0.00 22.50 22.50 13..
27 1938 338 12.25 4.00 16.25 4.:
28 1939 374 0.00 2.00 2.00 o.
29 1940 407 12.00 6.00 18.00 4./
30 1940 464 5.75 3.25 9.00 1. 1

31 1941 363 16.00 9.50 25.50 7.1
32 1941 86 2.00 30.50 32.50 31.
33 1943 204 5.00 24.00 29.00 14.:
34 1945 403 5.00 4.00 9.00 2.:
35 1946 757 59.00 19.00 78.00 10.
36 1946 406 13.75 6.00 19.75 4.:
37 1948 373 4.25 0.00 4.25 1.
38 1950 467 4.75 17.50 22.25 4.
39 1950 657 13.75 14.00 27.75 4.:

Range 86-824 Range 0-59 Range 0-30.5 Range 2-78 Range.
Mean = 426.563 Mean = 10.172 Mean = 10.5 Mean = 20.672 Mean·
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CABLE 10

, INTERNATIONAL CONFLICT" ERA REFERENCES
935 -1950

(6) (7) (8) (9 ) (10) (11)

PERCENTAGE TOTAL
PAGES OF OF PAGES PAGES FOR NUMBER OF PERCENTAGE
DIRECT + FOR DIRECT + arnER PAGES OF PAGES RECCM-1ENDATIONS
CONTEXT CONTEXT VOCABULARY IEVOTED TO DEVarED TO FOR FREQUENCy
MErnODS MEIHODS DISCUSSION VOCABUlARY VOCABULARY OF INSTRUCTION

10.50 1.27 0.00 10.50 1.27 NONE
4.50 0.84 0.00 4.50 0.84 NONE

22.50 13.55 0.00 22.50 13.55 NONE
16.25 4.81 6.50 22.75 6.73 NONE

2.00 0.55 0.00 2.00 0.55 NONE
18.00 4.42 0.00 18.00 4.42 DAILY
9.00 1.94 14.75 23.75 5.12 NONE

25.50 7.03 14.00 39.50 10.88 NONE
32.50 37..79 3.00 35.50 41.28 NONE
29.00 14.22 0.00 29.00 14.22 NONE
9.00 2.23 0.00 9.00 . 2.23 NONE

78.00 10.30 5.00 83.00 10.96 YES
19.75 4.87 0.00 19.75 4.87 NONE
4.25 1.14 1.25 5.50 1.47 NONE

22.25 4.77 9.00 31.25 6.69 NONE
27.75 4.22 0.00 27.75 4.22 NONE

Range 2-78 Range .55-37.79 Range 0-14.75 Range 2-83 Range .55-41.28
Mean = 20.672 Mean = 7.12 Mean = 3.344 Mean= 24.0156 Mean = 8.08
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Column 10 has a range of .55 to 41.28 percent with a

mean of 8.08 percent. Nine of the sixteen values in

column 10 are the same as in column 7 and seven of the

texts have increased. The increase for five of the texts

has not moved them out of the percentage grouping

described in the column 7 discussion above. Two books

have shifted out of their column 7 percentage grouping.

Book number 30 is now in the 3 to 10 percent group moving

from the 1 to 2 percent group. Book number 31 has moved

from the 3 to 10 percent group to the more than 10

percent grouping.

Only two of the books make suggestions regarding

frequency of instruction. Number 29 advises daily word

meaning exercises in connection with the reading lessons.

In the primary grades five or six new words should be

taught per day and in the upper grades seven to nine

words are proposed. Book number 35 only gives the general

direction that systematic vocabulary instruction should

be provided.

Four categories on Table 10 which show wide ranges

are total number of textbook pages with a range from 86

to 824, pages of direct methods with a range from 0 to

59, and pages of direct plus context methods with a range

from 2 to 72. The total number of pages devoted to

vocabulary, column 9, has a range from 2 to 83.
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ment in the
VO.Lut~on Era

Table 11 contains a total of twenty-six references

for the "Expanding Knowledge and Technological Evolution"

period. Three references, 44, 49, and 50 are not

included in the calculations of totals, means, and

ranges. Book numbers 44 and 50 are reading texts

without reading methodology and number 49 is Vocabulary

Development in the Classroom by L. C. Deighton.

All but four of the remaining twenty-three texts

recommend direct methods and all recommend context

methods of vocabulary bUilding. The average number of

pages describing these two classifications of methods is

approximately twenty-three.

The range for column 7 is 1.24 to 29.44 percent with

a mean of 6.42 percent. A grouping of texts according to

the percentage of pages devoted to vocabulary methodology

reveals the following information: no texts devote less

than 1 percent to word meaning instruction; three texts

are in the 1 to 2 percent category; four texts are in the

2 to 3 percent division; twelve texts use from 3 to 10

percent; and four texts use more than 10 percent. In

other words, nineteen of the twenty-three references

devote less than 10 percent of their pages to describing

specific methods for increasing word knowledge.



TABLE 11

QUANTITATIVE DATA FROM "EXPANDING KNOWLEDGE AND TECHNOLOGICAl;
1950-1965

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7)

PERCENtAGE
PAGES OF OF PAGES

PAGES OF PAGES OF DIRECT + FOR DIRECT +
YEAR OF lUrAL NUMBER DIRECT CX)N!'EXT roNI'EXl' CX)N!'EXT VI

BOOK NUMBER PUBUCATION OF PAGES MElliODS MEIH>DS METI-[)[)S ME1HODS D

40 1952 382 0.00 5.75 5.75 1.51
41 1953 214 3.50 4.75 8.25 3.86
42 1955 528 12.75 15.75 28.50 5.40
43 1956 608 13.50 18.25 31.75 5.22
44 1956 (281) of:( 0.00) ( 0.00l ( 0.00l (0.00)
45 1957 475 13.75 10.75 24.50 5.16
46 1957 367 17.50 6.50 24.00 6.54
47 1958 612 17.75 23.00 40.75 6.66
48 1959 242 1.00 2.50 3.50 1.45
49 1959 ( 62) (29.50) (20.75) (50.25) (81.05)
50 1960 (164) ( 0.00) ( 0.00) ( 0.00) ( 0.00)
51 1960 248 68.00 5.00 73.00 29.44
52 1961 465 24.00 1.50 25.50 5.48
53 1961 612 30.00 18.00 48.00 7.84
54 1961 264 20.50 9.00 29.50 11.17
55 1962 387 8.50 3.00 11.50 2.97
56 1962 615 8.75 6.25 15.00 2.44
57 1963 325 28.50 12.00 40.50 12.46
58 1963 564 24.25 18.75 43.00 7.62
59 1963 470 7.50 5.00 12.50 2.66
60 1964 422 13.75 5.75 19.50 4.62
61 1964 150 0.00 21.00 21.00 14.00
62 1964 301 6.50 6.50 13.00 4.32
63 1964 149 4.00 .75 4.75 3.19
64 1964 214 0.00 5.00 5.00 2.34
65 1965 322 0.00 4.00 4.00 1.24

Range 149-615 Range 0-68 Range .75-23 Range 3.5-73 Range 1.24-29.44- R
~an = 388.522 Mean = 14.087 Mean = 9.076 ~ = 23.163 Mean = 6.42 M

'''"Numbers in parentheses irdicate omitted sources which were not included in the calculations.
""":High school should provide daily vocabulary instruction.

'';-;';-;':Interrnediate grades only shoul.d receive 10-15 minutes daily.
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TABLE 11

ANDING KNOWLEDGE AND TECHNOLOGICAl; EVOLUTION" E~ REFERENCES
1950-1965

(5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10) (11)

PERCENrAGE IDrAL
PAGES OF OF PAGES PAGES FOR ~OF PERCENI'AGE

PAGES OF DIRECT + FOR DIRECf + 01liER PAGES OF PAGES RE<XM-lENDATIONS
:::oNIEJcr roNI'EXT CONI'EXT VQCABULA.RY Ca'arED TO DEVOI'ED TO FOR FREQUENCY
I1E'IH>DS MElH)I)S ME1l!ODS DISCUSSION VOCA&.JLARY VOCABUlARY OF INSTRUCTION

5.75 5.75 1.51 1.50 7.25 1.90 IDNE
4.75 8.25 3.86 3.00 11.25 5.26 IDNE

15.75 28.SO 5.40 0.00 28.50 5.40 NJNE
18.25 31.75 5.22 18.00 49.75 8.18 IDNE

( 0.00l ( 0.(0) (0.00) ( 0.00) ( 0.(0) 0.(0) 0
10.75 24.50 5.16 -4.00 28.50 6.00 IDNE
6.50 24.00 6.54 0.00 24.00 6.54 HS-DAILY**

23.00 40.75 6.66 2.00 42.75 6.99 IDNE
2.50 3.SO 1.45 .25 3.75 1.55 IDNE

(20.75) (SO.25) (81.05) (11.75) (62.00) (100.00) IDNE
( 0.00) ( 0.(0) ( 0.00) ( 0.(0) ( 0.(0) ( 0.(0) 0

5.00 73.00 29.44 0.00 73.00 29.44 NJNE
1.50 25.50 5.48 8.50 34.00 7.31 INI'ER-10-15 MIN***

18.00 48.00 7.84 0.00 48.00 7.84 IDNE
9.00 29.50 11.17 1.00 30.50 11.55 DAILY
3.00 11.50 2.97 0.00 11.50 2.97 IDNE
6.25 15.00 2.44 4.00 19.00 3.09 IDNE

12.00 40.50 12.46 0.00 40.50 12.46 IDNE
18.75 43.00 7.62 3.25 46.25 8.20 IDNE

5.00 12.50 2.66 4.00 16.50 3.51 REGULAR
5.75 19.50 4.62 0.00 29.50 4.62 IDNE

21.00 21.00 14.00 0.00 21.00 14.00 IDNE
6.50 13.00 4.32 - 0.00 13.00 4.32 IDNE

.75 4.75 3.19 1.00 5.75 3.86 IDNE
5.00 5.00 2.34 0.00 5.00 2.34 IDNE
4.00 4.00 1.24 0.00 4.00 1.24 t.uNE

nge .75-23 Range 3.5-73 Range 1.24-29.l4 Range 0-18 Range 3.75-73 Range 1.24-29.44
an = 9.076 Mean = 23.163 Mean = 6.42 Mean = 2.02 Me~ = 25.359 Mean = 6.89

dueled in the calculations.
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If the same grouping of percentages is performed with

the figures in volume 10 there are only two texts, 56 and

59, which have moved out of their percentage category.

Both texts were in the 2 to 3 percent group and now are

in the 3 to 10 percent group. Therefore, the statement

made in the preceding paragraph remains true for column

10 as well. Nineteen of the twenty-three references

employ less than 10 percent of their pages for the pur

pose of vocabulary development.

Column 11 reveals that four of the texts make

recommendations as to frequency. They are numbers 46,

52, 54, and 59. Number 46 makes different recommendations

for different subject areas. For example, it suggests

that social studies words should be taught every class

period in high school. Also the authors of this text

advise learning two to three new words daily in science

and math and in business education five new words should

be taught everyday. Textbook number 52 advises that at

the intermediate grades consistent vocabulary instruction

should be given in periods lasting from ten to fifteen

minutes.

In the last two references number 54 generally

states that teachers should provide a daily model of

vocabulary power and should as necessary preteach all new

words which may cause difficulty as they arise. The last
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book, number 59, includes suggestions for regular

vocabulary development which is planned and directed.

Quantitative Data on Vocabulary Development in the "Hope
and Abundance and Then Uncertainty and Poverty" Era 
Table 12

Table 12 has a total of twenty-nine texts listed for

the last era, "Hope and Abundance and Then Uncertainty

and Poverty." Seven of the references are omitted from

the calculation of totals, means and ranges. Books

numbered 72, 76, and 86 are omitted because they contain

no reading methodology. Numbers 73 and 89 are excluded

as they are encyclopedia articles and 74 and 94 are

dereted as they are vocabulary texts.

All of the remaining twenty-two references contain

descriptions of both direct and context methodology.

that makes this only the second era in which this occurs.

The first was the "Intensive Research and Application"

period.

The range of percentage of pages for direct and

context methods in column 7 is .32 to 11.08 percent with

a mean of 5.74 percent. In grouping the percentage

values in this column, the following results appeared.

T~a texts use less than 1 percent of their pages to

describe methodology, one text is in the 1 to 2 percent

group, two in the 2 to 3 percent group, fifteen in the 3
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to 10 percent group, and two in the more than 10 percent

group. In all, twenty out of twenty-two texts devote

less than 10 percent of their pages to specific methods

for increasing word knowledge.

Column 10, the percentage of pages devoted to

vocabulary, has a range of .32 to 13.5 percent with an

average of 6.41 percent. In comparing the percentage

groupings for this column to those in column 7, it is

revealed that though there are slight increases in the

percentages themselves there are no changes in the

groupings. Therefore, as in the discussion above, twenty

out of twenty-two texts employ less than 10 percent of

their pages for vocabulary development.

Two of the books contain recommendations as to

frequency of instruction. They are numbers 88 and 91.

Book number 88 states that regular time be given daily to

learning new words. Text number 91 more specifically

states that the daily vocabulary instruction should

occupy one academic period.



TABLE 12

QUANTITATIVE DATA FROM "HOPE AND ABUNDM:CE AND THEN UNCERTAIN]
1965-1985

(1) (2 ) (3) (4 ) (5) (6 ) (7)

.PERCENl'A(
PAGES OF OF PAGE~

PAGES OF PAGES OF DIRECT + FOR DIREG
YEAR OF TOTAL NUMBER DIRECT CONI'EXT CONTEXT CONTEXT

BOOK NUMBER PUBLICATION OF PAGES MEIHODS METHODS MEIHODS ME1HODS-
66 1966 498.00 15.50 23.00 38.50 7.73
67 1969 498.00 5.25 15.00 20.25 4.07
68 1969 424.00 20.50 21.25 41. 75 9.85
69 1969 310.00 .50 .50 1.00 0.32
70 1970 380.00 8.25 6.75 15.00 3.95
71 1970 663.00 22.75 14.75 37.50 5.66
72 1970 "~(334.00) <00.00) <00.00) <00.00) <O.(lO)
73 1971 ( 5.50) <00.12) <00.00) <00.12) (2.18)
74 1971 (376.00) (241.50) (15.25) (256.75) (68.29)
75 1972 375.00 11. 75

.
3.25 15.00 4.00

76 1972 (OMITTED) <00.00) <00.00) <00.00) <0.00)
77 1973 429.00 32.25 5.25 37.50 8.74
78 1974 314.00 11.25 7.25 18.50 5.89
79 1974 672.00 1.00 3.50 4.50 0.67
80 1975 661.00 14.50 32.75 47.25 7.15
81 1976 505.00 17.75 23.25 41.00 8.12
82 1976 273.00 1.25 2.75 4.00 1.47
83 1977 482.00 10.00 19.00 29.00 6.02
84 1977 287.00 2.00 6.00 8.00 2.79
85 1978 316.00 30.50 4.50 35.00 11.08
86 1979 (141.00) <00.00) <00.00) <00.00) (0.00)
87 1980 763.00 16.50 2.25 18.75 2.46
88 1980 500.00 22.00 16.75 38.75 7.75
89 1982 ( 13.75) (00.00) <00.00) <00.00) (0.00)
90 1982 400.00 18.00 18.00 36.00 9.00
91 1983 462.00 31.25 19.75 51.00 11.04
92 1984 532.00 19.00 6.75 25.75 4.84
93 1984 590.00 18.00 3.50 21.50 3.64
94 1984 (216.00) (105.00) ( 7.00) (112.00) (51. 85)

Range 273-763 Fange .5-32.25 Range .5-32.75 Range 1-51 Range .32-
Mean = 469.727 M=an = 14.989 Mean = 11.625 Mean = 26.614 Mean = 5

*~~bers in parentheses indicate owitted sources which were not included in the calculations.
7~Constant vocabulary development recommended with students reporting and 5haring once per week th
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TABLE 12

: AND THEN UNCERTAINTY AND POVERTY" ERA REFERENCES
.965-1985

(6 ) (7) (8) (9) (10) (11 )

.PERCENTAGE TOTAL
PAGES OF OF PAGES PAGES FOR ,'illMBffi OF PERCENTAGE
DIRECT + FOR DIRECT + 01HER PAGZS OF PAGES RECOMMENDATIONS
CONTEXT CONTEXT VOCABUlARY DEVarill 'ill DEVOTED 'ill FOR FREQUENCY
MEnlODS MEnlODS DISCUSSION VXABULARY VOCABULARY OF INSTRUCTION

38.50 7.73 3.00 41.50 8.33 NONE
20.25 4.07 0.00 20.25 4.07 NONE
41.75 9.85 0.00 41. 75 9.85 NONE

1.00 0.32 0.00 1.00 0.32 NONE
15.00 3.95 4.00 19.00 5.00 NONE
37.50 5.66 2.50 40.00 6.03 NONE

(00.00) (0.00) (0.00) (00.00) (0.00) 0
(00.12 ) (2.18) (0.00) (00.12 ) (2.18) NONE

(256.75) (68.29) (22.00) (278.75) (74.14) CONSTANJ.'"i'"'"
15.00 4.00 7.50 22.50 6.00 NONE

(00.00) (0.00) (0.00) (00.00) (0.00) 0
37.50 8.74 3.25 40.75 9.50 NONE
18.50 5.89 11.25 29.75 9.48 NONE
4.50 0.67 0.00 4.50 0.67 NONE

47.25 7.15 1.50 48.75 7.38 NONE
41.00 8.12 2.50 43.50 8.61 NONE
4.00 1.47 0.00 4.00 1.47 NONE

29.00 6.02 .50 29.50 6.12 NONE
8.00 2.79 0.00 8.00 2.79 NONE

35.00 11.08 6.50 41.50 13.13 NONE
(00.00) (0.00) (0.00) (00.00) (0.00) 0
18.75 2.46 2.00 20.75 2.72 NONE
38.75 7.75 1.00 39.75 7.95 DAILY

(00.00) (0.00) (0.25) (00.25) (1.82 ) NONE
36.00 9.00 1.50 37.50 9.38 NONE
51.00 11.04 11.25 62.25 13.50 DAILY
25.75 4.84 1. 75 27.50 5.17 NONE
21.50 3.64 0.00 21.50 3.64 NONE

(112.00) (51. 85) (72.00) ,184.00) (85.19) DAILY

Range 1-51 Range .32-11.08 Range 0-11.25 Ran,;e 1-62.25 Range .32-13.50
"!ean = 26.614 Mean = 5.74 Mean = 2.727 Meal! = 29.341 MeaTl = 6.41

:he calculations.
sharfng once per week their new vocabulary words.
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A Summary of Averages and Means for Each Era - Table 13

Table 13 summarizes all of the quantitative data

from Table 7 through 12 in a format so that comparisons

can more easily be made. The ranges and means indicate

the emphasis the popular textbooks in each era give

vocabulary development. This table reveals that the

various classifications of data had a variety of ranges

and means in the six ready eras.

Column 1 reveals that for the first three eras the

average number of pages increased. In the fourth and

fifth era the mean decreased in each era from the succeed

ing era but in the sixth era the mean increased to its

highest point, 469.727, for all eras. The widest range

of pages is in the. "International Conflict" era. Over

the eighty-five years and six eras of this study, the

average number of pages have increased from 306.5 to

469.727, an increase of 163.227 pages.

In column 2 the range of pages of direct methods

displays a steady increase from the second era to the

fifth era, thereby establishing a trend to more pages

devoted to describing direct methodology. The mean

increases in a constant manner from the second era to the

last, going from 5.5 pages to 14.989 pages. In other

words, the mean has increased more than four fold from

the second to the sixth era.



TABLE 13

SUMMARY OF AVERAGES AND MEANS FOR EACI

(1 ) (2) (3) (4) (5)

PAGES OF E'ERCENfAGES OF
PAGES OF PAGES OF DIRECT + P:AGES FOR

'IOTAL NUMBER DIRECT CONTEXT CONTEXT DIRECT +
OF PAGES ME1HODS METI-lODS MEIHODS CONTEXT METHODS

C.A. ,,: Range 137-469 Range 0-20.5 Range 0-19.5 Range 2-31.5 Range .75-10.94
Mean = 306.5 Mean = 6.25 Mean = 7.6 Mean = 13.88 Mean. = 3.56

S.M. Range 213-460 Range 0-10.5 Range 0-7.5 Range 1-10.5 Range .35-3.43
Mean = 327.556 Mean = 5.5 Mean = 2.36 Mean = 3.139 Mean = 1.65

IRA Range 278-676 Range .25-23 Range 1-10 Range 1.25-33 Range .27-8.04
Mean = 438.857 Mean = 10 Mean = 4.214 Mean = 14.214 Mean = 2.87

I.C. Range 86-824 Range 0-59 Range 0-30.5 Range 2-78 Range .55-37.74
Mean = 426.563 Mean = 10.172 Mean = 10.5 Mean = 20.672 Mean = 7.12

EKTE Range 149-615 Range 0-68 Range .75-23 Range 3.5-73 Range 1.24--29.44
Mean = 388.522 Mean = 14.087 Mean = 9.076 Mean = 23.163 Mean = 6.42

HAUP Range 273-763 Range .5-32.25 Range .5-32.75 Range 1-51 Range .32-11.08
Mean = 469.727 Mean = 14.989 Mean = 11. (>25 Mean = 26.614 Mean = 5.74

*Explanations of abbreviations:

C.A. = "Reading as a Cultural Asset" Era, 1900-1910
S.M. = "Scientific Movement" Era, 1910-1925
IRA = "Intensive Research and Application" Era, 1925-1935
I.C. = "Period of International Conflict" Era, 1935-1950
EKTE = "Expanding Knowledge and Technological Evolution" Era, 1950-1965
HAUP = ''Hope and Abundance and Then Uncertainty and Poverty" Era, 1965-1985
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13

D MEANS FOR EACH ERA

(5) (6) (7) (8 )

PERCENTAGES OF PAGES FOR IDfAL ;U1BER
P.!AGES FOR OlliER OF PAGES PERCENTAGE OF
DIIRECT + VQCABULARY DEVarm 10 PAGES DEVOTED

CONT1EXT ME1HODS DISCUSSION VOCABUlARY TO VOCABULARY

Range .75-10.94 Range 0-1. 5 Range 2-33 Range .75-11.46
Meant = 3.56 Mean = .375 Mean = 14.25 Mean = 3.69

Range .35-3.43 Range 0-6 Range 1.-10.5 Range .35-3.43
Mean = 1.65 Mean = .667 Mean = 6.167 Mean = 1.89

Range .27-8.09 Range 0-10.5 Range 1.25-33 Range .41-8.09
Meant = 2.87 Mean = 2~143 Mean = 16.357 Mean = 3.72

Range .55-37.79 Range 0-14.75 Range 2-83 Range .55-41.28
Mean = 7.12 Mean = 3.344 Mean = 24.0156 Mean = 8.08

Range 1. 24-29.44 Range 0-18 Range 3.75-73 Range 1.24-29.44
Mean = 6.42 Mean = 2.02 Mean = 25.359 Mean = 6.89

Range .32-11.08 Range 0-11. 25 Range 1-62.25 Range .32-13.50
Mean = 5.74 Mean = 2.727 Mean = 29.341 Mean = 6.41
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The ranges and means in column 3 lack the patte~n of

steady increase found in column 2. Only the

means of the second, third, and fourth eras display a

consistent increase. The mean of pages of context

methodology increase from a low of 2.36 pages in the

"Scientific Movement" era to a high of 11.625 pages in the

"Hope and Abundance and Then Uncertainty and Poverty"

era. The mean has increased more than four and one-half

times.

In comparing the number of pages of direct to

context methods, columns 2 and 3, the mean number of

pages of direct methods is larger in the second, third,

fifth, and sixth eras. When the means of the direct

methods are larger than the means of the context methods

in these four eras, they are larger by 3.828 pages. In

contrast, the context means average only .838 pages more

than the direct means in the first and fourth eras.

In column 4 the ranges and means of the pages of

direct and context methodology exhibit an increase in

every era from the second to the last. The average

number of pages devoted to methodology exhibits an

increase during this time from 3.139 pages to 26.614 pages,

an increase of more than four and one-half times. Though

the average number of pages of methodology in column 4

consistently increased from the second to the sixth era,
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there is no matching consistent increase from the second

to the sixth era in column 1. Therefore, the average

number of pages devoted to vocabulary methodology has

increased from the second to the sixth er.a but the

average number of book pages has not increased.

An examination of column 5, percentage of pages for

direct plus context methods, reveals that there is no

steady increase in means. The second through the fourth

reading eras do show an increase in each successive era

however, this stops at the fifth era where the mean

decreases and further decreases in the sixth era.

In column 5 the smallest mean is in the "Scientific

Movement" era, 1910 to 1925, with 1.65 percent of the

pages in textbooks discussing methodology. The largest

mean, 7.12, is in the "Period of International Conflict"

era. The averages for all six reading ,eras were below 8

percent. In three of the six means, the first half of

the six eras, no mean exceeded 4 percent of textbook

pages devoted to vocabulary methodology. In the last

half of the eras the means ranged from approximately 5.7

to just over 7 percent. The mean of means for column 5

is 4.56 percent. The total range for column 5 is .27 to

37.79 percent.

The range of pages for other vocabulary discussion

found in column 6 shows a consistent increase from the
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first to the fifth era and does not include the sixth era.

era. The means have increased for only the first four

eras. The smallest mean is .375 pages in the "Reading as

a Cultural Asset" era and the largest mean is 3.344 pages

in the "Period of International Conflict" era. The

largest mean is almost nine times larger than the smallest

mean.

In column 7, total number of pages devoted to

vocabulary, the means have increased from the second to

the sixth era. The "Scientific Movement" era mean is

6.167, and the mean of the "Hope and Abundance and Then

Uncertainty and Poverty" era is 29.341, a four-fold

increase. Column 1 shows that, for example, 'in the sixth

era the mean nu~ber of pages is 469.727 and column 7

reveals that a mean of 29.341 of these pages were devoted

to vocabulary development.

Column 8, percentage of pages devoted to vocabulary,

reveals that there is no consistent increase in mean

percentages from first to sixth era. In only three of

the eras, the second through the fourth, the means show

an increase in each successive era. The means of the

fifth and sixth eras exhibit a decline from the fourth

era and the mean of the sixth era is smaller than the

mean of the fifth era.
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The means in the first half of the six eras fall

between 1 and 4 percent of pages devoted to vocabulary

development. In the second half of the six eras the

means are all between 6 and approximately 8 percent. The

means in no era exceeded 9 percent. The mean of means is

5.09 percent which means that of all of the reading

methodology texts examined in this study the average

percent of pages devoted to vocabulary is 5.11.

Table 13 reveals that the means for the percentage

of pages devoted to vocabulary, column 4, are very little

different from those in the percentage of pages for direct

plus context methods category, column 8. The smallest

range of percentages, 0 to 3 percent, in column 8 is

found in the "Scientific Movement" era which has the

smallest mean percentage. The largest range of percent

ages, 1 to 41 percent, is in the "Period of International

Conflict" era. The total range in column 8 is .32 to

41. 28.

A Summary of Tables 7 Through 13

In summary, Tables 7 through 13 indicate that most

of the texts include suggestions for both direct and

context methodology. Approximately 5 percent of reading

methodology textbooks are devoted to vocabulary develop

ment. There is a general tendency as the century
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progressed to use more pages in describing direct and

context methodology. Also, general discussion on

vocabulary occupied more pages later in the century than

in the first two eras.

Though generally speaking vocabulary development has

received limited attention in reading textbooks, it is

gaining more attention. In order to see this the means

in column 8 need to be divided into two halves. The

first three means have a mean of 4.33 while the last

three means have a mean of 7.13. This is an overall

trend toward a higher percentage of pages being devoted

to vocabulary development.

Summary of Findings for Objective One

To meet the purpose of this objective Tables 1

through 13 have been presented and discussed to provide

a wider perspective of the place vocabulary development

instruction has occupied in reading methodology texts

from 1900 to 1985. This subject has been addressed by

most of the textbooks. Reading methodology texts use

only approximately 5 percent of their pages for vocabu

lary development. This appears to be changing with a

greater percentage of pages devoted to vocabulary in the

most recent eras.
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The review of literature in Chapter II cited many

reading experts who lamented the lack of systematic

vocabularydevelop~ent in the school curriculum. Only

fourteen of the eighty-one reading textbooks had any

specific reommendations for the frequency of vocabulary

instruction.

These recommendations were grouped to gain a clearer

picture of the span of suggestions. Five texts, numbers

29, 46, 54, 88, and 91 advise daily word meaning instruc

tion. Five texts, numbers 11, 22, 35, 52, and 59

recommend regular and consistent vocabulary development

without stating how often regular is. Three texts, 2, 6,

and 21 advise occasional attention to vocabulary and one

text, number 12, recommends word meaning instruction only

for remedial students.

Analysis of Historical Data for
Objectives Two and Three

2. Objective Two - To describe the word meaning

recommendations written for educators from 1900

to 1985. This study entails an exhaustive

search of the historical literature to identify

these recommendations and practices.

3. Objective Three - To compare recommendations to

develop word meanings from 1900 to 1985 and
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determine if there have been changes in these

recommendations.

Analysis of Recommended Methods for Each Era

Due to the interrelatedness of objectives two and

three they will be treated together in the following

analysis. The succeeding discussion will examine the

vocabulary methods recommended in the reading textbooks

in each reading era. This examination will reveal the

specific direct and context methods described in each

reference and present this information in a separate

table for each era in Tables 14 to 19. Table 20 contains

a compilation of Tables 14 to 19 in that the percentage

of texts in which each method is recommended in each era

appears.

In order to describe and compare word meaning

recommendations from 1900 to 1985 the data collected for

these purposes are organized in Tables 14 to 19. The

format of the tables is identical. The horizontal plane

of the tables lists the twenty-seven direct and three

context methods with a column for each method. Each row

in the vertical plane lists the book numbers associated

with each era. In addition, each table includes the mean

number of methods recommended per textbook for the era.
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The format of the tables makes horizontal and

vertical analysis possible. Horizontal analysis focuses

on each textbook and the specific direct and context

methods it describes. Therefore, the discussion for

each table will answer the following questions. Which

book in each era has the largest number of recommended

methods? Which text in each era has the least number of

recommended methods? Which hook recommends the largest

number of direct methods in each era? Which book

recommends the greatest number of context methods in each

era? What is the average number of methods recommended

in each era?

Vertical analysis of each table focuses on the

methods recommended. Therefore, the discussion for each

table will answer the following questions; What is the

most and the least recommended method in each era? What

percentage of the books in each era describes each

method? How many different methods are suggested in each

era? Which methods are suggested on each table? What

percentage of books recommends direct and context methods

in each time period? When did each method first appear?

In each reading era how many of the described methods are

classified as those which introduce words and develop

word meanings and how many are classified as further

refining meaning?
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Table 20 has essentially the same format as the

preceding six tables with the difference that the

vertical plane lists the six eras instead of the individ-

ual book numbers. The horizontal plane has the methods

arranged according to percentage with the most recom-

mended on the left and least recommended on the right end

of the table. Several questions requiring vertical

analysis will be answered for Table 20. They are: What is

the percentage of books that recommends each method in

all six eras? Is each method recommended in each era?

If each method is recommended in each era what is revealed

about each method's pattern of being recommended? Are

there any trends evident for each method? Are there any

trends apparent generally? How do the mean number of

methods recommended for all six eras compare?

As described earlier in the discussion of objective

one there are thirteen references which are listed but

which are not included in calculating the mean. Each

table which contains these texts carries a notation to

that effect.

Methods Recommended in the "Reading as a Cultural Asset"
Era - Table 14

Table 14 lists four books for the "Reading as a

Cultural Asset" era. Book number 1, Reading: How to

Teach It by Sarah Louise Arnold, has the largest number,
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5, of recommended methods. Text number 3, Reading in the

Public Schools by Thomas H. Briggs has the least number,

2, of recommended methods.

The average number of methods recommended for the

four textbooks of this era is 3.5. All four books advise

the teaching of direct methods but only numbers 1 and 4

discuss context methods. In addition to recommending the

greatest number of methods book number 1 also describes

the greatest number of direct methods. Number 4, The

Psychology and Pedagogy of Reading by Edmund Huey

mentions all three context methods, the only reference in

this era to do so, but only one direct method, vocabulary

notebooks.

Nine different methods are described in the

references, six direct and three context methods. Table

14 represents the first era and thus all of the nine

methods appearing on Table 14 appear for the first time.

They are word list, word parts, dictionary study,

vocabulary notebook, study of synonyms, direct instruc

tion, context clues, incidental learning, and wide

reading.

The most recommended method of this era is dictionary

study. Of the methods which appear in the references

five methods are described by only one of the textbooks

which represents 25 percent of the four texts examined
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in the era. These five methods are word list, word parts,

vocabulary notebooks, context clues, and wide reading.

Thus, the most recommended method is a direct method and

the five methods listed are both direct and context. The

three remaining methods which appear in the texts are all

mentioned by 50 percent of the texts. They are study of

synonyms, direct instruction, and incidental learning.

Chapter I grouped direct methods of teaching

vocabulary into two groups: direct methods which intro

duce words and develop word meanings and direct methods

which further refine meanings of known words. All of the

direct methods which appear on Table 14 are methods which

introduce words and develop word meanings. None of the

methods is of the type used to further refine word

meanings.
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Methods Recommended in the "Scientific Movement" Era 
Table 15

Table 15 presents the methods described in the nine

textbooks of the "Scientific Movement" era. Book number

9, Silent and Oral Reading by Clarence Stone, suggests

eleven different methods, the largest number of any of

the texts of this era. Book numbers 6 and 10, Silent

Reading, with Special Reference to Speed by J. A. O'Brien

and The Reading Process by W. A. Smith respectively both

describe only one method each. The method is the same

for both, direct instruction of new words.

The methods recommended in this era are word parts,

dictionary study, word origins, study of synonyms, study

of antonyms, study of homonyms, workbooks, audiovisual

media, classification, analogies, multiple meaning words,

direct instruction, dramatization, study of figurative

language, context clues, incidental learning, and wide

reading. The average number of methods described in the

nine texts of this era is five. All nine books advise

the teaching of direct methods but only seven of them

recommend context methods. The two texts which exclude

context methods are numbers 6 and 10 as described in the

preceding paragraph. Three texts, numbers 7, 9, and 12

write about all three context methods.
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Fourteen direct and three context methods are cited

by the references on Table 15. Ten direct vocabulary

methods appear for the f{rst time in this era. They are

word origins, study of antonyms, study of homonyms, work

books, audiovisual media, classification, analogies,

multiple meaning words, dramatization, and study of

figurative language.

The most recommended method of this era i~ context

clues mentioned by 78 percent of the texts. Ten methods

are recommended by only one text which represents 11

percent of the references described in this era. They

are workbooks, study of antonyms, audiovisual media,

classification, word origins, multiple meaning words,

study of figurative language, study of homonyms,

dramatization, and analogies.

The direct method which is written about in most

texts is direct instruction, appearing in 67 percent of

the texts. Of the fourteen direct methods recommended in

this era, twelve of them are methods which introduce

words and develop word meanings. Of the ten new methods

making their first appearance in this era, two of them,

classification and analogies, are used for the purpose of

further refining meanings of known words.
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Methods Recommended in the "Intensive Research and
Application" Era - Table 16

There are seven textbooks in the "Intensive Research

and Application" era on Table 16. Book number 20,

Reading Objectives by C. J. Anderson and I. Davidson has

the most recommended methods with sixteen. The two

reading texts with the least number of methods mentioned

are numbers 17 and 23, Reading, Its Psychology and Peda

~ by J. A. O'Brien and Reading Activities in the

Primary Grades by G. E. Storm and N. B. Smith. All sevp.n

references recommend both direct and context methods.

Book number 20 describes the largest number of

direct methods, thirteen, and three books, numbers 16,

20, and 22, discuss the largest number of context methods

which is three. The average number of methods recommended

by all seven texts is 9.43.

Table 16 reveals that seventeen direct and three

context methods are suggested in the reading texts of

this era. The methods are word list, word parts, dic

tionary study, vocabulary notebooks, word origins, study

of synonyms, study of antonyms, study of homonyms, word

and language games, workbooks, audiovisual media,

classification, testing, direct instruction, dramatiza-

tion, study of compounds, study of figurative language,

context clues, incidental learning, and wide reading.
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The two most recommended methods are word parts and

direct instruction, both direct methods and both explained

in 88 percent of the texts. The two least described

methods in these seven texts are study of compounds and

study of figurative language. They are each mentioned in

14 percent of the texts.

Three methods appear for the first time in this era.

They are word and language games, testing, and study of

compounds. Sixteen of the seventeen direct methods are

used to introduce new words, as explained in Chapter I.

Only one of the seventeen direct methods, classification,

is of the type used to further refine meanings of known

words.

Methods Recommended in the "Period of International
Conflict" Era - Table 17

The "Period of International Conflict" era has

sixteen reading textbooks listed on Table 17. Three

texts, numbers 24, 35, and 36 each recommends seventeen

methods, more than any of the other texts. Book number

24 is Learning the Three R's by G. Hildreth, number 35 is

Foundations of Reading Instruction by E. A. Betts, and

number 36 is Problems in the Improvement of Reading by

C. McCullough, R. Strang, and A. Traxler. Text number

28, Reading and the Educative Process by P. Witty and D.
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Kopel describes the smallest number of methods, one,

which is incidental learning.

The "Period of International Conflict" has twenty

different direct and three different context methods

recomended by these texts. The recommended methods of

this era are word list, word parts, dictionary study,

vocabulary notebook, word origins, study of synonyms,

study of antonyms, study of homonyms, word/language

garnes, workbooks, audiovisual media, classification,

analogies, multiple meaning words, testing, direct in

struction, dramatization, study of compounds, study of

figurative language, scaling, context clues, incidental
.

learning, and wide reading. The only new method appearing

in this era is the direct method of scaling.

Twelve books recommend a combination of direct and

context methods. Two texts, numbers 27 and 37, recommend

only direct methods and two texts, numbers 26 and 28,

describe only context methods. The three texts mentioned

above, numbers 24, 35, and 36 all suggest fourteen direct

methods. Seven texts in this era, 2~, 29, 32, 34, 35, 36,

and 38 recommend all three types of context methods. The

average number of methods recommended per textbook in

this era is 8.88.
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The two most recommended methods in this period are

direct instruction, a direct method, and incidental

learning, a context method. Both methods appear in 88

percent of the texts. Of all methods suggested in this

era three appear in only one text, or 6 percent of the

texts. These three least recommended methods are the

study of homonyms, analogies, and scaling, all direct

methods. The context method appearing least often in the

texts is wide reading, and is in 50 percent of the books.

Chapter I grouped direct methods into two types:

those that introduce new words and develop word meanings

and those that are used for further refining meanings.

All of the direct methods listed on Table 17 with the

exception of classification, analogies, and scaling are

used to introduce new words and develop word meanings.

Only the direct methods of classification, analogies, and

scaling are used for further refining word meanings when

the words are already known.

Table 18 lists twenty-three books for the "Expanding

Knowledge and Technological Evolution" era. The book

with the greatest number of recommended methods is number

47, Teaching Reading by G. Hildreth. On the other hand,

three texts, numbers 40, 64, and 65 all recommend only
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one method each. Each of these three books suggest

context methods, number 40 and 64 describe incidental

learning and number 65 context clues.

The book with the greatest number of direct methods,

number 47, suggests fifteen direct methods. In the

matching category of books with the greatest number of

context methods there are twelve texts out of the twenty

three total texts that describe all three context

methods. The average number of methods recommended by

the texts on this table is 10.44 methods.

In this era twenty-two different methods are

suggested in the references, nineteen direct and three

context. The methods recommended in this era are word

list, word parts, dictionary study, vocabulary notebook,

word origins, study of synonyms, study of antonyms, study

of homonyms, word/language games, workbooks, audiovisual

media, classification, analogies, multiple meaning words,

testing, direct instruction, dramatization, study of com

pounds, study of figurative language, scaling,

visualization, context clues, incidental learning, and

wide reading. The only new method which makes its

appearance in this era is visualization.
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*Numbers in parenthesis indicate encyclopedia or vocabulary text references
which were not included in the calculations.

**Reading textbook deleted due to lack of information on vocabulary methods.
***Percentage or texts recommending each method.
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The most recommended method on Table 18 is

incidental learning, a context method, which appears in

96 percent of the texts. Of the twenty-two methods which

appear in the texts of this era, there are two methods

which are least recommended. They are both direct

methods, dramatization and visualization, and appear in

only one text each or 4 percent of the texts.

The most frequently suggested direct metho~ is

direct instruction which is found in 83 percent of the

texts. As explained above, the least recommended direct

methods are dramatization and visualization. Two other

direct methods appearing in 78 percent of the texts are

word parts and dictionary study. The most recommended

context method is incidental learning and the least is

wide reading appearing in 57 percent of the texts.

All but two of the nineteen direct methods in this

era are used to introduce words and develop word meanings.

These two direct methods, classification and analogies,

are methods developed to further refine meanings of words

already known.

Text number 49 is omitted from the calculation of

the mean number of methods recommended per text and also

from the calculations of the percentages of texts

recommending each method. Book number 49 is Vocabulary

Development in the Classroom by L. C. Deighton. It is
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identified in Chapter III as a vocabulary text added to

the list of reading methodology texts. Book number 49

does not appear on either Smith's (1965) listing of

textbooks or the bibliography from The Dictionary of

Reading and Related Terms (1981). It is a book added to

the list because it is considered a classic which offers

vocabulary recommendations to teachers. The second

reason it appears in the list of textbooks examined for

this study is that it offers a means of comparing the

vocabulary development recommendations of a vocabulary

oriented text to the vocabulary development recommenda

tions of the reading oriented texts.

According to Table 18, book number 49 recommends

nine vocabulary development methods, seven direct and" two

context, and 1.44 methods fewer than the average number

of methods recommended by the reading texts of this era.

The direct methods it recommends are word parts, dic

tionary study, word origins, study of synonyms, study of

antonyms, multiple meaning words, and study of figurative

language. The two context methods listed are context

clues and incidental learning.
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Methods Recommended in the "Hope and Abundance and Then
Uncertainty and Poverty" Era - Table 19

Table 19 lists twenty-two references from the "Hope

and Abundance and Then Uncertainty and Poverty" era.

Reading text,- number 92, Teaching Reading in Today's

Elementary Schools, 2nd edition by P. C. Burns, B. D.

Roe, and E. P. Ross recommends the largest number of

methods, twenty-three. Text number 79, Psychology of

Reading: Foundations of Instruction by M. C. Robeck and

J. A. R. Wilson, suggests the smallest number of methods,

four. All textbooks describe both direct and context

methods.

Book number 92 besides recommending the largest

number of methods also recommends the greatest number of

direct methods, twenty-one. Ten of the twenty-two texts

describe all three context methods in their pages. The

average number of methods recommended by the texts of

this era is 13.32 methods.

The methods recommended in this era are word parts,

dictionary study, vocabulary notebooks, word origins,

study of synonyms, study of antonyms, study of homonyms,

word/language games, workbooks, programmed teaching

materials, audiovisual media, classification, analogies,

multiple meaning words, testing, direct instruction,

structured overview, advance organizer, study guide,
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dramatization, study of compounds, study of figurative

language, scaling, visualization, semantic feature

analysis, semantic mapping, context clues, incidental

learning, and wide reading.

Of the twer.ty-seven different methods,' twenty-four

direct and three context, that appear in the texts of

this era, three of the methods are word parts, direct

instruction, and context clues. The first two are direct

methods and the last is a context method. Of the methods

which are mentioned in the texts of this era, two methods

appear in only 5 percent cithe texts, semantic feature

analysis and semantic mapping.

Six methods appear for the first time in the reading

texts of this era. They are programmed teaching

materials, structured overview, advance organizer, study

gUide, semantic feature analysis and semantic mapping.

The last five of these methods were developed after 1965.

In this era seventeen of the direct methods are

those used to introduce new words and develop meanings.

The other seven direct methods are those used to further

refine the meanings of known words. These seven methods

are classification, analogies, structured overview,

advance organizer, scaling, semantic feature analysis,

and semantic mapping.
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Table 19 lists four references, numbers 73, 74, 89,

and 94, which were identified in Chapter III as being

non-reading methodology texts. Numbers 73 and 89 are

articles from encyclopedias and numbers 74 and 94 are

vocabulary methodology textbooks.

The encyclopedia articles review and summarize the

vocabulary research and reflect successful use of vocabu

lary methods. Number 73, "Reading Instruction: Research"

by H. M. Robinson from the Encyclopedia of Education,

mentions only one method in the article, direct instruc

tion. Reference number 89, "Reading" from the

Encyclopedia of Educational Research by J. Chall and St.

Stahl describes four direct methods, word parts, study

of synonyms, study of antonyms, direct instruction, and

two context methods, context clues and incidental

learning.

The two vocabulary texts, number 74, Techniques of

Teaching Vocabulary by E. Dale, J. O'Rourke, and H. A.

Bamman, and number 94, Teaching Reading Vocabulary by

D. D. Johnson and P. D. Pearson both recommend twenty-two

vocabulary development methods each. Neither book

mentions word list, structured overview, advance organ

izer, or study guide. Number 74 recommends all three

context methods while number 94 recommends only context

clues and incidental learning.
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There are several methods which are recommended by

one of the vocabulary texts and not by the other. Number

74 does not recommend dramatization, semantic feature

analysis and semantic mapping. Reference number 94 does

not recommend vocabulary notebooks, programmed teaching

materials, testing, or wide reading.

Of the nineteen direct methods that number 74

recommends, sixteen are of the type used to introduce new

words and develop meaning. The three other methods, used

to further refine meaning, are classification, analogies,

and scaling. On the other hand, vocabulary text 94

recommends a larger number of methods to further refine

meaning. The five methods it recommends are classifica-

tion, analogies, scaling, semantic feature analysis, and

semantic mapping. Therefore, the remaining fourteen of

the nineteen direct methods it suggests are methods used

to introduce new words and develop meaning.

Methods Recommended in All Six Eras According to
Percentage - Table 20

Table 20 displays the results for all six eras

collected from Tables 14 to 19. It presents the

percentage of texts recommending each method in each of

the six eras as well as the percentage of all texts

recommending each method in all eras. The methods are

arranged from the highest percentage of recommendation
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on the bottom row at the left to the lowest percentage of

recommendation at the far right of this row.

It is apparent that the total number of methods

recommended per era has increased from the first to the

last era by three times. The texts of the first era,

"Reading as a Cultural Asset," describe only nine methods.

Succeeding eras discuss seventeen, twenty, twenty-three,

twenty-two, and twenty-seven methods. Therefore, except

for a slight decrease in the fifth era, the variety of

recommended methods has steadily increased in the text

books in each succeeding era.

The average number of methods recommended by the

textbooks for each era on Table 20 has also increased

from the first to the last era. The average of 13.32

methods for the last era, "Hope and Abundance and Then

Uncertainty and Poverty," is more than three times larger

than the average of 3.5 for the first era. The means for

the first five eras are 3.5, 5, 9.43, 8.88, and 10.44.

Except for a slight decrease in the fourth era, an

average of 9.43 methods in the third era, the reading

methodology texts have recommended more methods within

each successive reading era.
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Table 20 clearly reveals that not all methods have

been recommended in each era. Only seven methods:

direct instruction; incidental learning; context clues;

word parts; dictionary study; study of synonyms; and wide

reading appear as recommended methods in the texts of all

eras. Nine methods appear in five eras: workbooks,

study of antonyms, vocabulary notebook, audiovisual

media, classification, word origins, study of figurative

language, study of homonyms, and dramatization. Of the

total of thirty methods, more than half, sixteen, are

recommended in five or more eras.

Six methods are mentioned in the reading texts of

only the last era: study guide; structured overview;

advance organizer; programmed teaching materials;

semantic feature analysis; and semantic mapping. The

first three of these methods were first described in

journal articles in the latter part of the 1960s and the

last two of these methods were described in vocabulary

texts for the first time in 1978 (Burns, Roe & Ross,

1984).

The percentage of texts recommending each method in

all six eras on Table 20 goes from a high of 84 percent

each for the two methods of direct instruction and

incidental learning to 1 percent for visualization,

semantic feature analysis, and semantic mapping. Only
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seven methods are recommended by more than 50 percent of

the texts. They are direct instruction, incidental

learning, context clues, word parts, dictionary study,

study of synonyms, and workbooks.

The thirteen methods listed on the right side of the

table, from homonym study recommended by 24 percent of

the texts to semantic mapping recommended by 1 percent of

the texts, are recommended by fewer than 25 percent of

the texts. As mentioned above, six of the methods were

mentioned only in the last era and developed during this

time. Visualization is recommended in only one era and

testing and scaling appear in the texts of two eras.

Study of homonyms and dramatization are recommended in

five eras and word list and analogies in four eras.

According to Table 20 the two most often recommended

methods are direct instruction and incidental learning,

each recommended by 84 percent of the textbooks. Chapter

I defines these two methods and an analysis of the

definitions reveals that they essentially approach

vocabulary development from opposite directions. Direct

instruction involves the planning and delivery of instruc

tion for the purpose of developing word meanings.

Incidental learning does not consist of formal

instruction of new words. Instead, incidental learning

consists of providing direct and vicarious experiences in
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order to build vocabulary. Of the four most recommended

methods, direct instruction, incidental learning,

context clues, and word parts, two are direct and two

are context. All have been consistently described in the

reading methodology texts of all six eras.

Of the seven direct methods of the type used to

further refine the meanings of known words the most recom

mended at 40 percent is classification. The other six

are analogies at 12 percent, scaling at 6 percent,

structured overview and advanced organizer at 4 percent,

and semantic feature analysis and semantic mapping at 1

percent. Both classification and analogies appear for

the first time in the second period, "ScientLfic Movement"

era. Scaling is recommended the first time in the

fourth era and the four remaining methods of this type

are recommended only in the sixth era. With the passage

of eras more emphasis is being given to methods which

further refine the meanings of known words and more

methods are being developed for this purpose.

The other type of direct methods of vocabulary

development, those used to introduce new words and

develop word meanings, reveals the following results.

Those direct methods recommended in the first era and

recommended by 50 percent or more of the texts in the

sixth era, direct instruction, word parts, dictionary
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study, study of synonyms, and vocabulary notebook, have

been suggested in all eras. These methods have been

consistently recommended from 1900 to 1985. Also, more

methods of this type have been developed since the first

era in which only six different direct methods were

recommended for the purpose of teaching new words. The

last era has seventeen direct methods recommended which

are to be used to introduce new words.

Analysis of Research Data for the
Subarea of Investigation

The subarea of investigation in this study is to

examine classroom vocabulary development practices from

1900 to 1985 and to compare them to recommended practices.

Information about classroom vocabulary development prac-

tices is limited as was explained in Chapter II. Chapter

II presented three categories of information which can be

used to describe word meaning instruction in schools.

These three types of information are surveys, observa-

tions, and experts' opinions. The following discussion

consists of an era by era examination of teaching prac-

tices using the three types of information when available.

These practices will then be compared to the vocabulary

recommendations from the reading textbooks examined in

this study.
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Reading Eras One and Two

None of the three types of information on teaching

practices was found for the first two eras. These cover

the years from 1900 to 1910 and 1910 to 1925.

Reading Era Three

The third era, 1925 to 1935, had only one source of

information on word meaning instruction. A survey by the

National Education Association was published in 1935.

More than 80 percent of the grade one to six teachers

reported teaching their students to use the context to

derive word meanings. The mean number of vocabulary

methods recommended by the textbooks for this era is

9.43. The teachers did report using a variety of methods

across grade levels. The most popular vocabulary method,

according to the teachers, besides teaching students to

use the context, were wide reading, synonym study,

classification, and testing.' Direct instruction was

given to remedial students as needed.

In comparing the methods used by the practitioners

to the textbook recomrnendatwns there are differences.

Using the context, wide reading, synonym study, and

classification but not testing was recow~ended by at

least fuur of the seven textbooks in the study. Other

popular methods appearing in the references were not
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mentioned by teachers in the survey indicating that they

did not use the following methods. These methods are

word parts, dictionary study, antonyms, and incidental

learning. The teachers did use a combination of direct

and context methods as the textbooks advised.

Reading Era Four

In the fourth reading era, 1935 to 1950, available

information on classroom practices falls into two

categories, classroom observations of teacher practices

and surveys of vocabulary development practices according

to the practitioners. In this era there is a survey and

two observations. In 1941 Addy performed a survey and

assessed fourth, fifth and si.xth grade teachers around

the country on their use of vocabulary methods. More

than 75 percent of the teachers reported including vocab

ulary development in their classrooms. The responses

showed an eclectic approach by the teachers. Most popular

were the context and dictionary methods. Other methods

used were direct instruction, word parts, synonym and

antonym study, visualization, compound word study,

workbooks and word orgins.

The first observational study was reported by Pooley

(1946) in rural and urban Wisconsin. Pooley found very

little time given to word meaning instruction
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in elementary and secondary classrooms. The rural

schools employed a more formal approach to vocabulary

development using the methods of dictionary study, the

word list and workbooks. Urban schools used a more

natural approach to word meaning instruction employing

the methods of using the context, listing, and activities

which appear to characterize the incidental learning

method.

Wheeler (1949) conducted an observational study in

Alabama. Results revealed that vocabulary development

received only a small percentage of instructional time in

grades four through eight. There was some evidence that

an attempt was made to explain difficult and unfamiliar

expressions.

The sixteen textbooks published in this fourth

period recommend an average of 8.88 vocabulary methods

with fourteen of them advising both direct and context

methods. The survey and observational studies report

different findings. The survey does show that these

educators use both direct and context methods (Addy,

1941). From the limited evidence collected in the Pooley

study (1946) the observations indicate that rural schools

are more likely to use direct methods and urban schools

are more likely to use context methods.
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There is another point of conflict between the

results of the survey and the observational studies

which was fully explored in Chapter II. Almost three

fourths of the educators responding to the survey

reported employing vocabulary development in their class

rooms (Addy, 1941). The observational studies revealed

very few viewings of word meaning instruction (Pooley,

1946; Wheeler, 1949).

Reading Eras Five and Six

No surveys, observations, or experts' opinions on

vocabulary development were located for the fifth era,

1950 to 1965.

The current era, 1965 to 1985, has all three

categories of information available, experts' opinions,

surveys, and observations. The first of these are

reading experts who conclude that systematic vocabulary

development does not occur in classrooms (Dale and

Milligan, 1970; O'Rourke, 1974; Stotsky, 1976; Becker,

1980; and Beck, 1984).

Three surveys provide teacher input on vocabulary

development in the 1980s. Mason and Osborn (1982)

polled teachers in grades two through five. Seventy

percent of the grades two through four teachers report

using both the context and direct instruction methods.
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From 50 to 65 percent of the fifth grade teachers use

these two methods. The low reading groups receive less

context and word meaning instruction compared to the high

reading groups.

Darnell (1983) assessed secondary school teachers

and found 40 percent use direct and vicarious experience

and the context method once per week. Sixty percent of

the teachers use these methods once in a two-week period

or less. These teachers report giving more vocabulary

instruction to below average readers.

Johnson et al. (1984) surveyed teachers in grades

one to five and found that teachers at different grade

levels perform differently. More than three-fourths of

the grade one and two teachers state that they preteach

target words before reading. The most popular methods

are listing, workbooks, and word parts. Eighty-five

percent of the grade three to five teachers report that

they preteach words using the context method, listing

and workbooks.

The lower grade teachers state that they use the

same three vocabulary methods after reading as before

reading, listing, workbooks, and word parts. The upper

grade teachers after reading report that they use the

context method, workbooks and word parts. According to

the teachers, all students receive vocabulary instruction

except for top ability first and second graders.
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Johnson et ale expressed concern over the

superficial treatment of new vocabulary words in elemen

tary classrooms. The authors concluded that little

meaning-based instruction occurs.

The five observational studies of this era were

designed to reveal the emphasis on vocabulary development

rather than the methods used. Durkin (1978-1979) found

less than 3 percent of classroom time occupied with word

meaning development in an extensive study of grades three

through six.

Roser and Juel (1982) found in their observation of

grade one through five classrooms that 4 percent of the

time was spent on vocabulary development. Bullock et ale

(1982) found only .8 percent of classroom time in grade

eight classrooms spent on preteaching.vocabulary.

Mason and Osborn's observation of third and fourth

grade classrooms (1982) was the only study reporting

sizable amounts of time devoted to vocabulary instruc

tion. The percentage for third grade is 14 percent and

fourth grade teachers spend 25 percent of their time in

word meaning instruction.

Durkin's follow-up observational study (1984) of

first, third, and fifth grade teachers found that the

majority of teachers only list new vocabulary words before

reading. Few teachers introduce the new words in context.
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Durkin concluded that both basal readers and teacher are

deficient in providing vocabulary development.

The twenty-two vocabulary references for the sixth

era recommend a mean of 13.32 methods. Every textbook

advises both direct and context methods. The observa-

tional studies of the era do not mention specific

vocabulary method use. The survey studies do cite

particular methods. Mason and Osborn (1982) found that

elementary teachers report using context and direct

instruction methods. Johnson et ale 91984) determined

that listing, workbooks, word parts, and the context

methods were used by the elementary teachers they sur-

veyed. The secondary teachers surveyed by Darnell (1983)

reported using direct and vicarious experience and the

context method most often.

Summary of Findings for the
Subarea of Investigation

The reading methodology texts recommend the use of

more vocabulary methods than teachers are or have been

using as indicated on teacher surveys, classroom observa-

tions and according to reading investigators. Most of

the research reveals very little classroom time devoted

to vocabulary development. In examining and comparing

actual practices to recommended practices there are some

areas of agreement such as employing an eclectic approach
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and using suggested methods in the classroom to expand

students' word meaning knowledge. The areas of disagree

ment are in regard to frequency of vocabulary training

and using a wide variety of vocabulary methods.

Summary

This chapter has endeavored to answer the objectives

of this study. The purpose of objective one was to gain

a wider perspective of the emphasis vocabulary develop

ment has received in the reading methodology texts during

the years 1900 to 1985. Most of the reading textbooks

have included descriptions of methods to accomplish word

meaning instruction. Reading methodology texts use only

approximately 5 percent of their pages for vocabulary

development. In the most recent eras a greater percentage

of pages is being devoted to word meaning instruction.

It was found that the textbooks of the first three

eras approached reading generally as evidenced by their

titles. The textbooks of the last three eras, also

according to their titles, focused more on specific areas

and problems of reading.

In regard to systematic vocabulary instruction, most

reading textbooks do not make recommendations for

frequency of word meaning instruction. In the sixth era

only three of the twenty-two reading textbooks contain
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any suggestions about frequency of vocabulary

instruction. In all six eras only fourteen of the

eighty-one reading textbooks had any specific recommenda

tions for the frequency of vocabulary instruction.

Objectives two and three were combined and answered

together. The dual purpose of the two objectives became

determining recommended vocabulary methods from 1900 to

1985 and comparing the recommended methods. Most text

books recommended both direct and context methods. With

the passing of the reading eras the reading textbooks

described the vocabulary development methods more

specifically.

Each vocabulary method is recommended in a

particular pattern of recommendation. Some methods are

suggested early in the century and infrequently

recommended later. Other methods appear in the reading

texts throughout the century. A third group of methods

appears only in the most recent eras.

The final section, devoted to answering the subarea

of investigation, examined vocabulary teaching practices

and compared them to the recommended practices. The

results of teacher surveys on vocabulary practices reveal

that a limited eclectic approach is common. Most text

books advise a wide variety of both direct and context

methods.
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Another area of disagreement in describing

vocabulary development practices and recommended

practices occurs between the results of the three cate

gories of information on this subject. The three

categories of information are the teacher surveys, the

experts' opinions, and the observational studies. The

surveys generally report that more than 50 percent of the

teachers regard vocabulary development as important and

devote time to it in the classroom. All but one of the

observational studies found very low percentages of

classroom time spent in word meaning instruction. In

this context appear the comments of reading scholars who

lament the lack of systematic vocabulary instruction in

schools.

The investigation into the subarea attempted to shed

light upon classroom vocabulary development practices and

comparing these classroom practices to recommended

practices. Because of limited numbers of surveys,

observations, and experts' opinions the subpurpose of the

study could not be completely answered. Classroom

observations reveal very little classroom time devoted

to word meaning instruction. This contrasts with the

results of teacher surveys who report much higher percent

ages of time being spent on vocabulary development.
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Teachers and reading scholars agree on using both

direct and context methods for the purpose of vocabulary

development and using recommended methods to build

students' word meaning knowledge. They disagree on how

often vocabulary training should be included in the

classroom schedule and on how wide a variety of methods

should be employed by teachers.



CHAPTER V

SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS, RECOMMENDATIONS

The main goal of this historical investigation is to

provide information about vocabulary development

recommendations for the years from 1900 to 1985. Since

vocabulary knowledge is highly correlated with reading

comprehension, there are at least two benefits from

having more informatlon about vocabulary development

recommendations and practices from this period of time.

First, the information could increase the understanding

of the status of vocabulary development in reading

methodology texts.

Second, knowledge about the vocabulary development

recommendations and practices could affect the behavior

of school level practitioners and reading scholars.

Thus, this information could have a positive influence

on vocabulary development recommendations and practices

in the future. For example, the strong connection

between vocabulary knowledge and reading comprehension

documented in the review of literature in this study may

lead school level practitioners to place more emphasis on

systematic vocabulary development in their classrooms.

The selection of key vocabulary essential to comprehend

ing a text may be taught before, during, and after
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reading the text. The key vocabulary words may be taught

using a variety of methods, both direct and context. The

direct methods chosen for instruction may inte~tionally

include direct methods to introduce new words and develop

their meanings and also direct methods which further

refine the meanings of known words.

As a result of the information contained in this

study, reading scholars may write reading methodology

texts which are more mindful of the importance of vocab

ulary knowledge to reading comprehension. Their

textbooks would contain specific suggestions for estab

lishing a systematic vocabulary development program

within the classroom. The textbooks would also contain

a brief discussion of the high correlation between

vocabulary knowledge and reading comprehension.

Summary

Chapter I describes the three main objectives for

this study. The first is to define the place vocabulary

development instruction has occupied in the reading

methodology texts from 1900 to 1985. The second

objective is to describe the word meaning recommendations

written for teachers during this period of time. The

third objective compares word meaning recommendations

from 1900 to 1985 for similarities and differences. A
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subarea of investigation in this study analyzes the

similarities and differences between recommended vocabu

lary development practices from 1900 to 1985 to actual

classroom practices.

A classification system for vocabulary development

methods is defined in Chapter I. Methods are divided

into either direct or context (Petty et al., 1968).

direct methods always involve planned, direct instruction

whereas context methods may be planned or unplanned. The

context method, as explained in Chapter I, uses direct

instruction which may be planned or unplanned. Examina

tion of the reading textbooks in this study reveals that

using the context includes planned ~ unplanned instruc

tion. It is frequently recommended to take place in

classrooms when the need occurs to discuss the meanings

of unfamiliar words. The other two context methods,

incidental learning and wide reading do not focus on

specific words to be taught.

The twenty-seven direct methods are additionally

divided into two main groups, those which introduce new

words and those which further refine word meanings. The

first group includes word list, word parts, direct dic

tionary study, vocabulary notebook, word origins, synonym

study, antonym study, homonym study, compound word study,

figurative language study, word and language games,
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workbooks, programmed teaching materials, audiovisual

media, multiple meaning word study, testing, dramatiza

tion, direct instruction, study guide, and visualization.

The second group of direct methods used to further

develop the meanings of known words include classifica

tion, analogies, structured overview, advance organizer,

scaling, semantic mapping, and semantic feature analysis.

There are three context methods in this study. They are

context clues, incidental learning, and wide reading.

Chapter I contains a discussion of the vocabulary method

classification system as well as a definition of all

thirty methods.

The literature is reviewed in Chapter II beginning

with the close relationship between vocabulary knowledge

and reading comprehension. Many scholars have attested

to the value of word knowledge to understanding text.

Two types of studies have been performed to establish

this link between vocabulary and reading comprehension.

Factor analytic studies comprise the first type and

experimental studies involving the instruction of vocab

ulary to students to improve their reading comprehension

comprise the second type. There are four factor analytic

studies (Davis, 1942; Davis, 1968; Davis, 1972; and

Spearritt, 1972) which indicate that vocabulary knowledge

is an important subskill of reading comprehension.
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Thorndike (1973), however, used a different method of

factor analysis on the same data and concluded that the

importance of word meaning knowledge to reading compre

hension had been overstated. Thorndike's findings are in

disagreement with the results of the other four factor

analytic studies.

Research in the related areas of substrata-factor

theory of comprehension (Holmes and Singer, 1966; Singer,

1964), and readability formulas (Klare, 1974-1975;

Dawkins, 1975) supports the importance of vocabulary

knowledge to reading comprehension. Additional support

comes from recent research in the field of prior knowledge

which suggests that subjects who possess more prior

knowledge understand more of what they read (Anderson

and Armbruster, 1984; Pearson et al., 1979; Taylor, 1979;

Stevens, 1980; Marr and Gormley, 1982).

Experimental studies in classrooms make up the second

type of studies performed to clarify the connection

between reading comprehension and word knowledge.

Several investigators (Draper and Moeller, 1971; Barrett

and Graves, 1981; Vaughan et al., 1982; Roser and Juel,

1982; Beck et al., 1982; Stahl, 1983) have shown that

vocabulary instruction significantly increases reading

comprehension. However, studies by other investigators

(Freebody and Anderson, 1981; Pany and Jenkins, 1977)
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indicate that a knowledge of word meanings may not be as

important to comprehending text as the other studies

concluded.

Three types of information are presented in Chapter

II to reveal the status of vocabulary deve10pment and the

recommendations to improve it. Reading scholars'

opinions on the status of vocabulary instruction in the

schools comprise the first type of information. Observa

tional studies of teachers by reading researc~ers make up

the second type and surveys of educational practitioners

form the third type of information on vocabulary develop

ment practices.

In the first type, many reading investigators (Dale,

1969; Dale and Milligan, 1970; O'Rourke, 1974; Becker,

1980) have expressed concern over the lack of classroom

attention to systematic vocabulary development. They

recommend complete, planned, and continuous vocabulary

development programs. Some reading investigators

(Anderson and Freebody, 1981) believe that more research

needs to be done before such programs are implemented.

Research on basal reading programs shows that systematic

vocabulary instruction is generally lacking (Stotsky,

1976; Beck, 1984; Durkin, 1984).

Observational studies in classroOO5form the second

type of information on the status of vocabulary
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development. Classroom observations indicate that a small

percentage of time is devoted to vocabulary instruction

(Durkin, 1978-1979; Roser and Juel, 1981; Bullock et al.,

1982; Durkin, 1984; Pooley, 1946; Wheeler, 1949). Mason

and Osborn (1982) disagree with these findings and found

in their study that students are spending much more time

working on word meanings than in the above studies.

The third type of information on the status of

vocabulary development takes the form of the survey.

Surveys completed by teachers indicate much higher per

centages of teachers employing word meaning instruction

than do the observational studies (Addy, 1941; Johnson

et al., 1984; Darnell, 1983). Additional surveys on

vocabulary instruction provided to students of differing

abilities were conducted (Johnson et al., 1984; Mason

and Osborn, 1982; Darnell, 19~3) and revealed mixed

results.

The method of design of this investigation is

provided in Chapter III. It states that an examination

and analysis of ninety-four reading textbooks published

from 1900 to 1985 was performed to respond to the study's

objectives. Specific information was obtained from each

textbook about the direct and context methodology as well

as other vocabulary development suggestions. The specific

procedure used to collect the data is detailed early in

Chapter III.
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This historical study of vocabulary is based upon

the concept of reading eras developed by Smith (1968) in

American Reading Instruction. Smith established five

reading eras in the first sixty-five years of the twen

tieth century. They are: "Reading as a Cultural Asset"

era, 1900 to 1910; "Scientific Movement" era, 1910 to

1925; "Intensive Research and Application" era, 1925 to

1935; "Period of International Conflict" era, 1935 to

1950; and "Expanding Knowledge and Technological Evolu

tion" era, 1950 to 1965. Robinson (1977) added to Smith's

eras by creating a sixth era, the "Hope and Abundance and

Then Uncertainty and Poverty" era, 1965 to 1985. Each of

the six reading eras is defined in Chapter III in terms of

emphases, purposes for reading, and reading methods.

In the "Reading as a Cultural Asset" era good quality

literature was revered. Reading was viewed as a means of

developing children's character through exposure to

excellent literature. The purposes of reading were to

develop a lifelong value for literature, to orally read

in an expressive manner, and to get the meaning from the

text. The reading methods in use were the phonetic,

combined alphabetic and phonetic, combined phonetic and

word, sentence, story, and literary analysis.

The emphasis of the "Scientific Movement" era was on

the introduction of scientific methods into education.
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The main purpose for reading was to prepare the students

for life's daily needs by developing skill in silent

reading. Two important reading methods of this era were

the synthetic phonics method and a method which required

an action response from the reader.

The "Intensive Research and Application" era employed

the results of the research of the previous two eras and

new research was conducted. Reading purposes were aimed

to prepare students for intelligent adult participation

in society, to develop a lifelong interest in reading,

and to master the skills necessary to all types of read

ing. Multiple approaches to teaching reading were used

in this era including the use of chart stories, dramatiz

ing stories, action response reading, and instruction in

analytic phonics was a part of many programs.

In the fourth period, the "Period of International

Conflict," the emphasis was on the unrest in Europe and

then the second World War. Reading purposes were using

reading for practical purposes, literary appreciation,

and enjoyment. Reading methods included attention to

reading readiness, context clues, structural analysis,

phonics, and auditory and visual discrimination.

The "Expanding Knowledge and Technological

Evolution" era emphasized technological change and the

necessity to better educate the nation's youth. The main
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purpose for reading was seen to be to prepare students

for a productive life. A wide variety of reading methods

were in existence in this era.

In the last era, the "Hope and Abundance and Then

Uncertainty and Poverty" period, there was initially an

emphasis en improving education with generous funding;

this was followed by a cutting back of school budgets and

aid to education. Two major trends in reading were to

provide literacy for all and to increase reading compre

hension. Many reading methods were also in use in this

era.

The reading methodology textbooks examined in the

study were listed in American Reading Instruction and in

The Dictionary of Reading and Related Terms. Three

additional vocabulary methodology texts were added to the

list of texts to be examined. They are: Vocabulary

Development in the Classroom by L. C. Deighton; Techniques

of Teaching Vocabulary by E. Dale, J. O'Rourke, and H. A.

Bamman; and Teaching Reading Vocabulary by D. D. Johnson

and P. D. Pearson. They were added to provide a means of

comparison with the reading textbooks and because they

are regarded as classics in their field or are very often

cited by reading methodology texts.

Each of the reading methodology texts plus the three

vocabulary texts was analyzed page by pages. Complete
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and extensive notes were recorded for all of the

vocabulary methodology described in the books. This

information was entered into a series of computer

databanks. Chapter III details the specific treatment

of the information and how it is presented. The

information acquired from these books was organized

into two sets of tables. Tables 1 to 13 contain the

generally quantitative information about the vocabulary

recommendations and Tables 14 to 20 contain the specific

information about the methods recommended in each source.

Chapter IV contains the .presentation and analysis Ji

data in accordance with the stated aims of the study.

Conclusions

The summary of findings for objective one reveals

the following:

1. Vocabulary development recommendations in the

reading methodology texts from 1900 to 1985

occupied approximately 5 percent of their pages.

2. From the second to the sixth reading eras,

reading texts have devoted an increasing percent

age of pages to vocabulary development

methodology.

3. Though reading scholars advise systematic

vocabulary development, only fourteen of the
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eighty-one reading methodology texts contained

specific recommendations for the frequency of

vocabulary instruction.

The summary of findings for objectives two and three

reveals the following:

1. The total number of methods recommended per era

has increased from the first to the last era by

three times.

2. The textbooks have tended to recommend a wider

variety of methods with each successive reading

era.

3. Most textbooks recommended both direct. and

context methods.

4. Many new methods were introduced through this

time.

5. The methods varied in frequency of recommendation

from 1900 to 1985.

a. Direct instruction and incidental learning

are recommended by 84 percent of the reading

texts, making them the most described

methods.

b. Seven methods, direct instruction,

incidental learning, context clues, word

parts, dictionary study, study of synonyms,
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and wide reading, were advised continuously

through all six reading eras.

c. More than half of the 30 methods are

recommended in five of the six eras.

d. The least recommended methods, at 1 percent,

are visualization, semantic feature analysis,

and semantic mapping.

6. With the progression of the eras many textbooks

describe the methods with great specificity.

The summary of findings for the subpurpose of the

study was derived from a comparative examination of three

categories of information. This comparison reveals the

following:

1. Most of the observational research reveals very

low percentages of classroom time devoted to

vocabulary development. However, surveys of

teachers reveal much higher percentages of time

spent in the classroom for word meaning

instruction.

2. Most teachers use a limited variety of methods

whereas the reading texts describe a wide variety

of both direct and context methods.

3. Both actual and recommended practices favor an

eclectic approach which uses recommended
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vocabulary development methods to increase

student word meaning knowledge.

Recommendations

1. Authors of reading methodology textbooks should

give increased emphasis to vocabulary develop

ment and devote a greater percentage of their

pages to this area.

2. Authors of reading methodology texts need to

make teachers aware of the basic importance of

vocabulary knowledge to reading comprehension.

3. More specific suggestions need to be included

in reading textbooks for establishing a

systematic vocabulary development program.

4. Reading methodology texts should discuss

classroom observation studies regarding vocabu

lary teaching so that preservice and inservice

teachers would be made aware of the limited

amount of time devoted to vocabulary development

in the classroom.
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